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CHAPTER

JOSEPHUS:

r

HIfJ LIFE, HIS TIME AND HIS WORKS

If the works of Josephus had noth1ng more to recommend
them than their rhetorical excellence, they probably would never
have survived to this day_

If they depended on their historical

content for preservat1on, they would haye disappeared long ago
with countless other relatively unimportant chronicles of small
groups of

people~

For. as this study will ind1cate, the rhetoric

of Josephus. while interesting, was largely derivative and seltom
brilliant; his historicity was seldom penetrating and largely
tendentious.
What l1ttle we have of the works of Josephus has surv1ved through a circumstance the author himself could not have
imagined, namely, the emergence of Christianity.
Book 18 of

In Chapter III,

In! Antlgu1tles Qt 1h! l!!!. there appears a reference

to the historical f1 gure of Jesus Chrl at.

"hether this reference

is genuine, or whether, as certain modern researchers have suggested,l it is a late interpolation, is not within the scope of

1 cf. Pharr, C. tlTestimony of Josephus to Chr1stianity_
American Journal of Philology_ 48: 137-47- Aprll.l927.
1

•
~his

study.

2

The fact remains that without the reference, Th! An-

tiQuities, and indeed the other works of Josephus, would probably
have been relegated to the limbo which enveloped the works of much
more important, but lamentably pagan authors.

The Jewish war!,

which is the sUbject of this study, undoubtedly survived also because it treated of the period 1mmediately before and after the
life of Christ and set the historical stage for his earthly aplPearance.
E;qually important is the fact that Ih!. Jew1sh Vtars con!tains information complementary to the Gospels and provlded corroboration for the Gospels in early times.
~an

find on record has made this observation, I believe that the

~oleful
~ave

While no wr1ter that I

course of the Jewish wars and their tragiC outcome must

gladdened the hearts of early Christians who read Josephus'

~arrative

as the account of dIvine retr1bution visited on the Jews

for hav1.ng rejected Jesus Christ.

This attitude seems to have

been reflected as late as the sixt.eenth century in the title of tht
translation of Josephus' work made by Johann Boemus: Xhe
Facions. 2

Far~ll

And f1nally, it seems to me that the early Christlans

mlght have felt themselves akin to the Jews, at ieast spir1tually,
and retained not only

1h! i!wlsh

~,ar,

but also A6!lnst A2lon in

2 Soamus, Johann. !h! Fardal g! Facions. London, John
Kingstone and Henry Sutton. 1555.

their corpus of literature for the purpose of apology.
The Jews themselves would have nothing of Josephus. Although hie work, The Jewish Watt appeared fIrst 1n the Aramalc
language. the original verslon has not survlved.

His work,

A~ai~

Apion. a powerful polemic against an early anti-Semite, has not
been preserved through any Jewish channel.' In fact. while tra,nsla.-tions of' the works of Josephus have appeared in Yiddish and 1n
modern Hebrew' and essays about him have/been published by the
Jewish Publioation soc1ety ot Philadelphla. he 1s considered a
renegade and a traltor by most Jewish writers. 4 a view that apparently cannot be lightly refuted.
The atti tude of the Jews toward Josephus,. ooupled with, ,
the attItude of the Romans. seems to have occasioned the wr1t1ng
of' The Jewish W!r, although it was commissioned by Vesapslan who
intended it as a warning to the people of the East of the uselessneBS of revolt. 5
self.

It is 1n the first place an apology for h1m-

A certain Justus of Tlber1as had wrItten a history of the

cf. Stybel. A. J. T2Jrdoth MI1hometh ha-XehusUm. V,arAlso Kalmanov1ch, Z. 121 Ildlsct}e M1llhomes .!:Yn 5tose2b
B!n Ma~1ayohu ba-kohen. B. Klatzkln und F. Margolin. 1914.
saw_ 1923.

,

4. BentwIch, Norman. Joseehus. Ph1.1ade1phla. Jewish
Publication society. pass1m. Also Bernsteln, Leon. flav1us ii!!nhus, fi!! Times and fils Cr~tics. New York. L1verlght. 1938.passlm.
5 Thackeray, H. St. J. Introduct10n to his translat10n
of Josephus. London. VI. He1nemann. p. x, vol. I. p. x, vol. II.

Jewish wars sometimes before 75 A.D., the h1storical date of the
history written by JOsephus.

In hls version Justus accused Jose-

phus of hostillty to Rome, of having been party to the revolt in
Gall1ee and of havlng invented his descent from the Hasmonaean
house. 6 Josephus seems '&0 have been compelled to refute these
charges.

Ihe iewishWar 1s in the second place an apology for hll

people who were being stigmatized
the bitter struggle.

as cowards by the v1ctors of

It is in the third olace
an affirmation ot
..
/'"

h1s own dubious role in the conflIct: loyalty to his own people
on a higher conceptual level than mere nationalism •.
But whatever hie motivation, whatever the reasons for
the preservation of his work, whatever his literary excellence,
we are indebted to Josephus for an eye-witness report of a momentous event in human history.

To quote Graetz:

Jeremiah, uttering his lamentations amidst the ruins
of Jerusalem, fitly ends the first perIod of Jewish
h1story; wh1le Flavlus Josephus, writ1ng the story
of his people in the quiet of Caesar's palace. concludes the second perlod. 7
Because The Jewish

~ar

Is, for the moat

par~.

an eye-

wltness report of a major historieal event, I have chosen it for
rhetorical study.

~hile,

as has already been observed, the rhe-

6 Josephus, Life, 336-360, tr. H. St. J. Thackeray,
ed. Loeb Library, W. Heinemann. London. 1926.

7. Graetz, H. Geocb1chte des ~udes. tr. Bella LBwy, ed.
Jewish Publication society_ Ph11adelphia, vol. II, 320.
A

tor1c 1s not so exoeptional that it warrants attent10n Eer Al.
it is

Impor~ant

because it is a Journallst1o-type of a report

wr1tten at a time when the style of a work was considered of equal value w1th its content.

,.S

The ideal ot non guld

~

2Y2 wodo

certa1nl.y not exemplified 1n an outstanding ma.nner in lhe Jew-

lsh!!t;

neve:r:-theless there is enough ev1dence in .1osephus·

style to ind10ate that he was not entirely indifferent to the
ideal.
As w111 be shown, Josephus had a Jewish education; he
came to the study of Greek and Latin lately, and 1t must have
been a conslderable effort for him to compose anything ,in those
languages.

Anyone who has had any experience trying to learn He-

brew after adolescence can appreciate the diff1culty of the converse of the problem'.

Josephus had to deal w1 th not only

til

new

syntax and an entirely different vocabulary (wIth absolutely no
paints of sim11arity in sound or conoept) but also with an entire
ly new system of writ1ng.
Greek, Josephus

Beoause he realized his limitat10ns 1n
admits that he hired two Greek secretariss 8 who

are probably respons1ble for whatever rhetorical po11sh appears
1n his works.
There does appear a oonscious effort to incorporate some
rhetorical conventions in h1s work, and it is to a,:alyze that ef ...
fort that we devote th1s study.

The analys1s 1s worth whlle. I

.6
believe, because of the large number of Journalistic reports of
world INar II now appearing whlch completely laok rhetorioal
pollsh.

Arranged 1n ohronologioal or psyohological struoture,

many of these reports aspire to telegraphio statement of fact onl
SelectIon of fact has become paramount, while the art of eloquent
statement has been devalued.

Modern readers and writers, schoole

in the terse economical style of the newspaper story, are unprepared. to apprecIa.te the beauty of telling a story well, w1th teoh
nlque and grace, yet w1th marked effect.
Josephus as a historlan 1s not
cydldes.

Q

Herodotus, nor a Thu-

He is neither a Tacitus nor a Sueton1us.

under the influence of the great hIstorians, of

Yet he wrote

l~ntiqui ty.

and for

that reason I believe he is signifioant as a historian for the
purpose of this study.

To traoe the sources of

hi~

rhetoriC and

to show 1ts similarity to that of other anclent historians is a
projeot outside the soope of this analysis; but the faot that it
can be done readily indioates that Josephu8 is valuable as a
storehouse of rhetorical pract10e as applied to historical narrative.
If we agree with Afontaigne that !!.

!~yl!,

o·.s1= l'ho mm !

we may well begin a study of the rhetoric of Josephus with a stud
of Josephus himself.

Fortunately, the facts of h1 a 11fe have bee

transmitted to us by the author h1mself 1n an autobiography; important additional data are also to be found 1n Th!

~ewish ~at.

Our author was born JOS!Rh R!n MAtthia! bi-kghen in
Jerusalem in the year 38 A.D. of a prIestly family,9 related to
the royal Hasmonaean house on his mother's side. lO The Halmonaean house was the descendant of Judas Maccabee, the hero of the
struggle against the 8eleucl.d empire in the second century B.C.,
and it was considered the royal house of Judaea although it had
been. at the time of Josephus, supplanted by the Idumenaean house
of Herod.
Josephus and his brotherafatth1as received a careful
education and were taught the tenets of the Law while very young.
Josephus says that h1s father-. houle wal frequented by learned
rabbis who wondered at hil precocious intelligence. ll At the age
of 16, Josephus beoame a disciple of the hermit Vanus, apparently
an Essene, and he followed hil teacher into the desert.

There he

lived on wIld fruit and bathed dally in oold water. aooording to
the requirements of the Essenes. 12
To understand thoroughly the polltioal and religious
loyalties of Josephus, it is necessary to digress, at this first
mention of a Jewish sect, to explain the relig1.ous environment
in whloh Josephus matured.

The struggle against the 8eleuo1.d em-

9 Josephus, Y'..U!., 5.
10

Ibid.. 2.

11

-

12

Ibid.· 9.
T...,4,11

"

pire under the leadership of the Maocabees threw the Jews, who up
~o

that time were a jealously paroohial people, in contact with

~ar1ou8
~nelIJles.

~hey

foreign nations, somet1.mes as frIends, at other times as
These contacts had a maturing effect on the Jews. 'and

gradually oame to re-examine the basic concepts of their re-

~1g1ous

philosophy in the light ot a more universal experience.

while part ot their strusgle against the SyrIans was to hold faIt
to their nat1or.al traits and to their

mo~otheism,

they inevitably

began to adopt foreIgn views and pract1ces which appeared to
blend harmoniously with their own.

The Ha.monaeans, the oham-

pions of Judaism, began to build colonnades, such as the -XystumuJ
they began to coln money in the Greek fashion.

John Hyreanus, the

most brIlliant of the Hasmonaeans, erected a mausoleum in the
Greek style at Modin, his family's nattve town. 13 Meanwhile,
important movements occuuad in the religious life of the people.
~s

their religious conso10usness shone wIth a clearer light on

wider fields of human relatIonships, 1t advanced from the narrow
trad1t1on by whioh it had been Circumscribed.

And that a.dvance

produoed three major 8$ct8: 14 the Essenes (Has1dIm) who wIthdrew

l' Graetz, gesohlehte

~

iydeg. II, 14.

14 Josephus, Bellum Jyaa!oym, II, 119-166 1 Flay~!
J08epqI Opera Omn !!, ed. Adr1anus Naber, Llps1ae, 18~8-189 •

entirely from public life and sought in desert places themedita~1on

and religious worship that was no longer possible 1n contem-

porary living; the Pharisees (Phetijlhim) who inSisted on applying
the standard of traditional religion to all private and publio
undertakings, and the Sadduoees (Za\lyk1m) who realized the dift1-,
culty ot reconciling the Law with practioal events and devoted
themselves to the interests of the nation w1.thout forsaking reli ...
gion ent1rely.lS

The Sadducees included, generally, the military
and diplomatio leaders and a party of prieste. l6 Indeed, it was
vhe difference in viewpoint betwee.n the Sadducee. and the Phar1sees that may have produced the final faction-fight that made the
city of Jerusalem vulnerable to the enemy 1n 70 L.D.
The Pharisees were not a. party in the strict sense of

rt,he word. since the mass of Jews inclined toward Phariaeelem in
practice.

To t hem the Torah was a guide, as the prophet Ezra had

proclaimed, but a guide 1s useless unless its guidance i& understood and those who would obey lts direotions are aware of what
~hose

~hen

direotions

are and have some means of finding an answer
, 16a
they a.re in doubt.
It 1& sald of Ezra himself (oh. vil,

15

Graetz,.

qesch~cht,

Ibid. 21.
16& Ibid.

16

des JudeO. II, 17.

jP
10
10): "For Ezra had d1rected. his heart to inquIre 1n the law of'
the Lord and do it and teach in Israel the statutes and ordinances
tiliereln".

The word tbat 1s used to 1nd1ocate the meanIng that is

tra.nslated as
dOBan tt

~ngy1r!

1s Daraeh.

But !2lraf#D in Hebrew obviously

mean hlgulre, in the sense of' asking or looking into,

on the contrary. 1 t e.pparent Ily means to intorpret. and the act of interpret1ng is Mldraeb. 17

especially

W~lEm

used wi th u-torah,

the name of a cOinmentary on the Torah that exists to this day.
Ezra was called the Scribe (Sophar, ch. v11, 12), and the perIod
a.fter h1m ie known as the period of the ijopher1m.

Apparently,

however, the ScrIbes were more than writers or ed1tors of the
Sacred Texts.

1n the Tanhuma·text of' the M1dr&sh (Jelammedenu

portIon) there appears a preoise Ident1fication of the Sopher1m
wlth the Great Synagogue, an authoritative colleglum that preceeded the SYnhedrln. l8
Although the authority of the Sopherlm had vanished by
the tIme of the founding of the Synhedr1n in 196 B.C., the pr1noiples of' the
~Ie

~oph~r1m

and their literature must have survived.

f1,nd the Pharisees, 1n a new 81 tuatlon, propagating thft1r phil-

osophy and theology, both based on a slngle cardinal pr1nciple;
the necesslty of preserv1ng Judaism aocording to the laws and
c

17

Herford, R. Trevors,

18

Ibid. 22.

20.

Ih!

Pharisees, New York. 1924

11

...
customs of their fathers.

They argued that the fate of man and

1'16l.t1on depended on the will of' God a.nd that everything happened by

"y

dJ.vlne will.

The results ot human endeavors lay outslde the

range of human oalculation.

Man was responsible only for his
!noral oonduct and for the lnd1vidual way he followed. 19 The Sad-

.

iuoees deplored the 1mpraot1 oall ty of the v1.ew t wh1le the Essenes
exaggerated it.

The Sadduoees insisted that auch a view as the

Pharisees held elimlnated Divine Justlce in this 11fe. The Phari-

sees plaoed the operat10n of Divine Justlce 1n the 11fe after
~eath, a conoept the Sadduoees dld not hold. 20 But the ohler
phi1osophlc disagreement between the Sadduoees and the Pharisees
~as

the latter's strict adherenoe to forms, r1tuals and trad1tions

t.hat were not speCifically presor1bed in the Law.

Agaln quoting

~raetzt

But this devotlon to outward forms and ceremonials by no
means excluded the religion ot the heart. The Pharisees
were acknowledged to be moral. chaste. temperate and benevolent. In their $dm1nistration of Justice, they allowed
mercy to prevail, and Judged the accused not trom the
point of v1ew of moral depravity but from that of human
weakness. The follow1.ng maxim was given Joshua, the 80n
of Perachia, one of the leaders of the sect, who with his
oomp~nlon. Matthia of Arbela, l1ved ln the t1me of Hlrcanus:
Take a teaoher, win a rr1~pd and Judge every man from the
presumption of 1nnocenoe. ~

..

.. -

19 Graetz, gesch!ohte des Jud!D, II, 18.
20

tb1d r 21.

21

!.E!.i!. 20.

12

The pious priests, the civil and religious magistrates, who were

often combined in the ssmo person, and the teechers of the Law
wore usually members of the Pharisaic seot.

They owed their in'"

fluence to their knowledge of the Law and the application they
made of it to the affairs or daily llfe. 22
The Sadduoees, on the other hand, who bore witness that

the Pharisees "denied themselves in this world, but would hardly
reoeive a reward in a future J:orii tf ,24

to the Phar1sees in temperament.

were diametrioally opposed

The Sadd.uoees included the

Judaean ariotooracy, tho generals and the statesmen viho had acquired wealth at home or abroad, the diplomate and soldiers who
had come to a free..

peoples. 25

thought through intercourse with foreign

They iJursued a national-poll tical polley along wi ttl a

loose interpretation of oral tradition and a close obedience to
the letter of the Law.

Theirs was an eye-for-an-eye type of jus-

tioe; they held the Levitical injunctions of cleanliness and purification almo3t 1n neglect. 26 Despite this ritualistic attitude
of the Sadducees, the majority of the people inclined away from
them, probably

beo~use

of their leanings toward the Romans as the

1nstruments of peaoe with mild subjugation, and toward the Phari-

22

Ibid.

2~

1~14·

25 Ibid. 21.
~6

Th1d

~~

sees, who were ardent nationalists. 27
The B:ssene sect, sprung trom the re11.gious fana.ticism
that developed as a reactIon to the tyranny and persecut10n of
the Seleucld empire, was a hIgher form of Pharlsalsm. It was com·
plately

wi

thout poll tics,l content.

The Essenes were ultra-strict

in t he1r observance not only of the law, but also of the oral
and wrl tten tradl tlon.

'ro them to move a bowl on the Sabbath

was nothtng but desecrat10n;

they neglected the calls ot nature

on the holy days and took special care to avoid all defilement.
They l1.ved the life of a Nazarite 1n the desert and avoided
oontact with anyone of lesser austerity tor fear of defllement. 2f

In order to adhere to thelr rigid code of holiness.
which they hoped would le&1 them toward inward sanctity and oon·
secratlon, they were oompelled to live apart from the rest of thE!
oommunity.29
and zealoto

HOViever. it 1s significant that the revolutionists
s~em

to have had some contact with the Essene sect.

\Vhy Josephus stud.ied with an Eseene can only
jectured.

be

con-

His family must have been Sadducean in sympathy,hav-

connections with the rIasmonaean house and with the high priesthood;

Josephus himself showed Sadduoean sympathy when he betrayed

27

~.

23.

28

l..21S,. 24.

29

~.

25.

~be
~uoe

Galilean revolt to the Romans and later when he tried to inthe defenders of Jerusalem to surrender.
Nevertheless, he tells us that he spent three years with

nis Essene mentor. 30 after whlch he returned to Jerusalem.

At thE

age of 26, he was appo1.nted to a mission to the Empress .Poppea
Rome on behalf of two imprisoned Pharisees. 31

at

He succeeded 1n ob-

taining the1r freedom, and the empress, who was well disposed toJews, made him a favorite of hers, loading him with gifts before his return to Jerusalem. 32

~ard

Whe.tever his religious training. we can imagine the impression the court of Nero made on the young Josepbus.

We know

that he never belleved the small Jew1sh nation could ever hope to
galn independence from the mighty Roman empire by racourse to arme.

Indeed. when he returned to hi s native oi ty. Josephus found t.be

zealots prepar1ng for a revolutton,33 which must have seemed a
madman's project to him.

At first Josephus was alarmed tor his

safety and took rsfug e with the pro-Homanists, apparently the

30

Josephus, X1ta. 12.

31

13.
-Ibid. 16.

32
33

Ibid.

-

Ib1d. 17.

J5
sadducees, 1n the Temple. 34

But when the moderate party, under

the Pharisee Eleaser, the son of S1mon, assumed oontrol of the reo

~olutlon. he came out of hIdlng. 35 Then Josephus pretended a desire for nat10nal 1ndependenoe,3 6

probably to conceal h1s Roman

proclivity and to make himself eligIble for a post of responslbll
1ty in the revolt through wh1.ch he could more easl1y betray the
movement.

He tells us that at this very tlme he was secretly re-

Joicing because he had heard of the advance of the Roman general
Cestue and an army, whIch, he thought, would put an end to the
insane struggle 1n its very beg1nning.

But when Cestus retreated

Josephus a.nd his party ha.d to ret1re and rev!.• e their strate3Y.37
Shortly after th1s event, Josephus was entrusted wlth
the governorship of the important province of Gallie by the
Synhedrin t which seems to have assumed control of the revolt. 38
There are severa.l possible expla.nations of this turn of evente.
It 1s llkely that the friend. of Josephus. the former high priest,
Joshua, the son of Gamala, who carried great we1ght 1n the 5ynhedrln, urged hie appointment.

34

Ibid. 20.

35

~bld.

36

Ibid.

37

~Q1d.

38

~,1?~~ • 28-29.

22.

23.

Josephus' pretence may have led

r;----------,

!

16
the revolutionists to regard him as a zealot.

It may 81so be con

jeotured that Josephus was acting as agent of Agrippa. the ruler
of Judaea.. who was able to act ,. n a way wh1 ch he could not have

pursued as

Ii

vassal of Rome. 39

Certainly -the d.efeat of Cestus

and his retreat before a band of poorly armed zealots must have
shaken the faith ot the staunchest pro-Roman Jews and led them to
alleve that, although complete independence was impossible. a
ell-oontrolled revolt mlght result ln territorial, commercial an
eonomic conoess10ns.

Here again we Bee the fine hand of Sad-

ucean aristocracy.
Josephus had two assistants in his governorship: Joaser
n1 Judah.

40

ontradlotory.
ecls1ve.

Not much is sald of them, and what is sa.ld seems
At first Josephus' conduct was energetiC and

He oalled a legislative body, consisting of seventy
men of the dlstrict.

He apPOinted saven judges 1n each
41
ity and offioers of the law 1n different parts of Ga111ee.
He
aised an army of. a hundred thousand men and armed and drilled
hem 1n the Roman fashlon.

He created

$

corps of cavalry and mal

ained them at his own expense. 42

39

Ibid. JO.>

40 Graetz,

Geschicht~.9..!!

-luden, II. 218.

41

Josephus, V1ta. 29.

42

Josephus, Bellum Juda1cum. II, 5T{-5B2.

He even htred. a personal bOdyguard of 500 mercenary
soldlers who were disciplined to obey a sign from hlm.43

gan to fortlfy'a number of important

c~ties

Gall1ee and stooked them with provisions.

He be-

in upper and lower
He seems to have ser-

iously prepared for a siege against the Roman leg10ns. apparently
intending to hold the rich provinee and its nrovisions for the
revolutionary government.
As soon as he arrived 1n Galilee, inspired either by
his own ardor or by orders from the Synhedrin. Josephus ordered
the deetrucc.ion of the palace inhabited by his own ancestor. Herod,
during the time of Augustus, where images of animals were woreh~pped

1n direot defianoe of the Law.

In order to carry out

this projeot, Josephus invited the most diFtinguished man of 1'1berias to meet. him a,t Bthmaon, but during the dlscuss10n of the

plans a zealot, Jesus ben Sapph1a, eet fire to the palace and dlv1ded the spol1s among h1s own follwere.

Josephus thereupon hur ...

rled lnto the town of Tlber1as and gathered up what remained of
the plunder and handed it over into the oustody of Agr1ppa's off10ers. 44

A persletent annoyanoe to Josephus 1n h1s work as governor of Galilee was Jobn of Glschala, a local patriot of untall-

43

44

-

Ibid. 583.

Josephus,

~,

65-69.

'5.8

ins energy and ot' some intellectual

supE'r~or1ty.45

Their first

difference arose over a large quantity of corn that had been
leoted by the Romans 1n upper Galilee.

c~

John wB,nted to carry 1 t of ~

and sell it. using the proceeds to fcrt1fy Glachnla.

Josephus at

first prevented him from dolng so. but his coadjutors, Joaser an d
Judah. finally persuaded him to grant "Tohn the proper author1zaNext, a band of' youths from the village of Dabaritta, near

~ion.

~ount

Tabor, waylaid and plundered the wife of one of the king's

~gents,

who was travelling through the country.

They brought the

preoious metals and rich garments they had taken from her to Jo~ephus
~hat
~e

at Tar1ohea.

Josephus pretended that he was go1ng to see

the booty went to the Synhedrln at Jerusalem, but actus.lly

1ntended. to return 1 t to the king.

\\her' his ruse became known,

",he people of the vi llagea In the vlc1.nl ty or 'rcri chea became an-

5ry.

Led by Jesus ben Sapph1a. crowds of them began to assemble

n Tarlchea to denounce his treaohery.
prowd w1 th a copy of the Law in
,",0

So

punish the trai. tor.

h~,s

Jeeua came leading the

arms and exhorted the people

Josephus t headquarters were surrounned by

furjous mob, but he saved himself by an ingenious trick. He

tore his clothes, poured ashes over his head, hung a sword

around

his neck and appeared in the arena of 'rarichea as a suppliant. As
Boon as he could gal n a he~~ring, he told the aSBembled multi tude

-Ibid.

70.

19
that he
e~nd

~ntended

neither to return the booty to the king nor to

1t to Jerusalem.

He had intended to use the money that woule

come from the sale of 1.t to fort1fyTarlchea.

Bef)u11ed by this

story, the Tar,1cheans turned their anger againet Josephus' attaok.
ers, while he hi.mself qu1etly sllpped baok to his own haadquar....
soon, however, he was again besieged by a crowd of the country
people who were not taken unawares by this falsehood.

Josephus

appeared on the roof of his house and. in a conciliatory manner,
asked the ringleaders of the mob to come 1.nslde for a consultatl0 •
Once he got them ins1de. he had them seized, whipped, ma1med and
thrown out into the street.

Their followers, thlnkln& Josephu.

had a large forae of men concealed in his headquartdrs, soon d1spersed 1n terror. 46
From the time of this 1ncldent, a united defense of Gal
1lee was no longer poss1ble.
1nhab1. tants of tr:e

0'

t1 es t

SOlJl9

man. who adhered to Josephus;
folk who accepted ..Tohn of

On the one stele were the moderate

.

of whi ch were notori ousll prc-f:.oon the other side were the oountry

G~.echala

as their leader B.nd 'who were

eager for an "&.11 out" prosecut10n of the war.
As soon as he was sure of the divis10n of the people.
John a.nd his brothe!' ::'Jmon, with a hundred well-Chosen follov;era,

46

Ib1d. 126-144. Josepbus, Bellum ,ruda1cym, II,

~19·
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appealed to the Synhe~,rin at Jerusa.lem to denounoe Josephus. 47
The dissidents asked that Josepbus be recalled. Simon ben
l1el, the president of the Gynhedrin. who was

who had no faith 1n the sincerity of Josephus.
mer high priest. supported the case of John.

tit

Gama~

friend of John an I'
~nd

Ananus, the

fo~

It wae decreed that

tour envoys be sent to Galllee with orders to compel Josephus to
lay down hie offioe and return to JeruElalem. 48
ilean communities, such as

~)epphoris.

The larger Gal-

T1berlas and Gabara, were

1nstructed by the Synhcdr1n to offer assistanoe to John against
Josephus, who

not to be considered as other than an enemy ot

W6S

his country.49
But Josephus did not yielcl his post so eastlYi

nor did

he a.ppear to disobey the Synhedrin whenoe he deri.vHd his origina.l

powers.

H1s father. who lived at Jerusalem at the time, kept him

tnformed of the act10n of the ;:,;ynhedr1 n, and he was able to take
pl"'eoaut1onary measures. 50 ~jhen the envoys arrived in Ga111ee.

Josephus assured them that he was quite re[,dy to surrender his
office and return peaceablj to Jerusalem.

Nonetheless. he seamed

to be in active preparation for the revolt and puzzled the envoys
by the evasive answers he gave them.

47 Josephus, Vita, 189.

4, - 202.
it9 Ibid. 203
Ibid.

~()

-

Tn"

A

~()h.

Secretly he was lnclt1r..g

• 21

hatred of the envoys among the city inhabit.ants of the area, and.
it often appeared that they were in danger of being injured by
Josephus' partisans. 5l On the advice of John of Giscba.la, the
envoys sent secret messengers to every inhablted place tn Galilee
declaring Josephus an outlaw and all his measures void.

Hearing

of this, Josephus sent hl s own men to intercept the secr'et messengers and to bri ne; them to him.

Invl ting hi sown part1. sans. he

explained that he was the victim of a plot and l&shed them into a
frenzy of ra.ge that would have resulted in the lynching of the
messengers if Josephus had not assumed a generous protective attitude.

He organized a delegation of his own followers to go to

Jerusalem to explain the Synhedrin that he we,s doing h1e duty wel
and that the envoys were really obstruotionists. 52
~~ea.nvih11e,

the envoys who were at the time in upper Gal

11ee realized that Josephus had stymied them in that seotion of
the province, and they moved. down to Tlberias. 53
stole a march on tr;em.

Again Josephus

The envoys cO'Tlrnanded tria people of that

city to observe a day of fast1ng and humiliation, when prayer

would be offered for Divine Help.

51

52
53

-Ibid.

The people answered this call

205-207

Josephus,

X.l~.

271.

Bellum, ~;-""da1cum, II. 632.

Al-

by convening in lar'68 numbers in a synagogue of Tiber-1as.

t.hough everyone was supposed to be unarmed. Jose;)hue and his

lowers all had weapons conoealed under their oarments.

rd-

After the

prayers, when an angry d1scusaion ensued, the partisans of JosephuS fell on their opponents.

The people of the town eided with

Josephus, and. the frac?s entled w1th e decisive

author.~ In
t10n

to the

v~

ctory for our

the meantime, JosephuB had dispatched his own delega~)ynhedr',n

to plea-cl

his cause.

Ht s

messengers made

such a. fs,vorable impression that the envoys of' the Synhedr1n were
recalled. and Josephus was properly reinstated as governor of
~

Galilee. This move was occasioned by popular pressure or by
official pressure on the 5ynhedrin.

For to show bis contempt for

that body, Josephus returned the envoys, who had been sent to
depose h1m, to the Synhedr1n trussed up in the very chains meant
for h1m. 56
When the Roman leg10ns finally appeared in Galilee, a
'bulwark a,galnst foreign invasion of Judaea as well as a rich
souroe of supply, the people of the province were divided

a~ong

themselves and deb11itated by the struB3le between the pro-Romans
and the anti-Romans in the1r own ranks.

54 Josephus. Viti. 289-303.
55

~bid.

309.

56

Ibid. }l6-332.

While some of the fort1-

23
ficatlons were indeed strengthened by Josephus, he had failed to
organize the defense of the area into a unified, mutually supporting system.
1n

In the five months from November, 66, to March, 67,

whioh he had been governor of Galilee, he had cancelled out

the gainsproduced 1n the

fj

rst four months of the rebellion by

the defeat of the army of Cestus.

Vih1le it has never been re-

marked, 1 think it is a sign1ficant indication of' the treaohery
of Josephus that

Vespaslan began h1s campaign against the Jews

in Galilee, instead of strik1ng directly at the capital of' the

revolt, Jerusalem. 57
With an army of about 58,000 men, Vespa-aian eet out on
his campaign from Antioch. 58

Abhorlng direct action against the

emotional and political center of the revolutionary movement, he
reduced the cities of northern Galilee first; each time he

engage~

the enemy Josephus was defeated, although at Gabara and Jotapata
the people fought valiantly.59

Josephus had come to Jotapata

from Tlberlas in order to take command of the defense of that Cit,.
When he realized that the city would be taken. he attempted to
slip out. 60 However, the population prevented him from doing so.
'iihen the Romans entered the city. Josephus and forty of his officers took refuge 1n a cave or sewer that had only one ex1t. The

57

58

59

60

Josephus. Bellum Juda1oum, III, 30.
Ibid. 29 and 64-69.

Ib'1'd.

Ib1d.

lQ~

Romans demanded. their surrender. whioh Josephus was prepared to
give had he not been prevented by the forty off1.cers.

As a ruse,

he agreed to the1r plan to commit suicide, each by the hand·ot an
other. the last man kil11ng himself.
be the last man.

Somehow Josephus managed to

With one other surviving officer. be surrenderee

himself to the Romans, walk1ng out over the corpses of thlrty-nln4
patriotlc Jewlsh soldiers who had been true to thelr agreement.61
Josephus was rece! ved wl th honor by the f(Omans. 62' belng
consta-r.ed an adversary in name only.
n1.tJI

He was given a robe of dlg-

Titus was his oompanion, and he was permltted to select a

wife from the captlve women. 63
After the surrender of Josephus. the remaln',ng fortlfled
places in Galllee fell with varying ease.
1tt..1l!lted after light or no res1.etanoe;

Tlberlas and Joppa cap·

GamaJs,

~ount

Tabor and

G1schala were held to the bitter end. and cost the Romans dearly.6~
Meanwhile, refugees from Galilee began to pour into Jerusalem, the population of whioh wae div1ded into parties who favored the zealots and those who favored a negotiated peace with
the Romans.65 Realizing the chiefs of state were men frtendly to

61

-Ib1d. V,391.414.

62 -Ib1d.
63

lb1d.

64

fbld. I II.

64

Deta1ls from Ib1d. IV. V. VI. and VII.

(
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the Romans t the zea.1ots tried to break the

po~,er

of the moderate

party before Jer'usalem would be betrayed.

They started by divest.-

ing the high pr1est of hie office and by replacing him wlthan
unknown country rabbi, Ph1neas ben Samuel.

Anan, a leader of the

modera:b..e party, urged the c1tizens of Jerusalem torehe1 at this
sct and drive the zealots from the city.
of

8.

That was the beginning

ctv!l war w1.thin the walls of Jerusalem.

At first the moder ..

ate party succeeded 1n driving the zealots into the second wall
of the

c~tadel,

the Mount of the Temple,

However, when 11'. was

rumored that Anan intended to ask the assistance of the Romans,
~ohn

of G1scha1a brought up h1s army and attacked the moderates

from outside the city.

After a brief action. the moderates were

defeated and the zealots 1nstltuted a re1gn of terror that made
~10tims

of Anan and Joshua ben Gamala, president of the Synhedr1n,

as well as others who were considered pro-Roman or aristooratio.
Eventually, however, the remnants of the moderate party enleagued
themselves w1th an Idumaean bandit, Simon bar-Glora, who entered
the 01ty and attacked the zealots with great vigor.

Nevertheless,

the Zealots reta! ned control of the c1. ty.
~h1le

this aot10n was going on, the dynamics of the Ro-

man empire were moving to ma.ke Vespasian emperor.
lowed by Oalba. Otho and V1tel11us;

Nero was fol-

finally, 1n Deoember, 69,

Vespas1an was aoolaimed emperor, and he left the Near East to return to Rome, leaving the prosecution of the Jewish war to his

SOl,

Titus, the friend of Josephus.
T1tus, with an army that had grown to about eighty
thousand men, took up the siege ot Jerusalem in February, 70,
four years after the outbreaK of the revolt.

On his staff, in

addition to the regular military officers. were three prominent
JewS:

Tlberlus Alexander, son of the alabaroh and governor of

Egypt; King Agrippa; and our author, Josephus.

In the camp was

also the beautiful Jewish pr1ncess, Berenice.
T1tus passed the spring preparing for the siege and cal
ling on the inhabitants of Jerusalem to surrender in return for
lenient treatment.

But. 1n the faoe of the enemy. the warring

groups inside the city united, at least superflcially.

The elder

and chiefs of the government sent out calls to outlying provinces
for Bupport, which soon came.

Never before had the walls of Jer-

usalem been so well defended.

Titus began his slege operations

in Maroh or Apr1l, 70, during the Passover festival.

The fight-

ing was determ1ned and bitter on both s1des.

Although Titus had
the advantage of famine, Josephus' persuas1ve elOquence66 and

teohniques of unusual cruelty, he was unable to effect a quick
cap1tuation of the c1ty.

Finally. on the tenth day of the Jewish

month of Ab {September 26, 70 A.D.),67 by a curious coincidence

66

67

Ibid. VI, 96-112.

~

Ibid.
...........
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the tr:a.d1t1onal date of the destruction of the flret t,emple, the
Roman soldiers succeeded 1n penetrating the Holy of Holies, deseorating it and burn1ng 1t to the ground.
lost, the res1stance of John of

Giecl~ls.

Even with the Templ:,.e
and S1mon bar-Giors.

oontinued t'or several months.
In thelr triumph, Vespasian and hIs sons T1tus and
Dom1tia.n led the surviv1ng leaders qf the revolt John and Simon.
Josephus witnessed the humiliation of his own people from the
sarety of the emperor's favor. 68 He was raised to the oitizenship of I:J.oma

and there l1ved out hie days 1n ease and comfort,

under the name ot' Flav1us Josephus.
the long

Colleoting all the faots ot

of hlspeople agalnst Rome, he
69
V-;ar first 1n Aramaic and then1n Greek.

-

strug,~le

He d1ed a.t an unreoorded date.

68

~.

69

t,b1d. It 3.

V, 422, 428.
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CHAPT.ER II

PRINCIPL£S OF CLASSICAL RHEI'ORIC
To evaluate correctly the rhetoric of Josephus, we must
begin by examining the standards of rhetorical pract1ce that .ere
accepted by our aut hor and by his secretaries who wrote Greek fo
1m.

For the purpose of establish1ng the principles of ancient

hetorl0, I propose to examine the works of authorities, highly
egarded by antIqulty. whose wrItings, presumably, were widely
ocepted.

T hey include Aristotle, Longinus, and Qulntllian.
We need not concern ourselves with pre-Arietotelian

hetoricians.

Our knowledge of them is fragmentary and doubtful,

nd they dealt. for the most part t wl th legal and pol1 t1otil.l oraory.

The sC'.ence of rhetorio began, according to C1 cero, 1 who

uotes a lost work of Aristotle, in Sicily, when, after the expulsIon of the tttyrants" (467 S.C.). Citizens, who returned from
xile imposed on them by their former rulers, lnsti tt.lted c1 viI
suits to regain their confisoated property.

1

In

~he1r

legal dit-

Clcero, Brutus, tr. Charles Stuttaford. (Loeb L1b·

aryl, London, n •. d., XII, 46.

28

rioultlee. the returned exiles required the assistance of speeohwriters,

Two of these professionals, namely Corax and Tisias,

were so successful that they drew up handbooks giving a set of
rules and a system for dealing with problems that were likely to
come up in court.
Rhetoric was developed by professional sophists, a Jaun
diced pioture of whom is given by Plato in his Gc;mias and
In the gorgia.,! he calls rhetoric1a.ns

li

l'baect~ull!.

artlficers of persuas1on";2

in the fbaedrus he refers to rhetoric aa a nwinning ot' men's

souls by means of words··. 3

In the latter dialogue. Plato speaks

of words as things of beauty and expresses the rhetorical concept
that every discourse should be llke a livinG th1ng, w1th body,
head and feet of 1ts own, and with all its members adapted to eac
other and to the whole. 4
Arlstotle t s definition of rhetoric is much less ethical
and more praot1cal.

He calls rhetoric nthe power of observing

about eaoh thing every possible persuasion. u5

His "Handbook on

Rhetorio'· 1s dl vlded into three books, the first t.wo of which are

2 Plato, Gors1as, tr. W. R. Lamb. (Loeb L1brary), London. 1937. 453 A.

3 Plato, Phaedrus. tr. H. N. Fowler, (Loeb Library),
London. 1937, 261 At 271 c.

4

Ibld. 264 c •

. 5 Aristotle, Rhetor1q. tr. J. E. Freese, (Loeb Llo£ary
London, n.d., I. 11, 1.

r_--------------------~
10
concerned w1th the types of oratory and what to say 1n order to
oreate a deslred impression on the Judges.
fioally with the nbow" of disoourse:

Book III deals spe01-

"it 1s not enough to know

wt,let

must be sald, but it is necessary to know even thls: how lt

must

be

said. 1f6
In regard to style. Aristotle oonsiders its chief merlt

olarlty,1 tor unless words are used 1n the1r proper sense, nobody
will understand the orator.

In addit1on, the style must be ap-

proprIate to the subJeot, not mean nor too lofty.8
The style should be removed from oomplaees. but that
removal should be artfully oonoealed and done naturally.9 In prOSE
it 1s proper to use metaphors, which are oommon in everyday speeot,
but they should be suitable to the disoourse. 10 If they are used

for ornament, the metaphors should be taken from better things 1n
the same class; if they are to be used for oensure. they should
be taken from worse things 1n the same class.

Metaphors should be
well-sound1ng. plausible and inoffensive to the senses. ll

6

Ibid. III, 1, 2.

1

11, 1.
-Ibld.
Ibld. 2.

8
9

-

Ibid. 7.

11 Ibid.
-

10 Ibid. 9.
10 and 13.

.Dl
Coldness of style is oaused by use of compound words,
excessive use of unoommon words, use of long, inept and too fr.
quent epithets, and inappropr1ate metaphors. 12 The simlle is a
kind

oi' metaphor, but it 1s less useful in prose since there 1s

something 1.ntrlnsically poetic about it .13

The very foundation of

style 1s purity, which depends on ftve rules:

(1) the proper use

of connectives, (2) the employment of speCial, not generic terms,

(3) the avoidance of ambiguous terms unless the writer deliberate-

ly intends the opposite, (4) the .. keeping of genders dist1not, as
la1d down by Protagoras, and (5) the observance of the proper use
of number. 14

While Aristotle wrote primarily about spoken orations,
~e

noted that "What ls written should be easy to read or easy to

speak, whloh are the same thlng."15
To achieve d1gn1.ty of style, the orator is admon1shed to
use def1nitlons instead of proper names, to use the reverse for

13

111, 1, 2.
-Ibid.
Ibid. iv, 1, 2.

14

~bld.

15

Ib1d. 6.

12

v, 1-6.

3. 4.

,2
oon c iseness. 16

Illustration by metaphors and similes 16 recommend~

ed providing it avoids the poetical. l7

Use of the plural for the

singular.18 the avoidanoe of Joining one article to several t.erm;:
Itbe use of repeat.ed oonnectives (polysyndeton)20 and the use of
~egatlve epithets to describe anythlng22 _-all contribute to a digstyle.

~1fled

Propriety of style depends on 1ta being appropriate to
Ithe subJeot. 23
~ends

It 1 s interest1ng to obeerve tha.t. Ari.stotle recom ...

oompound words. a number of eplthets and fore1gn words .as

~ppropriate

to emotional oratory: "for such 1s the language of e-

~otional.enthuelastlc

orators, and it is clear that the hearers

~ooept what they ssy 1n a sympathetio sp1rl ttj .24
The form of diction, accord1.ng to Aristotle, must be
~e1ther

metrical nor entirely without rhythm.

For if it 1s metri-

bal, the attention of the hearers w1ll be d1stracted from the

16

Ibid. vi. 1.

17
18

-Ibid.• 4.

19

~.

5.

20

-Ibid.

6.

22

23
24-

Ib~,<!

1.9!d • 7.

vil. 1.
-Ib1d.
Ibid. 11.

mean~

speech to the oadenoe of the metre. 25

ins of the

If it is without that rhythm. it is ~nllmlted, whereas 1t
ought to be limited, but not by metre; for that which 1s
.unlimited 1s unpleasant and unknowable. Now all thlngs
are limited by number, and the number belonging to the
'.
form of dlction 1s rhythm, of whlch the metres are d1vis10ns·~

Aristotle d1stinguishes these rhythms: the herOiC, whlc}
is too dignified for oratory and lacks the harmony of ord1.narl
conversations; the lamblc, whlch ls too ord1nary. the trochai0,
whlch 1s too muoh l1.ke oamlc dance and trips along; the paean,
which he accepts tor use at the beginning and end of orations. 27
style. Aristotle, believed, must be elther continuous
and unt ted by conneotlng part1.cles. or per1.ad1c, llke the antlstrophes of the ancient poetl. 28
By a cont1nuous style r mean that wh1ch has no end 1n
1tself and only stops when the sense 1s complete. It 1s
unpleasant because it 1s endless • • • • By per10d, I mean
mean a sentence that has a beglnnlng and an end 1n itself
'and a magnitude that can be easlly grasped. ~hat 1s 29
wr1tten 1n thts style is pleasant and easy to learn.
The period must end with the sense and not be cut off abruptly.30
It may contain only one t:lauae or several clauses. 3l The complex

26

-Ibid. 2.

27

Ibid. 4, 5.

25 Ibid. viit, 1.

28

29
30

....,

-

-

Ibid. lx, 1.

Ibid. 2, 3.
Ibid. 4.

-
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p~riod 1s dIvided by dlsJunctlves or antitheaes. 32 Parlsos1!
prevails when the clauses are equa.l;33

l(aramolos18 1s similarit.y

of sound either at the beginning of the sentenoe

(GOm2!Qka\ir~t.2D~

or at the end of the sentence (homO!9teleyton).34 All these de~loeB may oocur in the same complex or periodic sentence.'S

Having discussed these quations of teohn1que. Aristotle
next turned to the system of producing clever and popular maxims.
To aohieve the desired effect. he recommends the use of metaphors.
similes, actualizations and ant1theses. 36

Actualization consists

ot representing inanimate objects in a state of animatl0n. 37
!',pophthegms, r1ddles, paradoxes t Jokes. puns, proverbs t hyperbole

and the like are all valuable to ma.ke a style clever and pleasanJ.
The remainder of Aristotle's work on rhetoric is devoted to the arrangement of the speeoh and classification of
style.

Aristotle himself was keenly aware of the difference be-

tween the spoken and the written oomposition. In the twelfth
chapter of Book III of Rhetor19. he wrote:
32

3'
3-4

35

-Ibid.
Ibld.

7.

-:{bld. 9.
-Ibid. 10.
x. 6.

36 .ll21!!.
37
38

-

Ibid. 7.

Ibl~.

x1, 6.

35

•

But we must not lose 81~pt of the fa.ct that a dlff'erc:nt
style is suitable to each kind of rhetoric. That of
written compositions is not the same kind as that of
debate; nor in the latter is that of publio speaking
the same as that of the law oourts. But it 1s necessary
to be aoquainted with both; for the one requires a
knowledge of good Greek, while the other prevents the
necessity of keeping silent when we wish to communicate
something to others, which happens to thoae who do not
know how to write.
To paraphrase W. Rhys Roberts, this recognit1on of' the
wr1tten word, is remarkable in an age when thoughts were trans.1tted from mouth to ear rather than trom ha.nd to eye. 39
In thl s ear'ly statement of the prine! plea of rhetoriC,
we have at once the culmination ot classical Greek rhetoric and a

.tarting point tor the ancient writers on the subjeot who lived
atter Aristotle.

ie have the pr1nciples set forth 1n elemental

clarity and with a force that has not
day.

d1m1n~shed

to the present

'then we apply Aristotle t s precepts to the work ot' Josephus,

must a3a1n remember that the Jewish writer was a stranger to
the concepts of Greek rhetorio, and the two secretaries, who he
laid aSsisted him, may have lacked some of the 1nspiration to
~ve

his work the rhetorical polish engendered by true inspirat1

Nevertheless, we shall eee traoes of Ari stotle' a princ1 plea 1n

1h!

J!w1sh

~ar,

and we can appreCiate that the writer was aware

What Ar1 stotle wrote ..

39

Roberts, W. Rbys, qreek Rhetorlg !nd

18~t New York, 1928,

54.

~~terarI

Turnlng now to Longlnus. we read a writer of rhetoric
who, if we accept the chronology advanced by Andrew Lang, 40 wa.s
!s-pproximately contemporary with JosephUS.

In Longinus we find an

excellent link between the concepts of Aristotle and the f1ne
orator! oal development of (;;ulntllian.

We find

ithinker who. while not completely or1ginal, ha.s

~

wrl tar and a
&.

profound exper-

ence 1n the plethora of existing ancient llterature. and he has
lPondered e. t length the quaIl tl as the. t ma6.e one work goed and anpther not good.
~cal

His discourse. althcugh mainly devoted to orator ..

compositions, he.s appl1catlon to hlstor:tcsl narratives and

pther forme of pros a 11 tara ture •

He 1. S t therefore f a leg1. time. te

pbject of inquiry in this analys1s of the rhetoric of Josephus.
Long1.nus spoke to the world of Josephue--and indeed to

pur own contemporary worl,d--wlth the volce of a man who has lived
plose to the eternal verities of 11terature.

To cite Lang's

!excellent essay:
He may have suffered, as '\1i'Et suffer, from crj tios who. of
all the world·s literature, kno. only 'the last th1ng out',
and who take that as a standard of the past. to them unfam1.11ar. and t'or the hidden future. As we are told that
excellenoe 1s not of the great past. but of the present,
not in the classical masters, but in modern MUSCOVites,
Portugese. or American young women, so the author of the
Treat;tee may have been troubled by Asiatio eloquence, now

1--------

40 Lang, Andrew, Introduotion to Lonslnus, .Qn
lime, tr. H. L. Havel, London, 1890.

lh!.

Syb-

r:-------------.
lons forgotten. by namec ot' which not a nhadow survives.
He. on the other hand, hs.s 9, r1ght to be heard because he
has practiced 8. long familia.rity with what is old and good.
His m1nd has ever been in contact with masterpieoes. as
the mind of a critic should be, as the mind of a reviewer
seldom 1s, for the reviewer has to hurry up and down
inspecting new literary adventures. Not among their experiments will he find a touchstone of excellence, a test
of greatness, and that test will seldom be applJed to contemporary perf'ormanees. What 18 the test, after all, of
the ?ublim~, by whlch our author means the truly great,
the best and most passionate thoughts, nature's most
high and rare 1.nsplration. expressed 1 n chosen words?
He replies that ' a just judgment of style 1s the final
frui t of long experlenDe. ~:uch haa to be travelled in
the realms of gold·. 4~
Indeed, 1n his definit10n of the characteristics of the
Sublime, by whioh he means the highest exoellence in literature,

Longlnus

S6.Y8:

If then, any work, on being repeated submitted to the
judgment of an acute and cultivated oritH:. :t'ails to
dispose his mind to lofty 1deas; if the thought which
10 eUS(5ested 0.0813 not extend beyond what 1. s aotually
expressed; and 1f, the longer you read it the leas you
think of it .... -there can be here no sublimity, when the
effect 1s not sustained beyond the mere act of perusal.
But when a passage is pregnant with sugbestlon. when it
1a hard, nay lit'possible to dtstract the attention from it.
and when it takes a strong and. lasting hold on the memory,
then we ma.y be sure tha,t liVe have 11gbted on the true
Sublime. In general, we may regard those words 88 truly
noble and, 6\J,blime whi ch always please and please all
readers. For then the same book always produces the
saws impression on all who read 1t. whatever be the
difference in thtllr respective pursuits, their manner of
life. ~nd thetr asplrat1one. their ages or their languages,

41

Ibld. xx.

r:------------,
such a harmony of OPPos4~ as gives irresistible authorIty
to a favorable verdict.
Longlnus lists flve

ty derives.

They are:

princ~.ple

souroes from whIch sublim-

grandeur of thousht, a vigorous treatment

f the passions, a "certain artIfIce" 1n the use of tropes, dlg-

1rled expression and majesty and elevation of structure. 43 Grandur of thought and v1gorous treatment of the passIons are, of
ourse, not matters of rhetorical treatment;

they belong to the

talents of the writer and are promoted by the proper use
f rhetorical figures of speech and thought.

Of the acquired

acuIties rather than the natural endowments. the "certaln art!lees" and the dignified expression are perhaps the only ones that
n anc1ent or modern writer can consciously add to his technique
f

wr~tlng

in order to improve the sublim1ty of his expression.

The first of these figures of speech which Long1nus
ecommends Is the figure of adjuration or apostrophe.

The oath

uat be-used at the right time, 1n the right manner and with the
19ht mot1ve to produce the emphatic effect the writer desires;
lee it remains nothing more than a Simple, ineffective oath. In
onnect1on wit h this thought on the correct employment of figures
f thoUe:71t and speech, Lonf51nus warns agalns;t;. the inept use of

hese dev1ces. 44

II, 304.

He pOints out that "the use of t1gures has a pe-

42

Long1nus.

43
44

~.

Qn !h.! SubIa-me. tr. H. L.'Havel, London,

XVI, 2.

r:------------.
cullar tendency to rouse Busp1.clon of dishonesty, and to create
an impression of treaohery, soheming and falee reasoning; espeolally if the person addressed be a judge or a military potentate
or any of those who sit in hIgh placee. u45

,~lth these words in

mind, we can better understand why Josephus, perhaps, made such
1imi ted use of tropes.

He was. after all t wrl tl n,S not only to a

military despot, but also to the people who had conquered his own
people.

He could take pains that his apologies tor hIs own peoplE

should sound absolutely sincere.

ihile It is possible to explain

the comparative lack of tropes in Josephus as a deficienoy of
rhetorl cal skill, 1 t can also be understood as an 1.ntended avoidance of them in order to oreate an impression of rugged austerity
as regards t he truth.
Along with the figure of adjuration or apostrophe, Longinus reoommends questions and interrogati.ons as devioes for reproduoing a moment of passlon. 46

Next, the removal of connecting

partioles (asyndeton) is suggested to give a 11vely impression
of one who, through distress of.' mind, at onoe halts and hurr1es
in h1s speeoh. 47

"But noth1ng 1s so conduoive to energy as a

oombination of different f1gures, when two or three uniting their
resources mutually oontribute to the vigor, cogency and the beaut,

45
46.
'.J.7

-Ibid.
-Ib1d.

XVIII.

Ibid. XIX ..

40

of a speech. .. 48

On the other hand. use of oonnectives destroys

tbe untrammeled rush of thought. and Longinus implies that a certain dignity and pace are added. 49
To produce the effect of violent passion 1n a literary
work Long i.nus offers the figures of hyperbaton. the transposl Uon
of words and thoughts from their usual order for the sake of emphaSiSj50

the juxtaposition of d1fferent cases; the detail of

particulars and the use of climax and contrastJ Sl
words wh'.ch, though

s~

the use of

ngular ln form, are found to be plur'al in

meaning, and vice versa;52 the use of the historical present; 53
the use of the dramatic lfyouu;54 the lnterjection of a direct
quotatlon;55 and finally, the moderate, well-considered use of
porl.phras1.e .5 6
One of the monumental statereents Long1nus makes under
the heading of dignifIed expression is regarding appro),)rlate lan-

48

Ibid.

xx.

49

.!J21J1.

XXI.

50

Ibld. XXII.

51 .illS. XXII I t 1.
52 Ibld. 2 and XXIV.

-

-

53 Ibld..
Ibl.o..
54 ................

XXV.

,~'

-

55 Ib1d. XXVII.
56

Ibid. XXIX.

~----------.
4}
gus.g e :

To say that the choice of str'"klng and appropriate words
has a marvelous power and an enthralling charm for the
reader. that this 1s the main object of pursuit with all
orat ors a.nd wrIters, that 1t is thiS, and this alone,
which oauses the works of lIterature to exhibIt the
glowing perfections of the finest statues, their grandeur, their beauty. th?lr mellowness, their d1gn1ty. their
energy, their power. and all their other graces, and that
it Is this which endows the facts with vocal soul: to say
all this would, I fear, be, to the in1tIated. an impertinence. Indeed, we may say with str1"ct truth t~&t
beautiful words are the very light of thought. "(
One of the devioes used to 1d0418 the

It

very light of

thought" 1s the metaphor. includlng the sImile, both of wh1ch
Longlnus would have used JUdiCiously.58
Like Aristotle, Longlnus fervently recommends fitting
passages ooncernl.ng maJestI0 actions Into phraeology that refleot
1n 1ts metre the grandeur of the thought.

For this purpose he

po1nts to the dacty11c measure as the noblest and moat magnificen
of all. 59

On the other hand. "nothing so muoh degrades a style

a.s an effem1nate movement in the langue:se, such as 1s produoed by
pyrrh1cs and trochees and d1chorees falling in time together into
a regulE!,r dance mea.sure. 60

Continu1ng to descrt be the elements

that remove a lIterary style from sublim1ty, Long1nus draws this

57.

Ibld.

xxx.

58

~.

XXXII, 1.

59

~.

XXXIX, 4.

60

-Ibid. XLI,

1.

".-.

-----------------------------------------------------------------,
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neat distinotion between over-oompressed and over-extended phraseology :
To out your words too short is to prune away their sense.
but to be conoise is t 0 be direct. On the other hand,
we know that a style becomes lifeless by over-extension;
I mean by being relaxed to an unseasonable length. 61
Longinus oonoludes the oonstruotive part of his treatise
with an admonition not to use words of varying tone 1n the same

paseage. 62
Before leaving Longlnue, it is 'worthwhile, I believe,
to mention the previous passage in whioh Longlnus deoides that a
literary oomposition of great sublim1ty, aooompanied by some
faults, is to be preferred to a oomposition that never stumbles,
never requires correotion. Comparing

Demosthenes with Hyperldes,

Homer with Apollonius and Eratosthenes, Pindar with Bacohylides,
~nd

Sophocles with 10 of Chios, Longinu8 avers that not the number

~ut

the loftiness of the author's merits should be the standard of

crtticism.

ItHe who makes no slips must be .at1sfied wlthnegat1ve

approbation, but he who is sublime commands posit1ve reverence. u63
lAnd again: liTo sum the whole: whatever is useful or needful 11es
easily within man's reaoh; but he keeps his homage for what is
astound1ng. tt64
61
62
6}

64

-Ibid.

XLII.

XXXIII.
-Ibid.
Ibid. XXXVI, ."

-Ibid.

4•

XXXV. 3 .. 4.

4~

In such a critical environment did Josephus write. In
Longlnus we oan see a frame of mind that would permit departure
from the rhetorical school principles. providing the compositlon
WBS

Rer

~

excellent.

Here was no carping concentration on

niceties of style, no intense aLtention to the devices ot lit.rat ure to the exolusion ot the meaning of literature.

On the othel

htu:d. Longinus recognized that rhetorical devices and figures of
thought and speech augmented and enhanced a noble thought.

If

we measure Josephus by the standard that Longlnus furnlsbes us,
we oan understand both his defioiencies of rhetoriC and his sometimes slavish adherence to the rhetorical rules of the sohool.
Josephus could rely on the grandeur of his narratlve- .. for what
narrative oould be more sublime than the death struggle of an entire nation?

At the same ti.me he felt constrained to follow the

example of the great historians of antiquity, auch as Herodotus,
Polyblus, Thuoydldes and other, attempt1ng to give h1s compos1tloJ
the smooth polish and eleganoe the ariclent reader ot history
would expect.
~hen

one reads Quint111an atter reading Longinus, one

cannot esoape the impreSSion that Qulntl11an 1s the reverse of
the same coin of which Long1nus was the obverse.

Rhetor1c to

Longinus was the elegance and grace of a well-composed piece ot
literature.

To Qu1ntl11an rhetoriC was a practical tool of per-

suasion that atfeoted men's minds.

Vih1le Longlnus' attitude taar(

4~

literary style led to

8.

fine trad1t1on of literary cr1tlc1.sttl and

&6sthetic sens1t1v1ty, the attitude of

~uintl11an

lIlore vigorous, useful applioations of the art.
other important difference:

tended toward

There is also an-

Longinus' approach to the study of

rhetorio and literary style was essentially a contemplative one.
~ulntillani

view of the matter was formed by aotual praotice in

courtrooms and 1n the forum.

This d1fferenoe may in part account

(or the detailed descr1pt1on or the techn1que of oratorical rheto
10 which we find 1n the Inst1tutl0 Oratorl!, compared with the

anaral out11nes found 1n 2n lh! Sublime. The former 1s a handboo
prepared to eduoate the pract1cing orator; the latter is for the
edltat1ve man who sits 1n his study and evaluates the merit of
11 terary works.
The value of Qulnt111an 1n our analys1s of the rhetoric

r Josephus is that he indicates the rhetorical expectation of th
'oman people for whom Josephus was writing.

From reading Qu1n-

111an, we can Ima61ne more easily what Josephus' readers expected
we can guess the currents of rhetorical theory that preailed when he wrote his works.

By a combination of Aristotle,

Longinus and Qu1ntil1an, we have a fairly complete background to
analysis.
Qu1nt1l1an, desp1te his enthusiasm for rhetor1c, was
aware of the dangers of an over-developed style,

On the

prefaoe of the XVII! book, he warned that a too great cultivation

4~

of style might serve only to emasculate the Subject. 65 Similarly,
t1M!lore animo ags£edienda .E!loguentl!

m.

quae !t 1.2.!&. CotPOrfl

nle1. ungues 12011r8

n

oura..m Bertlnere. n66

He does, however, praise an ornamented style

-

£!!pillum

reRonet~

.!l2n eatlmabl11.

~

!Y.!:!!

wben used appropriat ely.67

Like Aristotle, Q.uIntl1Ian·s first rhetorical requIsIte
was clearness, which means in the first place that the orator sayi
what he means so that he 1s understood without resortIng to
obscenity, sordid language or the jargon of the streets. 68 ~u1n
tilian polnts out that obscurity resultstrom obsolete words,
colloqu1al and technioal language. d1ffioult constructions and
combinations of words. short sentenoes, immoderate use of DYper-

~12n, long parentheses, amblguity. verbosity and double meanlngs~~
It 1s not enough that the orator speak clearly, but he
must speak with style.

Qulntll1an gives us thIs defInition of

style:
~gjturt

sueE Graeol '~hra8Int vooant, 1!l~ dlo1mus e12!peotatur verbis ~ ~lngu11s ~ conjunct~!.

~ut10nem. ~

65 QUint1l1an, "arcus F'abiue. ll! !nst1tyt1oQe 9[a~9ti •.•
tr. H. E. Butler, (Loeb Library), London. 1921, VIII. 20.

66

.!.!lli!. 22.

67

Ibid. il1. 1-12.

68

~.

69

Ibid. 2-20.

11, 1.

In slqgu11a lntuendum est
nata,

&!

t1 n!, Qerspicua, 2t~ lint
volumu~ ~ccomodata6'
conJuD-

id quod efflcere
~. B1 emendat!, y! golloo!ta, y! risuratal
~

in

He reoognizes Cloero as

h1s authority for what is acceptable In
style, namely, that it be appropriate to the subJect. 71 An ornamented style 1s not only a useful tool of persuaslon72 but also
"nee fortlbus modo, sed et1J1W tulgentl by-s armis Rroellatur u • 7'3
Qu1ntl11an deflnes the

ornamen~

style as follows:

Ornatum ~ quod Qerspicpo !£ probl1l ~ est. Elus
prim! sun!> sradus 1n n Quod vells conoiplendo ~ n"
prim.endo. tertlu!.• 5U:!.1 ¥l8 P p1 tidior&. r.~glat; ~
proprie d1xeris cu1t,,~.
Ornament 1n style increases the interest in the subJeot matter
because 1t makes listening to the oration a p1easure,75 and also
it helps the orator to say more than his words means.

But the

ornament atlon must be tfvlr1lis
at fortis ----et --.
sanctus .............
nee affem!..;...;;;..;;...;;;............ .......
n~t

l!!ltatem

~ !l!~"M76

~t fU~9 ~mentltum

~.

1, 1.

71

-Ibid.

111, 42.

'T}

74

79
76

77

!m!1. sangUine !1 ylr1

It must also be anpropriate and utl11,tarlan. 77

70.

72.

£olorem

lb1~.

1.

Ib1d. ,.
-Ibid.
61.

-Ibid.

5.

6.
-Ibid.
-Ibid. 11-14.
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The ornamented style must use 8uphonlus words. 78 onomaopoela,79 and must avoid obscene words. 80 sentences and pararaphe must avoid double entendre and accidental indecent meaning,
nd1gnlfled expressions, meagerness of expression, tautology, mootony of expressIon, bombast, periphrasis and pleonasm, perverse
ffectatlon, faulty use of figures and faulty collocation of
ords. 8l

To heighten a style Qulntil1an recommends the use of

expression, similes. braohyology, sJld emphatiC express1.ons
approprla.te. 82 To make a style fot"peful he offers sublimity
n
ug

exaggerated denunciation. imagination, v1gor, repetition of
mente. oi tternees, pungency and a f1n1. sh that produces a com-

.leteness of effect. B,
Four factors, says
~ess

~u1ntll1an.

serve to elevate or de-

a subject: ampllflcation, comparison, augmentation, rat1o-

inatlon and a.ccumulation. 84

78
79
80
81
82
8:;

84

Ibld. 16.
-lbld.
17.

-Ibld. '9.

Xb1d • 44-56.

-Ibid.
Ibid.

72-83.
88-89.

IOt,d. lv, 1-24.

Style 1s also orna.mented by the use

Dr

~ntent1!

or maXims, of which the enthymeme 1s the best;

~

or exclamations attaohed to a close of a statement; Doem!:
ot' inferred reeaningea clal.l8ulae or periods. 85 In succeeding chap-

t:lhonelI'~

ters we shall See how extensive was Josephus' use of' these devices, espeoially in the digressions he made to describe places
and events that had practtcally no direot bear1"ng on the narrativE
and 1n the speeohes he attributed to the 2ereona! of hie history.
Perhaps the greatest value Quinti1ian's handbook has

fOI

us is its listing and description of teohnical devices, or tropes,
common among anoient rhetors.

Qu1, ntilian defines a trope as an

artistic alteration of aW~l"d or phrase from its proper meaning to
another meaning. 86 As tropes he 11sts metaphors, including transferenoe trom one living thing to another, from one 1nanimate
thins to another, from an 1nanimate thing to a living thins. and
from an animate thing to an lnanl!l1ate thing~1 synecdoche, or the
desoription of a whole object by one of its parts or vice versa,8f
metonymy, or the substitution of one name for another;89 antqnoma·
sla. or the eubstt tutlon of someth1.ng for 1 ts proper name~O
onomatopoeia;

85

86
87
88
89
90

m~~~lepsls

(he says 1t 1s unimportant s1.n08 it is

Ib1d. v, 1-14.
-Ibid.
vi, 1.
,u

-Ibld.

2-11.

-

2,.

tRf d • 19-22.
Ib1d.
Ibid. 26.

A.9

rarely ueed);91 ep1thet; allegorYI paraphrasia, or the use of a

number of words to describe a thing that can be desoribed by a
single word j 92 hIQsrpaton,93 !nastroph!, or the reversal of word
order;94

and hy perbole, or a "fitting strainlng of the truth"

(decena !!!i SU2!rJeot1e).95

-

Being a oareful profess or. Quintl1ian Toads a distinot! n

between tropes and figures, a distinotlon he a.dm1tted was not
un! versally reoogn1 zed 1n his own time. "The word 'ttrope" It he sal ,

1s applied to the transferenoe of expressions from their natural
and pr1.nclpal signifioation to another;

a figure, on the other

hand, is when language 1s given a oonformation other than that
wh10h i8 obvious and ordlnary. 96
Even under the oategory of

fit~ures

Qulnti11an makes a

further distinotion between figures of thoug,ht and figures of'
speeoh.

F1gures of thou3ht pertain mainly to the organization of

the subject matter Into the most emphatic , most effeotive order.
Figures of speeoh refer only to the devioes of expression that

91

Ibid. 37-39.

92

Ibid. 60.

93

Ibid. 62.

94
95

Ibid. 65.
-IbId.
67.

96

,qId.

~~--------------------------~
r--

61yo add1, ti onal bri 111anoe to the thoue;ht of the ora ~or.

both

types of figures, in the opinion of Q,uintilia.n, were neoessary t.o

d~11yer & truly telling speeoh. 97
Br'lefly the emphatic figures of thought that Q.u1ntl11an
RhHtortcal Q.uest1on99

Communication, or taking the o~?onent
or Judge into consUl!OOOll
Antioipation of objection
Concessi on, or leaving some th~.ngs to
101
the .1Udg!~~nt. of opponents or Jurors
!1l'lpersona.tion
J\postrophe 1 03
Vivid 111ustrat1onl04
Det.ailed descr1ptl~nl05
He also

reoom~ends

irony; antiphrasis. aposiopesis, or interrup·

tion in thought to 1.ndicate passion or an:;er;

4.

97

1b1d. IX, t,

98

t bid • 21.

99

Ibid. 11, 6-16.

100
101
102

103

-Ibid. 17-20
20-24.
!b1cf·

-

Ibid. 25.
Ibid. 29.

38.

104

lbid~

105

lbi?r. 40-44.

imitations, oompar·

leons; and extracting hidden mean1ngs from phrasee. 106

51
•

Am.ong the figures of speech, Qu1ntl1ia.n suggested repetition in all its forms as the most emphatic and most artful of
the devices. providing, of course, it be used sparingly and appro
pr13tely.l07

He suggested parenthetioal expressions; 108 beginnln.

a nun:ber of clauses wlth the same word; 109 antithetical comper\80n8;110 oorrespondenoes between the middle and opening of &
colon, between the middle and end, and between the end and the
beginning of a 0010n;111 repetition of the same word. with d1fferent meanlng; 112 repetition of whole olauses at the beginning and
end of' a colon; 115 repet1 t10n of the eame word wi th different
endings;ll;

repetition of small detalls; 114

l~5-100.

106

1b1 4·

107

I"bld. 111, 3-26.

lOS

--

109

Ibld. 29.

Ibid. 30.

110

Ibid. 32.

111

-Ibld.

112
113
114
115

-

Ibld.

-1b1.d.

34.
36.

-1.'91.4· 37.
4,_
Ib1d.

C&SI

repetition of the

sa
first Nord of one clE.r..,lse as the las t. word of the pr e v1 Qua claueeP ~

corraeoondanae 1n the beginning of sucoessive sentences; 117 cor-

PQaoo~denoe in t~e conclusions of several sentenoes;118 and pleo-

."

-

Alao for the salte of emph8.s1e,

G-~ulnt11ia.n

suggested

g roupj,ng together saveral phrases h[.\T1ng the same meaning, under

which device he lncludelj asyndeton and pOljsync1eton120 and grada-

tion, a devlce which heaps effeot on effect. using one statement
as a springboard to another (cf'.

Demosth~nes. ~

qorona., 179) .121

And f'tnally. :1n order to aC'h1eve subtlety, eleganoe and
a he1 ghtened style. Qulnt111an offered omission of obvious words

epazeugmenon. or the completion of a number of clauses with the
same word;123 ~ar9noma811;124 antanakla~lA;125 parlS0n;126

116
117

-i.

Ibid.

44.

bid •

45.

119

-Ibid.
b1d

120

Ib1d .. 57 ..

121

-Ibid.

118

1

• 46.

Ibid. 58.

-

59.

124

Ibi~.

66.

125

lei,d. 68.

126

+b1d. 75.

122

123

Ibid. 62.

r~

.

53

~oeot~l94tEn;l26a

correspondence of clause'4 8

~cmoeoptat9n;127

'3.nM. thee1 s; 129 ch1as!!lue; 130 and the use of words repeated in dif.
ferent cases. moods and tenses (ant1!!}etabola: non 111 .!:1!.m Iivo .!..IS

~ yivam ~~2/.1'1
Thus, briefly, does
technique of stylistIc

~u1nt111an

o~naroenta~1on.

fro!D the Greek rhetora and sophists

a8

list and descr1be the

He is obviously drawln8
well a.s from that fountain-

head of Roman oratorical principl., Cicero.

And just as obvious-

ly does Qulnt1l1a.n appear ready to d1ecar(i all the principles of
rhetoric when they 0.0 not apply aptly to the sl tUB. tion at ha.nd.

It can only be

work.

ima,,~1ned

whether or not Josephus read Q,u1nt1l1e.n t s

But he and hie secretaries. whoever they were, were keenly

aware of the sa.me rhetorical prlnctple B.nd practioe that

1an expounded.

Qu1ntil ...

Even a casual readtng of 1::he Je,!lsq Vlat reveals
organized and. written on a school model ror

evidence that It

w~s

history (a point

wh~.oh

8

need not ooncern us here); it 1s only lQj.o-

a1 to a,aaume, the refore, that a writer who was so much influenced

126&

~b1~,

71.

127

~.

18.

128

-

79.

129
130
131

Ibid...

-Ibid. 81.
82.
-Ibh'l. 8,.
IbId.
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bY the sohool. who was

80

derivative in hie method of org8nlzatio

would be Just as Influenced and Just as der'vatlve in h1s method

or

expression.

In this chapt er we have tried to discern the rhetoric&.
atmoSphere in which Josephus wrote.

In su.caeedlng chapters we

shall prooeed to the main work of th's study, namely, to analyse

I.b.! ;!ewish It!:!: 1 n terms of rhetor1.cal principles and teohniques
\'fa heWB

seen expressed by Aristotle, Long',nus and Qu1ntll!an. But

before we turn to that task. we must first glance at the modern
equivalent of t.he rhetoric we have been conaldar1.nj.

we oan <!valuate Josephus by a double standard,

In eo d.o'.ng

his own and ours.

.
CHAPTER III

PRI NCI PLES OF MODERN RHE.'TORI C

In the last chapter we have seen how the princ1ples of
rhetoric, starting as teohniques of oratorical persuasion, also
beoame devioes of literary polish and embellishment.

In the tl

between antiquity and the present day the principles first articulated by Aristotle and then confirmed by such professors as
Longinus and. Q.u1ntilian have been modified only by the temper of
the age and by the medium to whl.oh they are applied.

For w1 th th

extenSion of the modes of communication the ohannels through wh1c
the m1nd of men was reached has changed in an important manner.
And that change had a profound effect on the application of rhe-

toriC, namely, the continual attrition of the art until only a
bare skeletal framework remains on which modern writers oan hang
the1r composit1ons.
In ant1quity l1terature was 'designed to be heard.

The

ear was able to deteot the rhythm and metre of words in a we:y impossible for the eye--unlesB 1t 1s a well-trained eye.

In such a

1tuation the techniques of rhptor1c, in additlon to carrying peruaslon, also gave beauty, variety and interest to the language.
ropes could be eas11y recognized by their sound, and the elegance
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ot the tropes lent subllmit

y to the entIre composition.

The

organIzation of the material of the oomposition and the seleotlon

ot details were then, as now, functions of the intelleot of the
an wrl ting the compost t1 on;

r his

~Qquired

the use of language was a function

skill 1n maklng this thoughts as psyohologically

impressive as possible.

For the anoient writer, partioularly one

composed for persuasion, had only one opportunity to convey
is ideas to his audience and to mold the minds of his hearers to

pattern he desired.

He was therefore compelled to malre each

ord a telling one. each sentenoe an

impressive one.

Naturally,

ciroumstance developed an effective rhetorical style.
But the invention of the printing press, in the fifteent
engendered two phenomena that changed the ancient situa10n.

In the first plaoe, an inoreas1ngnumber of people learned

o read and the eye assumed the burden of educa.tion which the ear
ad

prevIously carried for most people.

hhen that happened. the

ound of words beoame less important iO relation to the1r meanings
courts, in assemblies and. 1n political campaign oratory
the art of rhetoriC of great importance.

In literature meant

entertainment or for informatIon, the meaning of the thought
vershadowed the sound of the words in which it was expressed.

In

uch cases where literary polish was desired, the writers harkened
ack, indeed, to the old rhetorical prlnc1ples. but the effect
artifiotal and 1n many cases pompous, as in the '-nstance of
Gl bbon t s The Histor

of the Decline and

~:"al

he Roman

r;---------.
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whose notoriously rolling periods often obscure the
thought the author hoped to convey.
Not every principle of rhetorIc. however, was entirely
eolipsed 1n the advent of the written word over the spoken word.
unity and coherence of argument remained desireable in every com-

position; lucidity of language and emphatic statement are still
ideals cherished by modern wrIters.

But these ambitions are also

attainable by untutored authors. inspired by the importanoe of
what they wa.nt to say •.
In the second plaoe, even when more people.were able to
ead. fewer people were eduoated.

Vlhatever their relatior;ls, the

invent ion of the printing press, political democracy and ma.s
eduoation ooourred 1n rapid historical sucoession.

The phenomeno

of mass education and its oonsequenoes are perhaps best expressed
y the English hIstorian, Arnold Toynbee:

When universal education was first 1naugerated, it was
greeted by the liberal op1n10n of the day as a tr1umph of
justice and enlightenment which ~~ght be expected to usher
1n a new era of happiness and well-belng for mank1nd. But
these expectations can now be seen to have left out of account, the presenoe of several stumblIng blooks on this
broad road. to the millenium. and in this matter, as so
often happens. it has been the unforeseen factors that
have proved the most important.
One stumbling block has been the 1nevitable impoverIshment
in the results of education when the process ls made available for "the masses" at the cost of belng d1vorced from
its traditional cultural background. The good intentions
of Dem.ocracy have no magic power to perform the mIracle of
loaves and fishes. Our massed produced intellectual pabulum lacks savour and v1tamins. A second stumb11ng block
has been the utilItarian spirit 1n whlch the fru1ts of

eduoation are apt to be turned to account when they are
brought within the reach of everybody. Under a aocial
regime 1n which education Is oonflned to those who have
either and inherited r1ght to it as asocial privilege
or have proved a right to it by their exceptional gifts
of lndust ry and intelligenoe. educatlon is either a
pearl cast before swlne or elee a pearl of great price
whioh the f1nder buys at the cost of all he has. In
neither case 1s it Ii means to an end: an instrument of
worldly ambition or of frivolous amusement. The posslbility of turning educatIon to aocount as a means of
amusement of the masses--and of profit for enterpris1ng
persons by wh om the amusement 1£1 purveyed--has arisen
Since the lntroductlon of universal elementary education;
and this new possibility has oonJured up a third stumbling
b100k whloh ls the greatest of all. The bread of universal
education 1s no sooner c8st upon the waters than a shoal
of sharks arises from the depths and devours the ch1ldrenta bread under the educator's eyes. In the educational history of England the dates speak for themselves.
The edifice of universal elementary education was,
roughly speaking, completed by Forster's Aot In 1870.
and the Yellow Prese was invented some twenty years
1at er--as soon, that is, a.s the first generation of
children from the national schools had acquired sufficlent purchaSing power--by a stroke of irresponslb1e
genius which had d1vined that the educational phllanthrop1st's labour of love oould be made to yield a royal
profit to the press lord. 1
Part ?f the savour and vitamins lacking in the "lmpover
lShed intellectual pabulum" ls undoubtedly an appreciat10n of ele
gent rhetoric.

In the mad chase for frivolous amusement, which

often means the same as lurid fact, the first impediment cast by
the wayside for the

sak~

,of lightness is the kind of sub1im1ty

that LonglnuB considered so

l~portant.

In the bl11ions of words

1 Toynbee, Arnold J., ~ Study .2! LUstor.l. abridgement
of vol. 1-7 by D. C. tjomervell, New York-London, 1947. 292-293.
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published 1n newspapers 1n the Un1ted Sta.tes and abroad one could
search va.inly for any evIdence of .rhetorical brillianoe, and if 1
be found at all. 1.t wl1l be found 1n that section of the newepape
read least frequently, namely, the editorial opinion columns.
Even 1n ma£j;azlnes and, books rhetorioal ampl1ftcatlon 1.8 kept to a
minimum, not only because apace costs money, but also because rea
ere no longer appreciate it.
The statue of rhetorio 1n the modern world 1s not oompletely dark.

~e

stll1 have inspirational oratory, some politics.

oratory and an occaeional popular writer, suoh as Toynbee himself,
ho achieves both wide Circulation and a lofty style.

In add1 ...

10n, we have a kind of persuasive writing peculIar to our own
ulture, a wrl.tlng which utilizes some of the techniques of rheoric even though its practitioners seldom acknowledge their debt.
',ith the advent of radio we have exper1enced a partial return to
ommun1cation through the ear, and the spoken "oommero'.al measage lt
hlch pays for radio and television entertainment, in its most
effeotive

for~

employe some of the prinCiples of ancient rhetoric

The "oommercial message·· must persuade to accomplish 1ts purpose.

It must of necessity use the language devioes that achieve persuasion.
Such, then, has been the fate of rhetoric since antiquity.

If we were to oompare the narrative of Josephus with that

of a comparable modern writer, such as U.S. Grant or Dwight D.
81aenhower. we m1ght find that Josephus made much greater use of

69
rhetoriC than did our contemporary warriors.

But we must remembe

that Josephus wrote his history not to inform his own people of
.ha.t happened, but to Justify h1.mself and his people to their

conquerers.

This difference of purpose makes it unneoessary for

l!,;1eenho'iHH". for example, to take anything but a charitable attit.ude toward his al11es and hi-s enemies allke.

In recounting the

events of his command, Eisenhower can assume the existenoe of a
universal attitude of approval and acolamation.

In relating the

events of the Jew1.sh war, Josephus was faoed with an almost universal hostility.

Eisenhower has no need for the persuasion that

Josephus hoped to accomplish.
Nevetheless, I1eenhower, as any modern writer, used
oertain present-day principles of rhetoriC, 1 r(~poverlshed and
skeletal as they are.

He (or his "ghost-writers", if he used any

employed inesoapable techniques of composition that are generally
taught in modern schools as condUCive to the ideals of good writlng.

These techniques, some of wh1.ch are as much 1nherent in

subJeot matter today as they were when Josephus wrote, are not
peculiar to thi s age or to the Engll sh langu8.":<;e.

In their essen-

tial nature they are universal and timeless.
The first of these prlnoiples of rhetoric. to which
Contemporary

wr1ters usually subsoribe is that the compos1t1on

must be a un1ty.

To ctte a modern textbook on rhetoriC:

It lthe law of unity) forbids, for example, to write about
television and abo11shing restrictions on vot1ng in the

~.
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same article • • • • To write about two things1n the same
composition, however skl!rullJ. 1s at best to dlv1de the
attention of the reader between them and at worst not. only
to dlvlde the reader, but to bring about a confusion of
ideas. The eirect 1n either case 1s to write about both
things badly.
The pr1nciple of unity ls, of course, as self-evident ir.
jroodern prose as in ancient l1terature.

But where there are dev1ces

cotrmonly used in ancient l1terature, as we shall see when we analyse Josephus' work for unity, the effect 1s achieved in modern
literature mostly by select10n of subject-matter and details.
~hlS

selection in

~hat

a ttwhole" 1s constructed with a beginning, middle and end.

8.

narrative must conform to

A.r~stotle's

dtctum

l'he series of actione must oonstttute a oomplete occurrence, when
~aken

1n their entirety.

An action tha.t does not relate to the

~ntire

episode in eome way is therefore irrelevant and must be ex-

~luded

from the series.
The reasnn for the modern insistencs upon unity depends

Ion t he

ideal of creattng a Single, desired impress1on, as well ..

Ion the avol.dance of confusion.'
To create a 81n51e impression the writer must .limlt himeelf to a

sl~~le

hero (wh1ch happened to be the entire Jewish

people for Josephus), a slngle time period and a. slngle attitude.

2 Thomas, Joseph V •• Manchester, F'rederiok A., Scot,
Frank11n \\' •• ComPRsi t,lon for Coli-ege S,tudentth 4th ed •• New York,
~946. 14.

-

Ibid.

30. 31.

~----------,
otnriOualy.

Ii!.

wr1 tel' cannot feel pride a,net contempt to.ard the sam.

IOb J eet at the same t'. me.

ithe irrelevant.
~utcome
~nd

But such linl! ta tiona can only exclude

'l'he choice of date.1ls must be significant to the

or illustrative of the wr1ter's feeling toward the subject

they must follow 80me pattern that leads

putcome.
~1st

Josephus often

r~rerrf)d

logioally to the

to events far from the 1.mmediata

ory of his people, but only when suoh events led to an im-

porta.nt ohange in his nal'retive.

He also referred to incidents

lOr events tha,t may have been ooncom1.tant w1 th the events but not

Ineoessarily aff.ect1ng t hem;

in such eases the ineldel'ltrs serve

[lIo foster an emotional att'tude he hoped would be created toward
",he event 1 tself.

As we shall see, Josephus

"'&0

not above inter-

polatlns irrelevant data into his history, but these digressions
~ere

linked t

~hat

Josephus etret ched the meaning of the idea.1 of unity, we

~1lall

0

t.he mai n course of ht s hi stor's.

If we oonclude

also f'lnd thht he ha.d suff1cient reason.
The second prinCiple of rhetoric taught in modern

jlchools

~s

that a composltton must be coherent.

inhanB together".

trl£~t

1s, it should

The parts of the composition "must be made to

!follow one another naturally and 10g1cally, a.nd their relations
~o

each other and to the whole of which they are parts must be

ade 018ar.,,4

4

~bt~.

32.

The problem of achieving this ideal 1n modern compositlcn
18 primarily one of ordering the subject matter after it has been
thOUghtfully selected.
orgEw~zlnt:;
~ncient
~ould

~ences
~o

1:his ordering is prtrr.arj 1'1 a function cf

the argument and ls seldom carr1nd over into style. In

composition, however, elements of a most diverse nature

be incorpora.ted into

narrative by means of connecting sen ...

as well as connect1.ng or tfmiddle" thou'3hts.

to speak. of ooherence,

~en

Q

This oement J

present in ancient composit10n, 1s

erally lacking 1n good modern composlt1.on, which re11es almost
','";.

~ompletely
~ls

on the coherent effect obtained by the author's having

subject well-organized in his mind.
There are sever-al modern formulae for obtaining coher-

.nee. some

01

which are of venerable antIquity.

~he "deductive order".?
~he

~ion

Cne of them 1s

In the technique of the d.educt1ve order

author states hie objective at the beginning of hie compos1 ...
and adduoes evidence Lo support his theSiS.

"hat ,Josephus used this method 1n

l:.h!

~!.wlsh

ill.;

We shall see
a.nd almost

.very Journalist who writes a news story for a newspaper uses the
~ame

method today.

The mdthod foroes t.be ,41'1 tel'

to th1nk out his objective with definiteness before
he beg1ns to write • • • it ma~es the composit1on
particularly clear, particularly easy to grasp.J.'he

5

-Ibid. 34.

reader is 1rn~e~1atoly eet at rest as to what the author
Is aiming at, and henceforward be bas onll to give his
attention comfortably to detu11s. It contributes greatly
to emphasis by brlng~.n(~; into rellef at t.he bgr51nnlns of
the composition its most Important contents.
It should be remarked that the eeductlve method also
~lloWS &~1

reader to note brieI'ly the theme 01 the compos1tlon and

aragard the details.

'rhus. a modern newspaper readel' can keep

J1irnsalf' .!1! C/ouraut with events by rea.ding only the headlines.
A second msthod of achiev1ng coherence,

employed 1n modern conpos1tlon.ls the

w~':lch

tl1nductlve order", the

Iroeverae of the pr.gv1oualy discussed method. 7

By the in::uct1ve

Iorder the author keeps his objeot concealed until

th~

Ihi e compos1 ti on. after he has presented the ev1.dence.
~.lUUde

verJ end of
Thus, he

suspense J stlmula tee cur1oei.ty ar/i delivers hie polnt wit h

~. s~leclal
~odern

is w'.d6\v

force constructed by trHc we1:.;ht of his

argu~l!ents.

In

life we n nd the 1nduot1ve method used most frequently In

nom1 ns ting speeches for candidates, I3pe'cla.l exhortatory assays.
short stoY"ies and advertising copy.

Other patterns of organization of subJeot matter eom8t1~'es

used 1n modern compos1 t,i one are such mechan1cal :nethoda as

chronolo:sical seql1ence; "least to the greatest'·. according to
whioh tbe a.uthor presents arg;.lments Of vary1n3 weight 1n order to

6

7

-Ibid.
-Ibtd.

3B.

r ~--------------------------------------------~
~tlild

suspense and accomplish a. pleasant forwa.rd rr,otion in

thOU;;ht; tlagreeable to dIsagreeable"; tteasy to hard fl

,

his

in order to

bring the reader to a difficult subject without frightening him
~y

~.

character~V

its formidable

A.lthough modern writers are generally loathe to usa the
stylistic devices which ancient writers employed to link the ale~ents
~odern

of their composition, connect1ves are frequently used by
writers.

There are. in add1.t'on to such expressions as

"and", "furthermore" t "moreover", "then t'

•

,thowever", "neverthelss"

land t.he like, gra.wmatlcal devices such as relative

cl~usest

pa.ra-

lle1 constructions and as many of the rhetorical t.ricks as can be
adapted frQm 019.s81.oal 'languages which a.re found to emphasi se 1h e
natural coherenoe of the subject.
A thl I'd pr'1 nc19l·'3 of moder'n rhetoric, an:'! of ancletlt
rhetoric too, 1s t.hat the important ~ohoughts or a composItion be
emphasised so thR-t they staY'.d out in the minds of the readers. In
a highly inflactei classical language. the problem was. in the
very tl rst instance • solved easily by placing the importar;t "ords
in the sentence at the very. first position in the sentence.ln
modern E:nglish, with its rigid sentence order. this \echnique is
generally not applicable, although certain skilled writers a.re
able to empha.sise words effectively within the grammatical limit-

1----·-8

~.

39.

cf. Dale Carnegie.
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•

their language.
The emphasis of ideas in modern composition is not madtfferent from that 1n ancient composit1ons.
der! ved from the ab111 ty of the author to

t'or~

It is pria conception

proJected work clearly and definitely in his own mind be-

ore he starts to write.

Speaking of forensic, George P. Baker

tated the case thus:
Good emphasis. which 1s indlspensible 1n corre~t argumentation, has largely been prepared fC>l' by keen brief-drawing.
The whole analytical process of separating what is essential in a case from what is extraneous is • study or emphas~, s by selection; aHd when a B l~udent. in prepe.r1 n;::~ his
brief, considers whether an idea should be made a heading
or a subhead! ns, and how he must ar-range his ideas in
order to obta1n climax, he again studies emphasis, for what
is given 9. maig pos!t1on or is placed as final in c11max
is emphasised.
The pOSition, which Professor Baker mentioned, 1s one

or the most important a1de to emphasis in modern composit10n, as
it was in ancient composition.

Peycholo;ioally, readers seem to

remember most clearly what has been placed at the
work, or what 1s plaoed in climax.

b6g1n~lng

ora

To place an important element

at the beginning of a work an author may use a device called

msteron .Rroteron (or 1.!l madi!s .!:.!.!), which has been successfully
employed t'rom the Il1ad to any of the stories 1n the ao-called

"confession tt l1'agazinee available on newsstands tOday.

-_._----9 Baker' f Geore~e fierce, and. I:untlngton, Henry Barret.
l'.he Principles 2,.[ Argumentation, Boston, n.d., 359.

Another Common means of emphatic
nterstlon.

stat~ment

Is through

Sometimes the repetition 1s of a word, sometimes of

question or phrase, such as that cloylng meBBa3e~ "Lucky Strike
a:<"eB f1

ttes."

nf!r cl oarettes!
But

1101'e

l:ee, Lucky Strike InLt ltes !'ine£ clgar-

often--an1 more adept1y--the iteration tLtkes

epetltion of the same idea in a different form, with varied
hl'SSeology and new connotat1 cns.

A corollary of the method of

tarstion is the method of increased proportion, thaL ls, of
,aping the idea bAfore the mind of the reader for a longer perlod
f t1~e "by explaining it, by going mere and more into detail with

t, by Illustratlng or contrasting ldeas. u10
$tll1 another meanS of emphasiS 1s to allude d1rectly
o the value of the idea with such pOinted phrases as "fhls Is the
mpor'tant point • • • " and the llke.

"odern "r1 tel's, utilizIng

he ad,vant8.6eS of varying type face--and even dU'ferent colors of
1'1 nt. j ng

Ink--can at ta~n some

nf1ectior: of hls voIce.
rEi i,ho thel eby

ot' the emphasl s tl'.l6 ors. Lor

But. the practIce Is

dlscourac~ed

builds by
by print

force aut.hors to cO:1struct their af'lects int.ellB:::t ...

ally rather than mechanically.
And finally, emphaals is achieved by such strictly rheor1ca1 techniques as

hel~)h

tened style, metaphor. Simile, metonomy,

plgrams and characterlzat1.on.

10 Thomas t
tUdents, 49.

Even thou?;h the sk11led use of

~'anchester,

Scott.

Comp~~i tlon

. "1ft"

eRr g,011864;9
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e1ghtened style has become rather rare 1n modern prose, we still

1nd

s1~e

st1rr1.ng examples of it 1n public orac.ory.

Perhaps the

oat 1arlous metaohor in modern oratory was the s tlrrlng admonition
Jennings Bryon at the close of the Pemocratic national
• • • we ahall answer their demand for a

by saying to them:

You shall not press down upon

h'3 brow of labor this crown of thorns:
ank1nd upon a cross of gold."

you shall not crucify

Nor have there been many public

p3eches that have equalled the following'statement by Disraeli
adroit characterization simply by'the use of rhetorical

I would put this issue to an English jury--~hich do you
believe most likely to enter into an insane convent1on, a
body of English gentlemen, honored by the favor and
confidence of their fellow-subJeots, managing your affairs
for five years, I hope with pruder·,oe and not altogether
without sucoess, or a sophisticated. rhetorioian, inebriated
with the exuberance of his own verbosity, and gifted with
an egotistioal lmagim;tlon that can a.t a.ll times command
an inter[(1inable and inconsistent seri esl£f a.rguments to
malign an o~:.'ponent and glorify hl:f'self.
It oan hardly be den1ed that D1sraeli's point, in the
above c1tation, was emphatically taken, and it was probably well
remembered by his audience.
The fourth principle of modern rhetoric is that the
composition should be interesting.

Here again we have a pr1nclpl

that applied in anc1ent rhetoric as well, a principle

11

~hat

at

01 tedby Baker. 'l'he Princj pIes .2i. Argumentation, 35.."

7P
first 8eems self-evident.

But as self-evident as it sams, the

prinoiple nevertheless depends on a most elusive factor, the absence of whioh makes the difference between a critically acceptable piece of rhetoric and one that 1s not.

That factor is style,

.hich, 1n turn, depends on the writer's manipulation of the liter~ry

devices at his disposal.

As Professor Baker puts it:

Style & • • i8 really 'a thinking out into language', the
visible expression of the inner thought. 1'0 be what it
should, a style must express the thought clearly, not
merely for the speaker, but for the audience addressed;
and it must phrase the thought not as anyone mIght phrase
it. but so that it reveals the speaker's individualIty.
Style depends, then, primarily upon ~housht; secondly on
imagination, which produces in the speaker sympathetio
understanding of oond1 tl ons f events and. emotions treated,
and chooses the right word to reproduce the idea or emotion,
not merely tor the thinker bJJt for his audience, and finall3
on anl~greeable, aoourate, copious and responsive ~ocaby
larl·
The first requisite of' an inter-esting composition 1s that.
it be clear, both to the wr1ter and to the reader, for an obsouely
wr1tten composition will hold the attention of nObody.

This re-

quirement means. f1rst, that the subject be well-defined and
~r'ightly

it.

illuminated 1n the wr1 tel" I s mind before he starts wr1 tine

Second. the subject must be expressed in concrete terms that

have easy reference to data in the reader's experience.

~ll1iam

A.

Orchard, copy editor of Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborne. one
or the largest and most successful advertising agencies 1n the

12

-Ibid.

369.

11
oountry, offers this advice to beginning oopywriters:
steer clear of the pompous word, the high-sounding phrase.

If you mean "dandrufr tl , don t t say tt int.olerable scalp conditions". If you mean "cracked plaster'~. don't talk of

"household blemishes" • • • • Anybody who writes copy for
a living knows that the concrete, speoific word. is basic
to copywrlting • • • the academic atmosphere has encouraged (the) use of big words • • • • The man with the
higher education j, s apt to sUf}sest words 11ke "gratultous"for "free". He'll'say inefficacious" for "useless" and "interrogate" for flasklt. He'll come up with
"endeavor lt for "tri". "termination" for lIend", "fac111tate" for "help".l'
A concrat, clear style alone dees not produce 1nterest
1n

the composition.

Examples, illustrations, illustrative di-

gressions, comparison, contrasts and an appropriate amount of deta11--all contribute to the interest a writer can build for what
he

has to say.

ft

•

•

•

an expos1 tion without it (this k1nd of

material) 1s 11ke a house without wlndows, dark and cold, unattractive, comfortless."l4
~lth

respect to the raotors that make a composition

interesting. anCient rhetoric differs 1n no way from modern rhetoric.

It' the techniques are different, the ideals are the same.

If the terrpo of modern civilizatlon no longer has the patience to

enjoy the niceties of style that adorned ancient compositions. we
can nevertheless appreCiate the lack of them 1n our "streamlined"

~udents,

13

adver\!slng Age, Chloago, Deoember 12.1949, p. 2E.

14

Thomas, l'anchester. Soott. Com:eos1 t10n !.2.t College

53.
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To summarize:

we have noted the essential difference,

etween modern li t'erary co!!'pos1 t1 on and that wh1ch prevailed 1n
ntiqulty.

~e

have alluded to the dltferences 1n the modes ot

ommunication as hav1ng had
f

Ii

decislve bearing on the development

style, and we have suggested that mass education has had an

frect on the apprecIation of rhetorloat luster.
We pointed out that in modern rhetor1oal practioe there
cardjnal prinoiples that also have validity when applied
o literary works wh1ch

we~e

adm1red in antIquIty.

They are: the

rlnclples of unity. of coherence, of emphasis and of interest.
foregoIng discussion of ancIent and modern rhetoric doe
ot begin to explore the subject, it does serve to establ1sh certain universal prInciples by wh1ch we may analyze Josephus' lh!.
JewIsh !:.!!::'

And it 1s to th1s task we now turn.

•
CHAPTER IV
UNITY IN THE JEWISH WAR

'l'he first demand of composition, anc1ent and modern 1s
hat the mater1al presented to the reader or listener be a un1f1ed
hole.

Experlence has demonstrated that the human mlnd can focus

n only one idea at a tlme;

to present more than one idea for con

1deration is to dim1nish the effect of all.

However, in an his-

orical narrative many ideas, many descr1ptions, many narratives
nd many personalit1es must be presented.

The task of the h1stor-

ographer, therefore, ,becomes one of assemb11ng h1s material 1n
a way that there seem to be an essential unity. even 1f one
not in fact ex1st.

This essential un1ty way be teleolog1cal,

found, most recently, 1n the

Stu~x

2! H1stotX by Arnold

where the goal of events which are descr1bed explains and
ust1fies the events themselves; or it may be dialectlcal, as it
s found in the histor1es of Hegel and thft materialism of Marx,
struggle of opposing forces comprises the central theme
f soc1al progress1on;

or 1t may be soc1al, as 1t 1s found in 1'q_

ewish tL!!:.. where the central people to whom the events happen
orms the nexus of the narrative.
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There is, of course. a very real unity 1n any

h~story.

-

"he oausal rela.tionship of one event to another serves to hold the
~ntire

oomposition together.

Such a relationship, however, de-

pends on the interpretation of the h1storian; what may seem to one
plstorlan to be a causal relationship may seem to another to be
pothing more than a coincidence.- Nevertheless, it 1s characterat io of men to find causality in events, some of which OOcur
~ntec.dently

in time and space to others.

Josephus, following the example of Thucydides, opens h1.
platory with a statement of his identity. his feelings in the mat",er

of the J ewl sh war and hi s purpose I

,

I have no intention of rIvallIng those who extol the Roman
power by exaggering the deeds of my compatriots. I shall
faIthfully recount the actions of both combatants; but in
my reflections on the events, I cannot conceal my prIvate
sentiments nor refuse to give my personal sympa,thles scope
to bewail my country's misfortune. F'or, that it owed its
ruin to civil strife, and that it was the Jewish tyrants
who drew down upon the holy temple the unwilling hands of
thf;! Romans and the conflagratIon, ls attested by Titus
Caesar hImself. who saoked th~ city.,l
rhe above quotat1on and the one that preoedes it:
They (other historians) desire to represent the Fi.omans
as a great nation, and yet they oontinually deprecIate
and disparage the aotions of the Jews. 2
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,et the purpose of Josephus' efforts.
Having eet up his purpose in the proemium, Josephus goes
~n

to prove his argument in the narrative, which continues for

~e1fen

Dooks.

At the end of the seventh book, he concludes with a

ourtsy to. accepted rhetorical style.
~al

and

His epilogue 1 s brief, tor-

factual:

Here we close this history. which we promised to relate
with p~~f~ot &ccuracy for the lnformat1on or those who
wish to learn how this war was waged by the ~omans against the Jews. Of its style, my readers must be let't
to judge; but as concerning truth, I would not hesitate
boldly to assert that throug~out the entire narrat1ve,
this has been my slngle aim.
AS

Jewish

an entire lJork, therefore, we must conclude tha.t 'the

haa not only essential unity, but aleo a forma1 unity

v;a~

1n terms of classical practice.
rative.

Jos~phus

But in the oourse of the nar-

makes use of orations, after the practioe of

Herodotus, rhuoyd1das and othor classical h1storians.

Some of

these orat1ons certa1nly rerleot the practices of the rhetorioal
schools of his time.

However, we don't fall to reco3n1ze the

similar1ty between h1s orations and other orat1ons 1n antlQulty.4
This does not mea.n to say that Joaeph},ls arbitrarily inserted
..,
school orations in his text for the sake of rhetorical polish.

4

cf. Hermogenes, II. 193-4.
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e d1d 1t tor the purpose ot graph1cally and 1nterest1ngly
nform1ng his readers of the events and ot the reasons tor the
vents from dlfferent polnts of view.

While the orations are of

school-type and might be expected to tollow slavishly the
chool doctrine as to form and unity, that is to aay, the trlple
lvls10n of proemium, argument, and ep1logue, our author used
some l1berty in composing them.

Each oration does not tollow a

set pattern, but deviates from the rhetorical torma11sm

ot

structure in order to gain the impression the author ae.ired.
ThuS, in Herodts indiotment ot his son, Antlpater, before varus,S
we have an exordium, or proemiumt
That you, Varus, and every honest Judge will condemn
Antipater as an abandoned criminal, I am tully persuaded.
What I fear is that my fate may also appear hateful to you
and that you may Judge me deserving ot every calamity for
having begotten suoh son8. And yet you ought rather to
pity me for hav1ng been tbe most devoted of fathers to
such abominable wretches.
Then follows the argument, which, instead ot being a point by
point statement of the oase, as would be expected in a Judicial
or forensic speech, is an 1mpassioned recital of all the benetits
that Herod had conferred on Ant1pater and the poor response the
latt er had made for such favors.
5

He ooncluded w1th an epilogue,

Pub11uB Qu1nt111u8 Varus, legatu8

6 Josephus, Bellum Juda1cum,

or

I, 622.

Syria, 6 - 4 B. •

-
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hOwever, that maintaIns the formal unIty of the speech, even it
t,b 8 intrinsio unity 1s

so~ewhat

abridged·.

Herod says in

summation:
When I reoall, Varus, his knavery a.nd hypocrisy on each
oocas10n', loan soaroely be11eve I am alive and marvel how I
escaped so deep a sohemer. But some evil genius is bent on
desolat lng my hou •• and raising up against me one after
another of' those who $re neareet to my heart. I may weep
over my unjust d.st~n7; I may groan 1n spirit over my
forlorn state, but no one shall escape who thirsts for my
blood, no not even though convictIon should extend to all m1
children. 7
As though realizIng the impassioned nature of this speech,

Josephus sayl that Herod signaled. to N1colas, one of his fr1endl,
to give the ev1dence. 8 But before he could proceed, Ant1pater,
the accused, cr1ed out th1s neatly formed proemium:
'lou, father, have made my defanae yourself. For. how could
I be a parricIde, I who, as you admit, have ever served as
your protector? You call my f111al piety imposture and
hypoorisy_ How could I. Gunn1ng in all else. have been 80
senseless as not to perc.lye that, while it was difficult
to oonoeal trom man the concoction of so atrocIous a crime.
1t was impossible to hide 1t from tht Judge 1n heaven. who
sees all. who is present .verywhere?~
Then he contInues to retute h1s father's accusations. argu1ng
that the same events that brought util1ty to his father brought
condemnat1on to h1mself.

7 1l2.tS. t 6288

~_.

9

nM.., 6,Q

629-

Insofar as we could expect a son to be

rr--------~

~

•

41.traught by the terrible accusation leveled against him by h1a
father, we might expeot hlm to leave ott the epilogue. whlch 1.
indeed mis.lng from this speech, and conclude w1th a pathetiC,
oonvincing demand tor death it the defendant ls ln tact a
parrlcide.
The formal unIty ot Josephus' orator1cal composition 1s
perhaps better illustrated in the .peaches designed to persuade
the reason, either for waglng war or tor oonoluding a peace, to
exhort the

!IPta~

as oOERI

of troop•• or to drive to suioide.

In

these oases, Josephus 1s following the time-tested example ot sue
orators

a,nd

historlans as 'Oionysius ot Halioarnassus, Herodian,

Dion Cassius, Thucydidea and Demosthene..

For example, in the

oratlon ot Vespasian to his troops, the general begins his
proemium with a maxim:
You have slain myriads ot Jews, but yourself have paid but a
trifling contribution to the deity. As it 1s a mark ot
vulgarity to be over-elated by sucoess, so it is unmanly
to be downcast in adversity. tor the tranSition trom one
to the other is rapid, and the beet soldier is he who
merit. good fortune with sobriety, to the end iBat he may
remain oheerful when contending with reverses.
The rema1nder of the statement adds evidenoe to underwrite the
truth of the maxim by what has recently transp'=red when the Jewa
nearly wiped out his army by drawing them 1nto a trap in the

-.
10 Ibid. IV, 42.
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center of the town of Gamala. l1
Titus also begins an oration to exhort his troops with
" maxim:
Fellow soldlers, to deliver an oration inclting to enterprises involving no risk 1s to cast a direct slur on the
persons addressed, while it assuredly convicts him who
delivers it of unmanliness. Exhortation, in my op1nion,
is needed only for hazardous affairs; since in other
ciroumstanoes men may be expected to act ot their own
accord. That the scaling ot this wall ls ardUOUS, I,
therefore, myself grant you at the outset; but that to
contend wlth difficult1es is best becomlng to those who
asplre to herolsm, that it is glorious to d1e with renown,
and. that the gallantry ot those who lead the way !all not
go unrewarded--on these p01nts I would now dwell.
fitus continues to amplify this them., describlng at some length
the d1.ffloult1ee of the Jews who fight from desperat10n. the
disgrace ot allowlng the Jews to defeat the Romans. the glory ot
a hero's death, and briefly on the rewards in store tor the

valorous. both surviving and fallen.
Josephus uses an exclamation 1n the proem1um of an
ardent speeoh delivered by Ananus, the h1.gh priest, aga.inst the
party of the zealot s.
Well would 11. have been tor me to die before seeing the
house of God laden with suoh abominations and its
unapproaChable and hallowed places crowded with the feet
of murderers. l ,

11

Xb1d.

43 - 49 •

12

~.

VI, 34 ... '7 .

13 .il?J£.

IV, 16,.
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whloh he lists the misdeeds of the zealots.
Enthymemes are also used, as 1n the speeoh dellvered by

Jesus, the h1gh prlest, to the Idumaeans tor the purpose of
dissuad1ng them from helping the party ot the zealots:
Among the many and manifold disorders which this c1ty
has w1tnessed, nothing has aston1shed me more than the
decree of fortune by which even the most unexpected
things oooperate to aid the wlcked. Here, for 1nstance,
are you, come to assist those most abandoned of men
against us, with such alacrity as was hardly to be
looked upon even had the mother c1ty summoned you to
meet a barbar1an invasion. Had I s.en your ranks composed ot men l1ke those who 1nvited you, I should
have thought such ardor unreasonable, for nothing
unites ments atfectlons as congenlality of charactera. 14

no'

It should be noticed that 1n this lnstance Josephul cleverly
incorporated two maxima at the aame tlme that he uses an
enthymeme.
it.

One maxim introduces the enthyweme; the other explain

The three f1gures form a very telling prosmium to the argume ,

in whioh Jesus explains the nature of the zealots, refutes the
charges that have been leveled against his own party and describe
the three courses of act10n open to the Idumaeans.
Another example cf the use of the enthJmeme 1n the
proemium to unify the ent1re oration 1s found 1n the speech of
Agrippa when he tried to dissuade the Jews from going to war with
the Romans:

14

~.

2,8/9.

8).

If I eaw you all eager for war with the Romans, instead
of seeing that the most honest and single-minded members
of the oommunity are determined to preserve the peace, I
should not have presented myself before you, nor ventured
to offer advioe: for any speech in support of the right
polloy is ihrown away when the audience unanimously favors
the woree. 5
The rest of the orations 1n

Ih!

~!,~eb ~

lack exordia

80me because they were delIvered before battles and were intended
to focus the mind of the listener on the subject matter as quickl.
as poss1ble, some because they related to speeches which had already been made and which therefore acted in plaoe of exordia.
But the simple presence or absence of a proemium or
exordium does not 1n Itself establish or destroy the unity of an
oration.

Having sta.ted his purpose for making the speeoh--having

erected the framework of the oratorical structure he is about to
oomplete--the orator must use his material

90

that in fact, as

well as in spirit, he works toward a s1ngle goal.

How Josephus

does th1s 1s perhaps best demonstrated by the reasoned, unimpassioned speeoh ot Klng Agrlppa. cited above, when he tried to
avert the Jewish war.

In this speeoh Josephus un1fies and sum-

marizes the arGument 1n an enthymeme:
It your object (in golng to war) 1s to have revenge tor
injustice, what good 1s it to extol l1berty. If, on the
other hand, It Is servitude you flnd Intolerable, to
oomplain of your rulers is superfluous. Were they the

82

moat considerate ot men, lour tomplaint against them •
.
would be equally d1sgracetul. 10
Having aescribed the motives, Agr1ppa then takes them up one at a
~ime,

refuting each in its turn, and by eaoh refutation, his own

arguments are confirmed;
Consider these arguments apart and how weak. on other
grounds, are your reaSons for going to war; and the
flrst ot the ehe~ges against the procurators. The
powers that be should be conclliated by flattery. not
1rrl tated .1"(
And

secondly:
Passing to your present passlon tor liberty, I say thai
it Gomes too late. The t1me ls paet when you ought to
have striven never to lose 1t. For serv1tude ls a palnful experience and a struggle to avoid lt onoe tor all
1s Just; but the man who hav1ng accepted the yoke then
tries to oast it ott 18 a contumacious slave, not a
lover of 11berty.lS

Passlng trom refutation to posltlve statement. Agrlppa next
out that even people who have Cherished liberty. such as the
Athenlans, Maoedon1ans, and the barbarlans ot the northwest, hay
had to bow to the Romans because they lacked the power to cope
wlth the organlzed mll1tary might of the legions. 19 And the Jew
he contlnues, are ln a peculiar pos1tion where" laCking natlYe
mllltary ablllty (s10), lack1ng powerful al11es and lack1ng

16

~.

349.

17

Ibl~.

350.

lS l,W-

355.

19 IRa-

358 ... :587.
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accumulated resouroes, even their God was on the side of the
~omans

who must have had

d~vlne

assistance to build such a

~owerful emp1re. 20

The other speeches conlposed by Josephus for hiB historical characters might be similarly analysed to demonstrate the
rather tight 10g1cal unity of hts argu:r.ent.

But J believe his

technique and hjs abl1i ty are adeq:.Jately shown wi thout a more
extended discussion of other speeches.
~e

oan turn now to the third classic division of a

unified oratorical composition, namely, the epilogue.
the epilogue does more than sum up:

Ideally,

it 1s a oall to aotion, to

act on the conviction the orator hopes he has persuaded in the
~lnd

of his listener.

That Josephus was also a :Daate!' of this

technique is indicated from the following examples:
(conoluding an exhortation to his disconsolate army, Herod says:)
Let us each go into action not to defend wife or children
or country at stake, but to avenge our envoys. They w11l
oonduot the campaign better than we who are alive. I myself
will bear the brunt of the battle, if I have you obedient
at my back. for, be assured, your courage is irresistible,
if .lOU do p.ot by some reckless aotion bring injury upon
yourself".21
(King Asrippa, in the speech cited above. concludes;)

20

-Ibld.

21

I.t?id.

396.

379.

'raka pity, then, 1f not on your children and your wives,
at least on your mother city and its sacred prec1.ncts.
Spare the Temple and preserve tor youreelf the sanctuary
ot the holy places; for the Romans. once masters ot these,
will refrain their hands no more, seeing that thelr torebearance in the past met only with ingratitude. As for
me, 1 call your sanctuary and God's holy angels and our
common country to witness, that I have kept back nothing
which could conduce to your preservation. as to you; 1t
you decide correctly, you w111 enjoy the bleSSings of
peace. 22

(Vespasian, in the speech cited above. concludes:)
• . • tor so will you avenge the dead. and punish those who
ale. them. For my part. it shall be my endeavor, as in
this so in every engage:;;ent, to tace the enemy at your
head and to be the last to retire. 23
(llkewise Ananus, in the speeoh cited above, ends with:)
Only let us tace them and their doom 1s sealed. And. it
the venture ha.s its attendant risks, It were a noble end
to die at the sacred portals and to sacrifice our live.
if not for our wives and children, yet tor God and for
the sanotuary. But ~4wl11 support. you both with head
and wl th hand. • • "
(and Josephus himself. in a long, scholarly speech oalculated to
enoourage the Jews to surrender the city of Jerusalem to the
Romans, fln1shes 1n this vein:)
Oh, iron hearted men, fling away your weapons, take
oompassion on your country even now tottering to its tall
• • • I know that I have a mother, a wif'e, a not ignoble
family, and an anoient and illustrious bouse involved in
these perils; and maybe you think that it 1s on their

22

~.

23

~.

IV. 47 - 49.

24

~.

190 - 192.

400.

aooount that my advice is offered. Slay them, take- my
blood as the price ot your own 8alvat10n. I too am
pre pared to die, it my death will lead to your learning
wlsdom. 2 5
I have purposely chosen these flve epilogues to give
evIdence, in passing, of a somewhat disapPoint1ng lack ot
originality of which Josephus is guIlty.

Apparently the doctrine

o! his rhttor1ca1 instructor was that a proper epilogue consisted
of two tbings: one, an exhortatIon oy the orator; the other,a
statement oy the orator that be was willing to accept sacrifice
tor the common weal or that he would be the leader 1n the battle.
ThIs is the only way I can account for the uniformity of the
epilogues.
One more remarkable epilogue should be cited tor its
use ot enthymemee to sum up an argument.

'rhe speech, beginnIng

in Book III. oolon 362, in which Josephus discusses the problem
of suic1de, echoes the formulae of the
which tormulae has no place here.

schools~-a

discussion ot

The epilogue. however, 1e a

masterpiece of succ1nt, dramatic statement.
We shall do well, then. cOIDrades, to listen to reason
and not to add to QUI' human calamities the crime of
impiety toward our oreator. If our lives are offered
to us, let us live: there is nothing d1shonorable in
accepting this otfer from those who have had so many
proofs of our valor; If they think f1t to kill us,
death at the hands of the conCiuerer is honorable. But,
for my part, I ehall never p&.ss over to the enell'Y's

25

lbld. V, 416 - 419.
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So
ranks, to prove a traitor to myself; I should indeed be
far more senseless than deserters who go over to the enemy
for safety, whereas I should be going to deBtructlon--my
own destruction. I pray, however, ths.t the Homans may
prove faithless. it after pledging their word, they put me
to death, I shall die content, for! shall carry w1th me
consolation, better than victory, that their triumph has
been sullied by perjury.26
It seems

pj, tlful

to me that the B.utho'r of such a noble.

honorable thought behaved so treacherously 1n fact.

Hereagain

we have the dual ideas in the epllogue--that the trapped soldlers
should surrender rather than commit suioide, and that he hlmself,
their leader, would never defect to the Romans.
From the evidence presented abol,re, it is clear that
Josephus followed traditional classical doctrine concerning the
unity of written and spoken compositions.

In the overall pattern

of t.he work, he has a proemium, a narrative body and an epllogue ..
In the orations which he put into the mouths of hls historical
characters, he 11kewlse clings to the pattern, for the most part,
of proem1um, argument and epilogue, &lthough some orations,
delivered under" impassioned ctrcumstances, may lack one of thea.
three parts in its usual form.
In addi tion to the form!!.l rheti>r1cal un1 ty of the work,
Josephus t history also has an essential unity derived from the
singleness of the nation whose war he was describing and from the

26

~.

III, 379 - 382.
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;

singleness of purpose

fOl~ wh~ch

thH work was wr:1 tten.

Having Buff1c1.ently, it seems to me, described, albeit

briefly. the unity wjth which Josephus informed not Gnly the
br'oe.d pattern of the Watt but a.lso tbe orations contained 1n hi.
narrative, we can now turn our attention to the problell: ot
coherence--how Josephus attached one part to another to form the
unified. organic entity.

r
1

•

CHJd?'l'ER V
COHER~NCS

-

-

IN TI-E JE\q SH WAR

Like the problem of un1ty, the problem of coherence 1n a
lstorical narrat1ve is at the
olution.

sa~e

time s1mple and difficult of

On the one hand, the problem does not actually exist

or the writer because of the essential coherence that results
rom the relation of the events of the history.

On the other hand

h1story is more than the narration of a simple series of events.
ts effectiveness requIres the introduction of a great deal ot
ollateral material--informatton as to customs. laws, morals,
a.nners and background of the central characters.

The readerts

ustained interest demands that some human material be injected
nto the narrative.

To rely on essential coherence of a hiator-

ca.l narrCLtive would reduce it to a cold reoital of dull. hard
acts. set forth in more or less chronological order; yet to
nclude a large varlety of interesting material requires the use
I'

several rhetorioal teohniques to achieve a ooherent whole,

hereby all parts of the narratIve hang together •.
Josephus' solution of the problem of ooherence was
ot always fa01le or adept.

As we shall see, a certain clumsy
88
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oonstruot10n of transit10ns 1s most apparent where the material
attaohed to the main stream of the narrat1ve 1s most remote.

we are introduced to a discussion ot the

So

so~calledphilosophloal

seots of the Jews by means ot an allusion to Judas of Gall1ee. l
Although thls partlcular Juda. 2 1s

a significant

figure in the

history. as we learn from the New Testament.' he 1s d1smissed at
thiS point with a mere statement tha.t he founded a sect that was

different from the prinCiple Jewish sects, whioh Josephus prooeeds to descrlbe.
Another apparently gauche 1nterJection of interest1ng.
but non-essential information occurs in the speech ot Agrippa.
The orator, beginning his figure with a paraleipsls, descrlbes
the mi11ta.ry and naval strength requ1red to poltce a once savage
area.

The strefigth 1s not important to the speeoh, and the

informat1on, com1ng at this point, does not contr1bute to the
effect1veness ot the speech.
Constructively, Josephus makes use of previously
mentioned persona11ties and pla.ces 1n order to convey a sense ot
continu1ty a.nd coherence in his narrat1ve.

Introducing a new

military operation in the slege of Jerusalem, he writes:

1

~.

2

Another 1s mentioned in II, 56, son of Ezechial.

,

Acts

II, 117 - 119.
V,

'7.

r,

90
...
At this period a certain Menahem, son of Judas, surnamed the
Galilaean--the redoubtable doctor who 1n the old days,
under Qulrlnius, had upbraided the Jews for recognizing
the Romans as masters when they already had God--tQok
his intimate friends off .1.th him to Masada. . • .'

And then in the last book of the work, describing the attack on
the last Jewish fortress, Josephus writes:

This tortress was called Wasada; and the Slcari1 (sic)
who had oocupied it had at their head a man of influence
named Eleazer. He was descertded from the Judas. who, as
we have previously stated, induced multitudes of Jews to
refuse to enroll themselves when Quirinlus was sent as
censor to Judaea. 6
In at least two-lnstanoes, we may detect a very subtle
psychological device whloh Josephus uses to toroe coherence of hl
narrative 1n the mind of hls reader.

He suggests reflection 01'

past events and the possible oourse of future evente, thus
abstraoting the prlnciple of the actlon and giving hls readers a
pattern to which they Oan fit the narratlve.

In each case, lt 1.

interesting to note that the Greek verb he uses has the Item vo :
XaUTa ~L~ fvvo~ e4p~.£~ ~OV ~tv GeOv &vep~nwv

H~6d~£vov.

.

Anyone reflecting on these things would tind that God
cherished mankind.

5

Josephus,

~ellYm

6 Ibid. VII. 253.

7 Ibld. VI. 310.

Juda1cum. II,

4;;.

-

r __--------------------------------------------------------~

P.v ,at2t£V, o~aana.(n Clvt, VOPib£lll; a. f Xp.tfAW1'OV
}ldvov £ fA,\q>tV i' TOV 'lcdC1TJ"ov, l yea 6 'lYY£AO';; ~xw
ao, p.£ .. ~dvwv.
"You think," he sald, "Vespaslan, that you have taken
only an important prisoner 1n the person of Josephus.
but I have oome to you as a harbinger of more important
things •. tt
•

£e

In addition to these struotural devices to achieve

00-

herence, Josephus makes full use of phrases that relate a new
elei;l~.mt

to the element Just finished.,

'l'his technique is, of

course,. very obvious. but it serves the author's reason for Inserting the new element and performs as a m1ddle term between the
old and the new..

The following examples are typical •.

~~v Ka~aaTPO'~V GG'OV 4f~y~aaaea,,9
•The story of thelr downfall ls worth relating, and will

I

show how great was the deoline from thelr father's good
fortune •.

~'OV ie AVT .. 6£rva. .. TeV Kq10v E~dp£aTOv Tep' I:2tClpT'''''n. 10

.'

.

As a contrast to the oonduot of this Spartan may f1tly
be ment10ned that of Euarestus of Cos •.

~'OV a••v1fJlTJil~yT)ac!p.'lv

KClt

1'e TfJ~ rVvcnKe~

Cl"TOO'

f'Aa.qU'P.w oVClp."
I thlnk ~entlon may also be fltly made of the dream of
his wlfe Glaphyra •.
8

Ib1d. III. 400.

10
9

Ibid.
Ibid.

11

I, 69.
If 532.

Ibt d • II, 114.

r~------------------------~--------------------------~

On this occasion one Je'l who made his mark deserves
record and remembrance.

!p~xavov ot xaT! ~~v &stay Elne~v ,T~ eEa~d~wv l~~(vwv
1'0 n 11'80«; Kat 1'~V p.~ YcU.o1lpt2le I. av l.v ancun. v • • • ,1

It is impossible adequately to desoribe the multitude
of these spectacles and their magniflcence under every
conceivable asoect ••
"

..

In other places .Josephus works for coherence by announc
ing at the beginning of the api.sode what he 1s going to tell and

why.

In the first instance cited below, he utilizes parale1psis

to make the transitional term more emphatic. (Notice the suggestlcn
of obligation ir. the

":, "
il:

languag~.)

1'1 ocr Tf\V ~1t' &ird'xgl.c; AVQ,l.0st'GV 1'00' ).tP.oO'.Aftye LV;
lU y!J.p aha., 61}A~OQ)v epyov olotl PYf1'~ 2Io.p;
"
~'JO'lV p\'fTt napa DappdpO .... ta-rdPllT
14
,

G.'. • ••

But why tell of the shameless resort to 1nani~ate articles
of food induced by the famine. seeing that I am here about
to describe an a.ct unp,aralle1.a. in the hlstory, whether of
Greeks or barbarians, and as horr1ble to relate as it is
incredlble to hear! .

• • • n£pt ~v lvayx4fdv laTI. a,a uuy~d~.v "poe,nerv
~~ rtf~: 41~~eEI ~tf~~:l:. !8 AX 8tv TOW I 61Co.p QJlO)..O ..e'lTOV

or these a brief account must be given in order to render
my narratjve of subsequent events more intelilgible.
12

~bld.

13

14

Ib1d. VII, 132.
-Ib1d.
VI, 199-201.

15

Ibld. VII. 42.

-

ITI, 229.

r- ----------------------------------------~
r__

In order to close eaoh episode, part1cularly those 1n
wbich 1I1111t.ar,y events were described or 1n which many people were
killed, JosephuB simply tabulates the 108ses to one side or the

He varies this t;,,;chnlque occasional y

other and sometimes to both.

by merely recocdlng th·::; (tate on y/hlch the event occurred.

devlc;e serves to

establ~.sh

This

bounnl"Y stones between one eler,ent and

tl:e next a.nd relates each elorient to the entlre time continuum
during which the events transpired or to the entire body oj,: ;:leopl
to whom tr_e events befell.

In eaoh case, the device unifies the

episode and relates the episode to the entire narrative.

The

follow1ng examples will indicate the technique.

'I'welve thousand Jews perished, but of the
very few dead, but many injured.

f~oma.ns

there were

Such was the end of the naval battle. The dead, including
those who fell in the ·prev1.ous defense of the town, numbered six thousand. seven hundred.

16

~.

I, 151.

17

Ib~,a.

III. 531.

r-

9.4
K~P'o, xat 6,ax~'o, ~ elyevwv vtwv OI~W4 6,e~'dp~aGV.la
Thus d1ed twelve thousand noble youths •.

Kat yO ,tv iy xcpatv G&t~ ""'ap'v ,-p,o, uevyox'OXtA"" y, O•• ~,oaeIYy4,a~4~aa, ,r~ ~'v fop64v~v
.~ff'o~

Kat

"CI'

IQvat_ _ e,pov 'lv, IAma'J 6. fCcpt "OXll.toW
"Moato.. , Acto '1' aGJ1a).~'fl" ovwv ~e Kelt npoptSywv

"a.pwtAwv

XGt Ilocl\t.

9

F1tteen thousand perished by the hands of the enemy,
while the number of those who were driven to fling themselves 1nto the Jordon ot their own aooord was inoalculable;
about two thousand two hundred were oaptured together
w1th vast spo11s of asses, sheep, oamels and oxen.

l.caGY it ~oftmv }!tv olx ~b.t'yo,

l<tp1'flaev ,

~1Iv

"4'

"A£tO"

,"a. 1'~ fCD'fG.'l''I'M ht.cwov
" Gv'pef'ii, 1'paSSU'O' _!:'fC:e.p 1'p,ooato"
l1ve.o,ta'''laGv.
..

plv

Not a few of them (the Romans) fell and many were wounded,
but of those from Jotapata only six men d1ed, but more
than three hundred wounded were brought baok to town.

The sla1n. whether in
tion, amounted 1n all
numbered two thousand
befell the GaO.Jtll9Jalal,
of Da.es1us.

18

~.

the c1tl or in theprevlous acto t1r~een thousand; the captives
one hundred th1rty. Th1s disaster
cftrll.he t.wenty-flft.h of the month

IV. 333.

19 Ie.!!. 435.
Ib1d. III, 281.

20

21

~1?1d.

306.

r __----------------------------------------------------~
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'AwO'QV (&t) rop'ucu'ov pray" dyodn.22
They were oaptured on the eighth of the '!tonth of
Gorpiaeus. (September 26, 67)

Thus, on the twenty-third day of the month of Hyperberetaeus, Gama1a was taken. after a revolt which be~n
on the twenty-fourth of Gorplaeus. (November 10 and
October 12, 67)

Iwpafol pav 2'1'CU 1'0f' ~p(#'fOV I&tl0" U£V"f'K,,,6&K4"f'f)
KSQ'f~aQV1'&q ~ptp9, 4p6dP'lit ~V jp1'&platov p~v~,
Q 'fO "fe.noAt KatOa'KdX1'OVa'l K4t 1'& .poadpK1'lQ 1'~
.dA£wq,- Q Act npf1'£poVKtO'1',oq.~
The Romans, having thus on'theflfteenth day (of the
e~~ge), being' 1n the seventh of the month of Artemlsius, became masters of the first wall, razed a
large part of it along with the nOrthern quarter of the
oity. previously destroyed by Cestlus. May 25, 70)

:t:~O'1'd.}l!ev;,o~v(,1'f~~tr,r}l'1V~~ lfa-v:lpov ;'n'pdl~hl.~?

J~._

-

-

••

~~

,."

.. ;

••

W·

'":

..

~

•

1..:_

,~, .• (.,

"._'

,_"~:

.-

,:,.,..:,;~;,,.,

"These event-a too'll. place on the third of the month of
Panemue. (July 22, 70)

tAUt )ltv ol1'UJCf fspoO'd'Avpa IT" aCU'ftp. 1~
o6eanaa'GVo. ~yepovta; rOp~'Gtov p~v~ 4r&dn. 26

Thus was Jerusalem taken 1n the second yea"'" of the reign
or Vespaelan on the eighth of the month or Gorpaeus.
(September 26. 70)

22

1b 14· 542.

2'3
24

IV, 8'3.
-Ibid.
Ib14. V, '302.

25

Ibid. VI, 67.

26

~.

435.

~-------------------------------------------------------------,

,

IS). ply
G~S

o'v .'pt T~~~vatGY .dA&PO~ TGXSraV O~TW~
1'4\v .p ta .. v
It

,

Thus the war brought a quick decision for Moeala.
A frequently used device to conclude an episode while
inding a.ll the part.s of it together is the demonstrative pronoun

o .. ofTo~ • referring to what was described ln the preceding text.
following instances are typical.

Iva ptv '" ~ l hS 4vMoV XGt .1,unoi30dAou tov.twv

'fOU~"OV

s

.,p,tPX'1".... ' /

Such was the single fin1sh of the murderers of Alexander
and Aristobolus •

• at Ta ptv napt 4p<l0'1 1'OU)l"rov (axev "tp ... 19
And such was the end for Herod,.

J& ply 6~ "'Qt £OOOp/Tt.V pvGevdpev& To'afT~V
iXe .. ntcnlV 1.1&. Tf1t; otsax;.30

.'

The myths about !:3odom reoeive such credence from visible
evidenoe.

Kat 1"a ptv~1ovi.twv 'fdTS TO'&~T~V

,Ixe

XG1"4aTaa,v. 31

And the affairs of the Jey,s were then in this oond! tion.

27

Ibid. VIr, 95.

28

Ibid. I, 581.

29

-Ibid.

673.

30

.illS. IV, 485.

31

-Ibtd. VII"

318.

-

r~----------------------------------,

,

And suoh was the catastrophe that overtook the Samarltan8~

~oa.dT~ ~v ~ TO~ A,eO~OU ~t•• 33

..

Such was the foroe of the catapult.•.
Oco&s10nally Josephus used

Ol"TfK

, as we have seen in

VII. 9$. suorl. and somet1mes !0'1'& in order to effect a succ1nc; ..

yet et'f£ctlvely coheslve summary.
KA~r.rYov )leV OT,,:WCfi _ he~4vopou ltat lpa. cno{3011Aou 1(o"v",
n,p,~e,v. 34
-

And tr.us punishment for Alexander and ArlstobolU8
overcame him~

The effects of their frenzy were thus felt throughout
36
"XI. )leV ouv ot~wCfi 6xvpdT~TO~ tWTanlf~.

19.;1 Judae\*

Jotapata was thus very
"TaCT. ,ev O~TWC; ,'a£~

8tron~y

Ix£'- .

held.

Such was the nature of the place.

32

Ibld,L III, 315.,

33

-. 246.

34

ll!.!!. I, 531.

35

-

36
37

Ibld.

Ibid. II, 265.

Ibld. 111,,160._
Ibid. 521.

97
•

..

In this fashion was the temple

constructed~

, plVo'v ot1'~ ,.£}.eVT~.39

-.

Thus did he (Phasel) die.
rGAll•• ta.

polV.

q"'fCK

IdAm

4.,

11:.4, XO).}.O'"

'ooelO',

.poyvp,vcSaaafJ "po.tO"
1'a f£poadAup.cr.. 11O
Thus. all Gall1ee was conquered, preparing the Romans,
with much exerciae, tor Jerusalem.
In some of the cita.tions, above, Josephus lnclud,s the
In at least three instances, this part101e carriel

particle o.£v •

the

entlre~welght

ot summary.

tv.p'Y O~V 1'o.r9 6,a.'~KG,q 1'.~. 6,~pe~aaTo.41
Thus he "{Herod) correoted them (his w111s) w1th theee
oorreotions.

tdnn~ pav oly lv 'Aiy, Xpdv. oed,.epov 3n~ #Wpa.to,~ l~w.42
Thus Joppa was taken by the Romans a seoond time.

~ p.tv o~v IwP4twv .dA,~ O~,.CK o~£anaa'Gvov lKo£~a~tv~
.po._p.~ £~'tq £fq XOAA~Y £4&aLp.oviav '.,&toou. 43
After the state of the Romans received Vespasla.n
thusly. 1 t immed1ately bestowed great honors on him .•

38

Ib1d. VII, 432.

39

Ibld. I, 273.

40

Ib1d. IV t 120.

41

!!?!.!1.

42

43

I, 646.
Ibld. Ill, 428.

-

Ibid. VII .. 74.

From the evidence adduced above. we oan see that

Joseph~s

was well aware of the problem of relating one part of his narratl'8
to the other.

He attempted to solve the problem on the one hand

bY structural oross-references that

re~nforced

the natural,

essentIal coherence of any historical acoount... and, on the other,
bY asking the reader on at least two occa.sions to review the
events a.lready familiar to him.

Josephus also had recourse to

devices of language. so re&.dy at hand 1n Greek. tha.t linked one
episode in his story to the next and that, 1n summarizing, a preceding episode, bound 1t together and Indlcate4ts pos1tion in the!
entire story.

',ihl1e he 1.ndeed incorporated many and. diverse

elements in his narratIve, Josephus never gave the impreSSion that
there 1s really extraneous or Irrelevant material in the story,
despite the somewhat tenuous l1nk he may have been forced to use.
No mention has been made of Josephus· employment ot
oonnectives to effect coherenoe. nor of adverbs, such as
t

and the 11ke.

1/

£ff£LTa

These are natural oonoom1tants of the

Greek la.nguage t and 1 t oan be' seen from the

exa.mj;j;t~,~

presented

above that our author made easy. fluent use of them to build a
ooherent narrat1ve.
Thus, using the dev10es of language and rhetor1c that
were at hand. plus £lome structura.l management or his narrat1ve,
Josephus solved the problem of coherenoe, 1n terms of both ancient
and modern rhetorio.

We must therefore Judge his history to be al

9~

oherent find unified as all elements of the work are ac}equately
inked, one to the other, and as the work offers a s1r.31e object
or the attention of the reader and strives, despite a large diver
1ty of material. for a slngle emotional effect.
But a unified, coherent narrative

he attention of the reader.
nterest1ng.
nterest:1ng.

".'oes

not alwa.ys gain.

The narrative must, above all, be

Let us now see how Josephus made The Jewlsh Wtr

r----------------------.
•
CHf.. PTER VI
THE FEOBLE'" OF I NTEREST IN IRS

.]t;v. I~U

In changlng a history from a slmplr>, raw chronicle of
~ents

into a readable narrative that w1ll give pleasure. lnstruc

10n and poss1.bly 1nspiration to the reader, the historian must
isplay whatever ability he has as a literary crs.fts!nan.
nyone ca.n tell e. story;

Almost

it may be a unified, coherent narrative

that relates a aeries of events tending toward a dominant conclusion. or it ma.y be a verbal potpourri that rambles over a number of happenings that seem significant to the mind of the author
as, ror example, the bedtime "story" told by a small child •.

If i

is the former, 1ts unity and coherence, without any conscious

effort to promote interest, wl1l make a certain demand on th p attention of the audience or reader because of the interest inheren
1n the events related.

But that 1nterest is of a transient natur •

It has become a truism that "there is nothing so dull as yes.ter-

day's newspaper ll (exoept to a stud.ent of hiatli>ry>.

In a Child's

"story", however, the persona.lized naI'1"at1cm of events w1ll hold
his aud1ence's enrapt attention and may be repeated by them for

several days--even until the child is old enough to put a stop to
it.
100

101
•
From these two examples we oan understand thct whatever
~f

personal expression the his tor1.E.n lnserte into hi s narrative

determines the lasting interest it w111 win from his aud.ience.

If the historian 1s dull, unable to peroeive the dramatic value
of events, h1s narrative must perforce be duJ.l; if be is unable
to express what he sees in language that voices the movement or
serenity of the event. his narrative will be monotonous.
oannot

'111"1 te

If he

conoretely and v1.v1dly, his narratl ve will be obaour4

and d.ifficult to read or hear.

Conversely. if he oan comrnand

language so that he varies his treatment of events; if he writes
concretely and vividly; if he writes with a self-conscious art1st.
ry, he cannot help but evoke the lasting interest of his readers.
He wl11 lnject into h1s wor'k tha difference
and. a

bet'i1~~en

a photogra.ph

portrait, one be1ng an unimaginative reproduction of what

was seen, the other a reproduction plus the personal

reactio~

of

the author, givinG the work an ever-freSh interpretation.
One oanTlot read more than

flo

few pura3!'aphs of

Ill!

Jew1 •

.:i& bafore it 1s apparent that Josephus was no mere annalist..
While he wrote Of a subjeot that had. a vital interest to Jews and
:hrlstlans alike, he embellished h1s narrative with suoh literary

art1stry that his account of the war 1s of un1versal interest.
Although his artistry ts never of the very highest order. it is
considerable an::!. Buch as to suggest the influence whl ch his oontemporary critical opinion mar have exeroised on him.

r~~------------------------~
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•

That Josephua recogn! zed the 11 terary
~uthors--or

excell,~noe

of othE r

that he remembered well the lessons of tho schools of

rhetorio--is indioated by his frequent use of modele from Homer.
poetry, Verg1l and tte Greek hlator1ars'l'huoyd1das, Xenophon
~nd Herodotus. l The similarity of the domestic troubles of Herod

Greek

,I t 431 ff.) to a Greek drama has already been relr:arked by 'rhaok-

era.y. 2

But 1n addition to these models, Josephus successfully

used devices of his own, some of which were conventional, others

of which engendered his own innate literary oraftsmanship.
One of the most successful devices be used to create

lnterest--and indeed the best device any author can use--was vivl
description.

How he used it, with what oreative irrwglnatlon and

verve oan be demonstra.ted by the follo",'ng exaniplcs. whioh remain
vivid even after translation:

Some of the incidents or that night w1ll gi va an idea Ci~'
the power of this engine. One of' the men standing on the
wall beside 4fosephus had hle head ourr1 ed a.wa.y by the
stone. and hi.s skull was shot f as from a sling, to a
distanoe or three furlongs; a woman with child was struck
on the belly Just as she was leav1ng her house at daybreak, and the babe 1n her womb was fluni3.) to half a furlong away. So mighty was the foroe of theee stone
projectors. {'tore alar'm1ng even than the en;;;ines was
their whirring drone, more frightful than the miSSiles
the crash. Then there was the thud of the dead falling
one after another from the wall. Fearful shrieks of
the women within the tOl'.n mingled with t.he moans of
the dy1~~ viotims without. The whole surrounding area

1 Thaokeray., H. ,-,t. J •• Introduction to Jo!eptw.s, ed.
Loeb Library, il. Hel.nemann. London. 1926. p. xvii, vo • II •
.;>

Tb1d

r

10,
•
in front of the f1ghting 11ne ran with blood, and the
piles of corpses formed a path to the summit of the
wall. The eoho from the mountai.ns around added to the
horrible din: in short nothing that can~terrlfy ear or
eye was wanting on that dreadful nlght.~

There was great slaughter on elther slde. and the bodles
and armor ot the fallen were trampled down and crushed
by the oombatants. And always, ln whichever directlon
rolled the veering tide of war, were heard the cheers
of the Victors, the wailings of the routed. Hoom tor
flight there was none. nor for pursuit; dubious turns
of the scale and shifting pOSition were the sole incldents 1n the contused contest. Those 1n front had either
to kill or be killed. there being no retreat; for those
in rear of either army pressed theip comrades forwart_
leaving no intervening spaoe between the combatants •.
The impetuosity of the legionaries, when they jo1ned
the fray, neither exhortatl.on nor threat could restrain;
passion was for all the only lead.er. Crushed together
about the entrances, many were trampled down by their
oomrades: many stumbling on the stl11 hot and smouldering ruins of the porticoes, suffered the fate of the
vanquished. As they drew nearer to the sanctuary, they
pretended not even to hear Caeearts orders and shouted
to those in front of them to throw 1n the firebrands.
The 'nsurgents, for theIr part, were not powerless to
help; on all sldes was oarnage and flight. rlost of
the slain were c1vilians, weak and unarmed people, each
butchered where he was caught. Around the altar a
pile of corpses was accumulating; down the steps of
the sanctuary flowed a stream of blood, and the bodies 5
of the victims killed above went sliding to the bottom.
The oity, beIng on all sides beset by these battlIng
conspl rs.tors and the1. r rabble, between them the people.
11ke some huge caroass, was torn in pieces. Old men
and women in their helplessness prayed for the coming
:t _

.,

Josephus,

4

~.

5 Ibid.

~ellum

VI. 16-19.

251-259.

Judaicum, III, 245-251.

r-
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of the Romans and eagerly looked for the external war to
liberate them from thelr internal miseries. Loyal oltizens, for their part, were in dire despondenoy and alarm,
having no opportunity for planning any change of policy,
no hope of coming to terms or of f11ght, 1f they had a
wl1l; for watch was kept everywher., and the brigand chiefs.
dIvIded on all else, put to death as theIr common enemies
any in favour of peace with the Romans or suspeoted of an
intention to desert, and were unanimous only in slaughtering those deserv1ng of deliverance. The shouts of the
combatants rang incessantly by day and nIght, but more
harrowing were the mourners' terrIfied lamentations •.
Their aaamities provided. indeed, perpetual cause for
grief, but consternat1on locked theIr wai11ngs with1n
their breasts, and wh11e fear suppressed all outward
emotion, they were tortured with st~tled groans. No
regard tor the living was any longer paid by thelr
relations, no thought was taken of the burlal of the
dead--negligences due to personal despair; for those who
took no part in sedition lost interest in everything,
momentarily expecting certa1,n destruction. J'he rival
parties. mea.nwhile, were at grips, tra'~pllng over the
dead bodies that were piled upon each other, the frenzy
inhaled from the corpses a.t their feet increasing their
savagery; and ever in.vent1ng some new instrument of mutual destruot1on awl unsparingly putting every plan lnto
practice. ~hey left untried no method of outrage or
brutallty.
Josephus is equally v1vid, 1f not so ima.).nat1.ve 1n hls
descriptions of regi.ons, personalities and sects.
Galilee, with 1ts two dl.v1sions known as Upper and Lower
Gall1ee, is enveloped by Phoenicia. and Syria. Its western
frontlers are the outlying territory of ptolemais and
Carmel. a mountain once belonging to Gall1ee and not to
Tyre; adJacent to Carmel is Gaba. the "oity of Cavalryfl,
so called from the cavalry who, on their disoharge from
t:1.ng Herod, settled 1n this town. On the south the
oountry ls bounded by Samaria and the territory of Soy thopolis up the the waters of Jordan; and on the east b9
the terri tory of Hippr)se. Gadar, and Gaulan1 tl s. the

6

Ibld. V. 27-36.

r~------------------------------------------------~
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frontier-line of Agrlppa t a klngdom; on the north Tyre and
its dependent dIstrict mark its l1mits. Lower Galilee extends 1n length from Tlberlas to Chabulon, whloh 1s not
far t"rom Ptolemals on the coast, in brea.dth, from a v11la;:;e In the Great Plain called Xaloth to Bereabe. At th1s
polnt begins Upper Galilee, which extends in breath to the
village of Baca, the frontier ot Tyrlan territory; in
length, it reaches from the village of ThelIa. near the
Jordan, to Heroth. 7
Wlthin the palaee once grew a plant of rue. of an amazing
size; indeed. in height and thickness no fig tree surpassed It. 1'rad1tIo:1 said that it lasted from the ttmes
of Herod; and lt would probably have oontinued for ages,
had it not been cut down by the Jews who took possessIon
of the place. In the ravine which enoloses the to~n on
the north. there ls a place oalled Baaras, which produces
a root bearing the same name. Flame-coloured and towards
evening emitting a brilliant light, 1t eludes the grasp
of persons who approach it with the intention of plucking
it, as it shrinks up and oan only be made to stand stl11
by pouring on it certain secretions of the human body.
Yet even then to touch it Is fatal unless one succeeds In
oarrying off the root Itself, suspended trom the hand.
Another Innocuous mode of capturing it 1s as ftilows: they
d1.g all around it. leaving but a minute portion of the
root covered; they they tie a dog to it. and the animal
rushing to follow the person who tied him eastly pulls It
UP. but lnstantly dies--a vicarious v1etim, as it wers,
for him who intended to remove the plant, since atter this
none need fear to handle :1 t. tH tl: all these attendant
rlsks, it possesses one v1rtue for which it 1s prlzed;
tor the so-called demons--1n other words. the spirlts or
wloJ.red men which enter the li v1ne; and k111 tr;e~r unless aid
is forthcoming--are pro~ptlj'e;:~elled by this root. It
merely app11ed to the patients. In this aa:r.e region flow
hot sr:lrtngs, in taste differing widely rro~ each other.
S02·G being bitter, while others have no lack ot st4eetness.
Many springs of cold water also gush up, nor are these con ...
fined to the low-lying ground where all are on one level;
but--what 1s stlll frore remarkable--hard by may be, liIIeen a
cave of no great depth and screened by a projecting root,
above whiCh protrude--as it wera--two breasts, a 11ttle
dis'anee apart, one yielding cold water, and the other

1-------7

Ib~g.

III, 3?-40.
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•
extremely hot. These, when mixed, provide a most delightful bath, possessing general medioinal properties, but particularly restorative to the sinewa. There ara also sulphur and alum m1nes In the district. 8

Wh11e Josephus was thus direct:1.ng affairs in Galilee, there
appeare'~L on the scene an intriguer. a nat1ve of G1schala,
named John, son of Levi. the most unSCrupulous and orafty
of all, who have ever gained notoriety by such 1nfamous
means. Poor at the opening of his oareer. h1e penury
had tor long thwarted his malioious designs; a ready liar
and clever in obtaining cred1t for his lies. he ~ade a
mer1t of deceit and Draot1ced it upon his most int1~ate
friends; while affecting hum[)n\t.Y~ the prospect of lucre
made him the most sanguinb,ry of men; always full of high
ambitions, his hopes were fed on th~ basest of knaveries.
'F'or he was a brigand who at the outset practiced his trade
alone, but afterwards found for hledarlng deec.s accomp11eea. whose numbers, sm&ll at first, grew with his ~c
oess. He was, moreover, careful never to take into partnership anyone lIkely to bef~ll an easy prey to an assailant, b~t selected good, strapping fellows, with stout
heart~ and military experience.
He ended by mustering Po
band of four hundred. men, for the moet part fugitives,
fro:T, the region of Tyre and the villages of that neighbor'"
hood. '1;1 th theil' help he plundered the whole of Galilee
and harried the m~~~eB' whose minds were already distraoted
by the irnpendtng v,,.:,:r.
The Essenes have a. reputation for oultivating peculler
sanctity. Of JewIsh birth, they show a greater attachment
to each other than do the other sects. They shun pleasure
as a vice and regard temperance s-Ld control of the pa.ssions
as a spactal virtue. Marriage they disdain. but they
adopt other men's children, \t;'h~ le yet pliable anli doc1le,
and teach them and regard the~ as their own kin, aocording
to their own principles. They do not. indeed, on prinCiple condemn wedlOCk a.nd propagatIon ther'Bby of the raoe,
but they wish to protect themselves against women's wantonness. being persuaded that none of the sex keeps her
plighted troth to one man. 10

8

!b1d. VII. 178-189.

9

Ibid. III, 35-40.

10

Ibid. II. 120-121.

rl~

A valuable device making for clear, concrete expression
and hence tor interest ln a narrat1ve is comparison, or slmile.
Josephus uses sim11es and metaphors richly and

appropriatell~

To

explain an ldea that may be unfamiliar to h1s readers or to enrich his description, he may d.raw from slx ma1n categories of slt-

uations that were 11kely to be familiar to the ancient reader.

. .

HE

. .. .

usually introduces these comparlsons with such words as:

.,W0'llCP,

WC;, 0'(1.,

tasty. eCx4be,Y,

6fxl1y,oaxarv, nAPcuQyta,oq,

£0')(0., 0

(c,..nv, t::.nt,

~~o'oc;. x.~.~.

The following examples wl11 indicate his use of comparisons and the categorles from whlch they are drawn.
~

lEi!

HUMAN !!QJ2I,

MEDIClt!~ ~

:!:!!§

bill

For in some kingdoms, as in corpulent lnd1viduals" there
is alway8 some member becoming inflamed from the weight
whlch it supported; yet what was needed. was not amputation but some m11d.er method of cure.

No sooner were these disorders reduced than the 1nflammat1on, as in a eick man's body, broke out in another part.

11

~.

I, 507.

12

Ibid. II. 264.

• •• on the contrary, as though they had been born with
weaoons 1n their hands. they never bave a truce from
tralnlng. never wait for emergencies to ariee.
~4t Ke04ae:p.,'vta¢l1ct'r&'

:n4an

'rtf q»Aayy,

Totfii 1ovoatovfii

avWeOOVT£~ ~6~ TO. TStXOVfii ln~aG,vov.14
' . • • 'Ill th- 1 ts unl ted mass, l~.ke one solld.~., body.

they
pushed the Jews before them and were even now mounting
the ramparts.

The city now belns on all sides beset by these battling
consplrators and their rabble, between them the people,
like some huge carcass, was torn 1n pleces.

,apeytYOVTO ptv yap !no Tq; lv6etG;
wasep

06pwn'~TIC

• • •

n£,va~,tVo' Hat

For they arr.ived swollen w1th hunger, llke persons
afflicted with dropsy • • •

0t~!!,.yap e1wv vt~£aeG', Ha84nep 6. av,ne,vKdTe~

G.,.. ..

t;nt

"fa.. xpetcw "!faGv. 1"

F'or they no longer let them graze. but went forth on their
errands clinging to them as though man and beast were by
nature inseparable,

13 Ibid •. III, 72.
15 IbId.

270.
V, 27.

16

549.

14

"'.,.

~.

-Ibid,
....... .it ..

..., ..... ,.. .

'P'"

-."."

lqB

You held, be it granted, Nero's indolence 1n contempt,
and lIke fractures or ruptures, remained for a time
malignantly quiescent, only to show your true character
on the outbreak of a more serious malady •

.,

trfcno 6. KGt .,(JIy Xlp' K~pTfvllv 'JCc1l.lwV ~ TtIIV Z;t.KaptwV
!ndVOlG xo.041(£p vdaot;.~
The madness of the Sieari! further attacked, like a
disease, the citIes around Cyrene~
~

PUBLIC

!.till

:PHIVA1'~

fNSTITU'l'I0t1,S

t.oft 1'a
"I'a~ fOlll>Gtav IndelTe )U1ed1t£p I.,'
f.ppCUOV
•
f"
then hearing of the situation in Judaea, he
lt&

KG".

1

~1(&tX.e'1

snatohed what seemed a heaven-sent

opportunlty~.

KG,t O'vp.~t'xeO'eCU }ltv I.x .,0# l.e7C1'o1'4"i ll ,cU"Uf~
.. etp~ wanep stpKTaC'Q .,0rt ~}lo.(nv 1.1I1Y( ·uvt.
rpV."Ktr Kcn'GO'mDpt"vat; • .. •
• •• emanating trom the finest ether, these souls become
entangled, as it were., in the orison-house of the body • • •

I>'ti

1IOpVS t<p Ttl" 1(41)''£ to Kot xla4V Axa.ecipTO ~t;
spyot.t;.
• • • they wallowed in the 01 ty as though 1 t were a brothel ,
and polluted the whole of 1t with their impure deeds.

tV'JA" vooty.,o

&p.taVGV

18

ibid. 337.

19

~.

20

.D2!s!. I. 1.27

21

lbld! II. 154.

-

VII, 437f

22 "IbId .• IV. 562.
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~~ ~f ptv n4vT' tx"y ~a xpe,~'~ ndA,~ etv., 60HEry ••• 23
• •• so that in p"esaion of all conveniences it seemed
a town. • • •

~an£p ~x O£apwT~ptOU xaO' a&T~ 1 OU64to~ &V~VT£~.24
• • • discharging the Jews upon them as though from out
a prison • • •

Por to let loose the Jews, caught,as it
seemed most shameful to the Romans.

wer~

in a net,

&crnep I.v ofxtq. nptro~ oEanfl'~~ 'fa ptv &vytxeC1T& xol,dO'G"
Ta 6t loo\n& ac6,wv I.pau'ff. 6
..
• • • 11ke a lenient master of a household. punishing the
inoorrigible and preserving the rest tor myself.
ot'f£ 1to).ep.£.rv
~O'ou Anp.ato't;;
£'PKt'tr nep'£").T)p.p~vo,,27

Is

Ie'

ofot 1'£ ~a4v tbanep
• .

They were unable to fight the Romans on equal terms, since
they were, so to speak" in a prison.

...,

.

'fdT£. p~v wi1fep £. tfP e'pKT~V &"0 T~ efpa.pptvT)f.; n4v O'vvexTO cGvoq,28

).e(O'G~

But now the entire nation had been shut up by rate as
though in Ii prison • • •

23
24

-Ibid. V,

241.

Ibid. 486.

26

160.
-Ibid. VI,
350.

27

Ibid. 366.

28

Ibid. 428.

25

~.

llO
luGaA 6' ~ nd),.

"t,; 't,;

avp;. a.p.41'WV !v dttAeUKt •

~r- ~v cnE:<psvwp.4-rwv Ka.t
•

The whole clty. moreover, was fllled 11ke a temple with
~arlands and inoense.
I<~ROM

NATURE

~o~.' tawep .x~n-r4t,; lp,neaev 4~dp~ev !p'&~v,30
This aocusation stl'u.ck Herod llke a thunderbolt,

••• np~ov p,ev 4veup,o~p£vo. ~~v tepav
"091. e'llptoLc; a.f a'fopyo.t ptVOU.LV,51

<p~a,v, ~t,; Ka.t

• • • think flrst of the sacred t1e. of nature and the
oonstanoy of affection which sbe Instills even:lnto the
beasts.

• • • &ancp 'faXUxAwety'fo. ~dV e~ptwv let np~ 'feV
AV'f,a-rpc<pdp,cYOq.32

Kaean~dp,evov

• • • 11ke the clroling or a wlld beast, always turning
toward its tormentor.

o6olV yap IAH'P.~~Cpo, elVA, ~~ &.oyv~acwq, nep,a~t,~
~vaea'~&t a~ Ta%3apP.~ a.on~ lnopoup,tVaR,
wap.cp vA'll'; 1'0 nO'p.
Nothlng 1s more redoubtable than despair, and their impetuosity, deprived of an obJectlve, will be extingulshed,
like fire for lack of fuel.

tic;

«rK~caea.. xC'lup.cp

1'0 axt1\lCl, nap' ~V tivdO"C'(n, 34

" •• '. the topography 1s llke a camEl, whence It ls named.

29

Ibl~.

30

,bid. I, 440.

VII, 71.

Ibid. 465.
,2 Ibid. III, ,85.
209.
"34 -Ibid.
Ibid. IV. 5.,

31

'r~------------------------------~
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•

t 1t £t60p&y

Kat 1'oO"ro, Ka041te:p t~

ll.KOptVOU Tof Kpa,aO"f£lfov1'OC;

Ait

~v
&\fpo,1'OC 35

&ytA"..

&Adywv

We witnessed even this; when as from a herd of dumb cattle,
one prize victim after another was dragged to the slaughter.

And turning to meet the lash, even as the beast may be
seen to turn, ward off those that smlte you?
, . . .T0J.,AG4V
totpG'OV.

:'anep Avoatwv ~.v lytA"v tnU'VT&4
.

.' • • • they fell upon and butchered the people
they had been a herd of unclean animals.

8S

though

lUll TOr. lYP'W1"1'Ol ... 4pO'lAtfcrun eT)pto, .. tbppwv , . ,
crtiflDOV 38
• • • ~d ~ushed. like the most savage of beasts. upon

'fOV

the blade.

~at

Ka,4ne:p 6T)ptov Aucranaav tViet9 1'~ I~we£v

,otaflt 'l0'1

adpH(lf; "ppav. 39

In,

'fa;

and 11ke a rav1ng anlmal. deprived of other food.
at length preyed upon Its own flesh.
•

!e;
4

11

..

"'OV 6pd)lOV cr.6'fcI'V 1'oC"c; lYfUUtT''fO'''''
..

..

erx4a .. v e'lpto,,.40

the1r rush seemed 11ke that of wlld anlmals.

-

35 Ibld. IV, 170 •.
36 Ibld. 174.
37

Ibid. 326.

38

t.b1d. 425.

39

Iqld. V. 4.

40

Ibld. 85.
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Yelp,v i ye pfJv'ptaJeu xat napa t"lpatv fcrxvpd't&'toy xat
nap .vep~no,~, alxe,v 'tO~ 6vv.'t~~PO\q • • • 41
There is, in fact. established a law, as supreme among
the beasts as among men: yield to the stronger • • •

ot,ye x.t vaxp'v

4~ov lanap xfvaq las4Paf'toY • • • 42

TOV

• • • like dogs they maul the carcass of the people • • •

-, • f XG!

TOV

otx~v T~4AT'&Gaa~wv .p.a~ TO~ aatvoval.

tv ~V.,~t&T£.

5

•• '. and like the untameable reptiles, you spat your
on those who oaressed you.

Y~nom

• · ••&cSaap O. llao)
I .'AWptV'lV
nlaav.4i
,

,taWY xcsTd.\y ~).'lY len .. v

-nfIy . .

"

~

• • Ju~t as a forest oan be seen to be oompletely
stripped in the wake of locust,s e· • •

x,epep 1'~1'"4etv,..
au xQ.'fo"G.j)av I a

T1' .~ptuw,

4", . aff ToM

Tptfa&VTM

• • • 11 ke the. wounded of the beasts when they do pot
catch their torment'ors.
FROM THE THEA'rE5 ~ AI'HtrE,\IOS

6 ... ,4~ 1'O,t«; aT,HI1' ..cI1'&4i ,,&&cinap l'A~"h ".,o1fax,\ TffIv !ytfvCDy.
Therefore, he trained his soldiers like athletes tor the
fray.

41

Ibld. V, 367.

42

ill4,. 526.

43

Ibid. VI. 336.

44
45

IV, 536.
-Ibid.
Ibid. 540.

46

Ibid. 91.

48

.

11,

~ansp 4v eCdTp~ xs,p~ T& Kot &nlwv 4ntAe,~,v

nOL~(Jaae(U Y'>'LXOP.tvOVCi 06K btviuvoV,4?
As in & theater they were eager to make a hazardous d1s-.

olay of the1.r arms and might.

•

of it wonCaaeeoTot KaA~ ~~t au"dpwv Ipywv ~oee'O'VTO
1" 'xlfpe .. ~,
•

They sat behind walls as spectators of good and expedient
operations •.
• • • nGr~'Q 6e xat v&Qvta .. 6LOLaOOVT'~ ;attsp
1'M ayopAfW lve,.>.oO'v1'o. • ..49
• • • children and youths with swollen bell1es roamed
like phantoms through the market plaoe.

XQ"fA

Il

JI

Y0'l~~~ X~p~

•

•

GUT'V GKOVT. a~PGVTe~ wanep lnt
'''''''lvqct; QAAOTptc.p KOT,xda,ouv 1Cpoaw.,tcp,50
At any rate, dragg1ng their reluotant victim from the
country, they dressed up for h1s assumed part like on
the stage.

an,

~v'o' ;anep ... , tIOl~,ou e~aTpov,51
n was l1ke a battle on the stage.

47 l.lW1. IV, ;68.
48 IbId. V, 73.
49

~.

513.

50

~.

IV t 156.

51

~.

VI, 146.

.8.

52 l!?1S.. I. 4 J

(of. }36.)

114

•
. Herod,. druS3ed by these calumnles, recalled hls son by
Dorls, P.ntlpater. to serve as a. bulwark' against his other
sons, and began to honor him ln every way.

•

53

•

• • • and oloslng up the shlps one to the other 11ke a
phalanx •

• at 06.,-"" qv oo\f).wv pdvwv 0661 A!)O"fCfV rnpo.-rd~, hAa
Kat O~OT'~ 06. 6.tywv ~ UpC~ paa'Aia ne.eapxtG. 54
• •• and no longer was it an army of only slaves and
brigands, but of many freemen, disciplined as to a king.

rBQg NAVAL AfFAiRS

lanep T&ASV1'ata fh11A-AD. X.'p.aaoptvovc; TO&~
vaa"taaouti ln~pb1',aav.55

'fO,O'e'

Th',s was, as 1t were t the final hurricane that submerged
the tempest-tossed youths,.
~."
awe; IIaT' .vopp.q»
1"
O'a*e;, UPOO'KltuTlaecn TCV ptAl.OV-rCl
XI'pCvCl. p.'I" aCe; p.taGe; -rae; evtuec; InoAovp.Etvovc; Ivo.x''f1Vcu. 56
..

• •• while the ship 1s stlll in port, to foresee the
approachlng storm a.nd not put out ln the mldst of a
hurrlcane to meet your doom.

tanap PGXT',OptV'l4 vI.e; ,"av~xov-ro.61
• •• they deserted (their clty) as swimmers abandon a
slnking ship.

53

~.

III, 469.

54

lll~g.·

IV. 510.

55

Ibld. 1,.535.

56

Ibld. II, 396.

51 llW'!. 556.
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• • • nor to desert his friends nor to leao into the
from the ship on whioh he had embarked in a oalm.

stor~

!q ~ywya KQtHv~apv~~~v ~IO~Q' 6'\Ad~.TOV ~aT', XI'~Q
6"o,~

up, ~~ 'VtAA~'

~.n~'aav '~v TO aH~o~.o9

• • • as I oonsider the pilot most oowardly, who, fearing
a storm, deliberately sinks his sh1.p before the storm.
In addition to ooncrete a vivid expression, aptly ilustrated, Josephus ornamented his language with most of the trope
~t

the disposal of the anoient author.

~uthor

~o

At the same time that our

was making the expression of his narrative more interesting

his readers, he was also making it more emphatio.

For by the

:>rnamentat10n of oertain terms, he was eimultaneously lending em)ha.sis to those terms.
~mbelliahl'ng

,1'

rorceru~

Therefore, an analysis of the teohnique of'

express10n must also be an analysis of the technique
emphatic expression.

Following are sor:-'e of the figures that Josephus used to
~ake

his narrative more interesting to read or hear.
CYCL1CA~ ~XPRES§I9.N

, no itv KGia~o~ 4".erfo pSJ~ Aypinuov.
"t

1P(1I7Ia AI p&TA Kata&p4.

By Ca..sar he was beloved atter Agrippa, by Agr1.ppa after

Caesa.r' •

58

Ibid.. II I. 195.

59 llt1!!. }68
60

Ibid. I. 400.
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"o,~aop~, 6. TG'T~V T~ 4G~y~ae~ Apx~V. ~y X4t
'fdJ'v X£q>aA4tWY !xO'T}0'~T}v.81 .

I will now open my narrative with the events named at
the beginning of the foregoing summary_
• • • xa94nep 'f4 ~4 'fq; llrUx1fc; hAd'fp LOV, 0;"Q)(;

aufpGTO<o.62
.
• • • as the body was unnaturally (severed) from the
soul, 80 the hand should be separated from the body.
XG'

KG'

'f(Jly

,.*,v letp.

Ano

1'0.

pav TeV '~VTWV

vexpdrv

4".

4n. TO&; INnPTlPtvou<;, &rtA 4.
'fot<o ,dJvTQI; "1M &py&<o pe1'lt,epoy;83

• • • they shifted their fury from the living to the
slain. and from the dead to the living.
KGt

,tp£t ~CI(14vov ~-~v1fP'1 T~ TOO' l.na,.,uxoO' nupO<O

ionclv4f; Q,ycwtpouaa.. CIl

And the memory of it is harrowing. recalling as it does
the ravages of the br1gand's fire.
y~ i1lOLerrO mggen -rf1v pav nd)"v a.6Tcfr, Telv 6&
Va.eV-Ta ndAel.
·
And he caused the city to be saved for himself, and the
temple for the c1 ty •

One who had been fleeced by S1mon was passed on to John,
and he who had been plundered by John was taken o~r by Simo •

,0.

61

lJ2lA.

62

Ib1g, •. III. 379.

63

Ib1<\. IV. 384.

64
65
66

~b1d.

V. 182.
Ib1d. 334.
Ibid. 44010
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fERIPHRASIS*
l~tO.~'4V ~. y~.

of

It·

~t~ K4v~.~

~ tK,xtwvo~

;8;.)

(I,

'"lav

(II, ;65. of. II. 380.)

(II, ;80.)

iKl6~ow ~~v i~4V~O' .VX~v (II, 201.)
,

96

6 ~ CIf9£ \f~OV~G' 1'eV pttyav &,ta.Alit)v a6-rof1 xct'
(I, 378, of. lJT, 473.)

I.VtH'l·'ov o£St.4v.

T1lV

~A::oNt:.-.:I:;..;:T....H_Eo;;;.S.....
I_S I N THE SAME COLA

_

i

'ftAo,,'''t -r<11v
, .

4AtyOl ap~..

.

yvpv~e;

HGK"VcWe, ..
..

cf. VI, 9;
VI, 40;; 1,105.)

.

(

tv KGJCOrc; 'ra.Gdv

x4pcp AI-pdv

(111.15, cf. III, 477.)

IV •. ;84. )
(V, 2, cf. VII, 270.)

(V, 521. of. IV, 464; V. 549 • .)

~AC\; KO'VGC"; 'fac;

f6t..-

bAd,lAov • • •

OCK£tbc;

Y'11>4'''''

,

artAtrGl (III, 477.)

~1'E.c; V&M.pp (

1',

4px~ (11,440,

4epdov.. (111.52;; V, 178; 1,8;)

'nacC'Cit npOCi n&~Oe'ii

.

...............................

(IV, 226.)

rr,VV£flVU(~£POV

AUeparO'ii ~a.v£pckapov

(IV t' 275.)

(1,52,

.cr.

IV,. 1;3.)

(I I. 625.)

-Because of the plethora of material and beoause transla ...
tion does not exola1n the s1gn1.f1oance in the analysis of the 1'01lowing Greek language tropes, referenoes w111 be s'ven immediately
after the citation and translatIon will be omItted. Unless otherdIe
d
efe e ce
to JOBe hus' ell m ud& c Ill.
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...

I.V'ft '~~raap;i1dv(J'i O&<11Id'f'14 KAt pa.a,).t~ 'ftlPAVVOC; (I. 202.)
~

ovopa pacnl.tcK axGIV ap'lpoc; 4,overt.. ( I, 209.)

Ino p.f\

.,

.'

,

f>A£JtOPt.'VCDV HaeopflpcVOl (III, 241.,

)'4y, cpya

(V,

457. cf. VII. 32;.)

"'GpO&; ,l)'oa-ro,yd'f4'fOC

t~We&V

••• lv&oy

!II'

1'0'

6,& 'fftv

(V, 211. of. II, 85;

v.

98; V, 28.)

,.~ p ... "'& ~auxt.. X"1'dJ~4 (IV. Y

&nAWV alpGAIPOO"

(VI. 5,.)

aclPA'fl

).£ • ."

Caxtc; .Iev&t...

4a&xp4", ... , (VII t 419.)

"",eetv '1'0 ',,,eerv ... (V. 513.)

• aAWKchwy
npO~

(I. 622, of. I., 596.)

,..

~PCQu,~ j"Xf\ l.v

'1'00'

ct. I, 354.)

vev U''lKd'1'C»V

piaY Ixovgtwq

(VI.

352.)

(II, 264.)

apoatTC'4 c6xe"et~

(V. 127.)

TO "GpOy 3"'afopa er~ ",0 ptAAOV
ANIITm;;SI§.

ilL

nm

(V, 127. of. V, 66.)
qA~,~::;

WITH fARANOMAS~A

ap01'poxtt 'fOkOTptnOY

.,
evnopo,
..

.
Audpou~

(II,

a6'upOIYTaC; 'Iupery

4""'t,pia I-'1POl
,ay£pdr'v Ita,ycrc;

.
"v"10Y 'e"vaat_

(VI. 37.)

427.)
(VI,

393.)

(II, 47.)
(V, 497.)

(I. 59.)

£.Q1A

2

.
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AV.t,.lO'

.

.t,.'Ol

(V, 104, of.

V,

35S; IV, 543 •. )

a,. , tu...AOf\fAQ)Y 1'0'" "por. !p.o<p1lAouq
"

x

( IV., 16.)

, , ' liTfAov<it npO&1fAwv (I. 612.)

or

pf\ x4topclpevol

&r ..

1'0'" .aeopwpt\fouq

O'1',U&1'T)yo\fjl&VO' upe~ &nPG1''lYI{TOUC;

.ll!.

ANTITHESIS NOT

(111,< 286.)

(III. 477.)

l'HE SAME COLA

WITHOUT' PARAtl'm;[ASIA

• • of.,,,"

(II. 472, ot'. V, 643; V." 15; V, l8
(IV, 331, ot'. 1,350; III, l; 1,589
I, 287; I 263; II, 351; III, 474;)

favr.p. . . . . l.a.&p.fo
etAOV"&~ • • • 6vv4p&YOl

Iv

UOV1'ClXO' • • •

,.e

1'a

xepO'tv • • • Seq

it

it

..

oGa.pot' (I. 65.)
~"1'«aeCJ;'

apdv,,,

"*'(i; ... •

&'YOl • •• IxeO(i;

.'

(I. 57. ot'. I, 382 •.)

(I. 542.)

(III, 410.)

1'pct.vd1'cpo" • • •

17u.c:rrtfp'l • • • 1'dAp"
vtOlr • • • Y'Ipcnot

of Lv ~u'PQ.1" (v t 439.)
(V, 280.)
(IV, 128.)

I>.., .. vtxrr- • • • !ndyvtUa,..
...

(VI, 144, of. VI, 128.)

(V, 444.)

Ko).o,xe\fe:,y '• • • )HO'&rv

0'

89.)

ptA).ov,.a (I, 483. cf. VI, 127t '11,1 Q

al.£ t'O'TOV • • .. I.v ~Atyql

.pe:tl'1'WV

...

(VI,

O'UJ1''Ipt(&f;

ee:ppd'TcpOa. • • • aa,aAtO'1',pOl

(VI, 4 •.)

(V, 491, cf. IV, 292.)

r~~--------------------------~

(I. 254. cf. It 276, II, 15~
IV. 412; II, 26; VII, 256:
I, 288; VI, 128; I, 9; v, 593
I, 282; I I f 299; IV, 154.)

(III, 79, cf. I.

Ha1'& xctpa ••• ndppweav
'4tp~ •• •

&Pxtf

420;~V.

338.)

(1,332.)

(VII, 157.)

'plv • • • ndaxe\v

(II, 472, cf. III, 152; V 256; et c.)

X&a.pt • • • yv~~n

(II, 258.)

• •

xallpt
lyaed~

1'4,",

,

.

(I, 494.)

• AdYtfl

• • •

x4Kd~

(VI, 364.)

• • itxcnoti
~

.,

aVgpa... OAo,<; nd>"1i t.c;

(II, 278.)

•o,~a • • • lxo~ (V, 487.)
..
"eprpoc; • • • Kl,1fP1)Q (I T, 504.)
•oV0tl G • • • i1fvap,~ (IV, 637.)
..

1"

.X~G • • •

1', fpdv1)pa

~Ga'A£_t; (I, 387, 517. 478. 561.)

l"ov1:'&Q • • • 4,4'''1'dyp.o.,-o4ii (I. 473, ef. IV, 421.)

r
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.4,NTITHESIS NOT

ll!

TIjE SAME ~

'iIl' liOUT PARANmlASIA
.§! AftSIS MQ IHESlf?

HT1ftla "eT~,
.

O'K
'.

""X'lt;
(III. 72.)
'USaTGAptvov, ~A· ofpwy., 'lanpda,ol
.

O. OtrpOV

'.

(II. 6.)

06 .p'ypaT., hA f 'ydpa"a
,
.
. (II. 28 .. )
06 ~GO"AtG. bAa T"pGVVOV
.

(11,84, cf. Tl, 208.)

'.

o' BapaTvxdvTSCit, Au' Loti' avutyov'fSC;

.4", I.a' e:lvot9-,
(6)( t1~~~ 8A1'
01 .~fGvo~

lu.a .Ko."a
~py~

~NTITHESIS

(I" 196.)

otO'l;

v,

(IV"540, of.

&". T~

otO'lV, &u'

!iQ1 Ili

m

(I, 1.)

433.)

Avdyx'lt;

~

laxe:6t,ffl~et!)

QQI:A

IAI'l'H PAMNONlAS,A

Axtp'l ••• npoip'l

(VII, 213.)

.

&.cp/.np1'fae:a&clf, ••• "pocnparcr04'

t,.&e:v ••• Iv60&ay

(II, 264.)

(I. 338, of. VII, 281; III~ 248.)

AXciph"O... : . e: 6Xapt.CM'e:rv

(I, 214.)

'p'Gvt~ ••• "o.yt~

VI, 47-8.)

1vo~o . . . . . p~,.a lnAWY

(I, 75.)

..

1,06~

••• ataooo..

,6yev~c;

.

'ye:pyo~

••

•
&vtpye, ••

.

(V, 423, of. IV. 236.)

Jt-'

jIt>

« ,,'

Aytve:t.ov

«.~pyovv
« •

Ipya

(I, 522.)

(II, 392. )
(IV, 582.)

po" oe oou).etev . . . .
otxC'uo~ . . . . 1s6'Ko~
"'<lVoLa ....
,

l.w4v •••

p.ell'oou).&t~

(V. 407 .. )

npdvoL" (V. 121,

~v

. p..,

upoa .. ~v • • • po.,

e 6pdv"&~

&-ovata • • • •apdv"o~
.. fXU

•••

o6x

",t"UH

(VII.

369.)

(V t

425 • .)

(IV,> 364.)

npoa,~

4'up.t• • • • £6eup.ta. (v,
~'T'O'

or. v. 316.)

(III. 359.)

lp~&VO' •• • e'pdpttVOL
&6pdv,.&~ • ,

(VII. 177.)

520 .. )

(I, 612.)
(I., 59l.}

.se~ .. ~ • • • &~uxta1'aTOC; ~ t, 6~5.)
>

~~o~ ••• npdi~oc;

(II, 396.)

Cf:JiASMU~

.0).&)111".

'fa "pdJ"C'a Kat

TOrc; la1'tPOLC; 'lCapc"&'uXcfv

(I, 3.)

~p.eaf TcI\I o~~ 6vap.dxwv, uat 1'OUO~~V
.q.un~tvov ev "&'4Y)1C, (II. 375, cf. III, 4Tt; VII, 260;
I. PO'UpA
VII,,324; VI, 107; I, 517; III, 371
111,,249; I, 589; v, 44; I, 35.)

AtHTIIE.IABOb&
;&,).~c; 'p.otwc; " p." f;Sou)'d~avoc; ~1'av 6tn Kat
01'''''1 p.., oint (III, 365.)

c! ~u).ctp.evoc;
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fABANOMASIA

l..o'P.OCi Ke' >"1'6; (I .. 376. cf. IV. 361.)
.).Olpclirr- ,'ap'Y, et.I.e; cSt xat >'LpOY ilK1k£pOY (VI .. , 421.)
<-

,tAov ••• ,t7Aav (VII .. 327.)

ptvwv • • • a6p.avJti (VII. 328.)
KQAQ.J1.~"&lV ~,ov • • •

T4' Aa.f IC at Tf

KOAdO'£Wc;

(II. '2'76.)

va1 ( V I.. '309.)

Xpaiat.<; • • • XP&<4v

(VI, 49.)

ITtpOli aup,optJc;; Ttpa... (I, 377.)
!isiTY\;QLOOIC.~~ E~gURES

(vIr. 386.)

6:'oupytav 6iioUPYl1ad1'waav
KarGnAttO'C1st.V

v'KIV

VtlC~V

lv

'lC1'atap.ac7t.v (IV. 42.)

TOCto

(I, 540.)

lIA'lYflv lnlt1'fTlao.v (IV., 70.)
e61'ClXTckapo.v 4,.t1'OdCTO (I .. 348.)

bat.ptcw

(VII, 67.)

X£7t£t.papi'VGt.

(VII, 96.)

aUV"£A~ nOAU,.aAa~

- yav£aAoyoO'aa. a~ytv£t.av

1'&A~ 4V"OAd~

(I, 476.)

(II, 495.)
ALLITERATION
1

na.'IaaaG", "'pO nOAtpou

~G9axdAovv

JUWa x£ rpa; Ha.f xp1ffl4(nv

(VI, 345.)

(I, 4.)

"opddv1'c<; n01'e Jlup, 7(d).LV

(II. 358.)

"tfat. nav1'axoO' n4p<11'uYX4vwy

(V. 310.)

r
,-0 V~W'f.ept'wv 'fd~f, 'f£1'paY)1tvo'fit
Rlao. nATJa'tfCJ£Tc" ndA'4it

(II, 399.)

~,. IV£A£f'V 1a8£vo"'1'£';
Y£Vla\t

(I. 4.)

(VI f 187.)

yeyovtv(U YOVLpwTtpav

(V, 442.)

tv~py.y I,et.v IpUl.ov Intiov1'ofit (II, 634 .. )

nip','.", ',40'lpe

&dyp&1'L

't.£at1'pcu.v£v 1'flY 6wpe,4v.

(I. 393.·)

HQYOIQTELEUTON
6atv •

It

.'

efnerv • ., • av"apeCV

(II, 347.)

OtI?;.t.y • • ., xOO"p>aC'V • • • 4no).G~erv

(VII f 67.)

Josephus also used paromoeos1s and par1sos1f\ sometimes 1

oonJunction with homoeoteleuton, to create an elegant style, viz:

01

uep,a.~£ae& T~V

Imp.t..

~YI~ovtGVJ

01 ~aTp~ae1'a 1'~V IG~ &aetvet.AvJ

Do you not shut your eyee to the rule of the Romans? Do
you not measure your own weakness?
6 .. , y~ nAI \fer GV1' G .Ul' 6 .. a

eQ). deralle;

46 a fa GV1' a.

• . • navigating the land and troddl·ng the sea • • •

np."

hl.a 1'4CHa
~pClX'V
1).lItat.v ~p • • -S'4P4V1'.,

XPdvov

Ino.pxtO'ClV1'4
4PXft xo.xcrv

)1£ "dvmv

"G'
'ref';
,,4\'1).'

These ava1led tor a short time, and after buoying us up
with hope. they proved the beginning of greater disasters.
~p" of vdpo, xe1.e\1o"<,, JI ".etTO· ~pl4 yuvaC"Kcc;
ftGr6,~ r.a"'fo~cn. (VII. 387. )

1'$0'6'

.4'

r~~------------------------------------~

..
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Th1s our laws bid us; this our wives and children
implore us.
And; finally, Josephus wooed elegance of expression with
.hat Is still a favorite rhetorical element of modern writers,
,panaetrophe.

The following examples of this verbal sequence will

aemonstrat e his use ot the technique.

Notlce that while arousins

1ntereet and dlsplaylng elegance, this trope also oarries a car~a1n

emphasis with it

"i'

cnPf"lflT!l4 poev 6fKddPX'1v, 6a.dCpxnfia 6' «Junov""x'lv.

(t"'~

6 Imco,"~aJ ,ipt'c:r.ta' I,AI.lov,

'ftllv

6t X'lr.."pv

ft' JOK ..,YEl!dvcfit £'1'&" VEV fJ ,lAOT'" to. XC, TrIIy flY&p.d'vcuv
1'~v .,).ACW I.j)p'~"a &4'0..,. (V. 50,.)

The soldler stud1ed to please his ~ecurlon. the decurion
the oenturlan, while the emulation of the tribunes extended to the staff orflcers, and in the r1valry between the
officers, Caesar was the umpire.

Herod, the son of Antlpater. brought up Sosslus. and
SossluB brought up the Roman army.

IV" )ltv 'I';T. "'-fPYcr. 1'0. 8ao. ~"~v eC" Av~to" IHott;,
t~"'1'e IS Op':Wct,· va Yv....& "'fl, : }ldvov lIWPcr.rolfit 'JIoAepof'v1'&q
. • Kat "'4' ea,_
(V. 378.)
I ehudder at recountlng the worke of God to unworthy

ears;

yet listen that you may learn that. you are warr1ns not only against the Romans, but God himself.

BoVl.dpevd"i 'I'a lwua.to, .. )lev 10u04tO.,.. ~b&ae.",
fouo.to.~ 6e TG 'cpov .ct 'f~V P~1'pd'JIOA'V. l I I . 421.)
Jiehing to save the Jews for the Romans, the temple
and the mother city for the Jews.
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,

He rarely suffered reverses in war, and he wa.s not the
oause 01' the reverses (he did sufter).

'6t; .

pinov &t'l 'fOV o~'tw ,).,,}utpl'; "poendh'o. f)o.<tU.etcr;
eptx'lY xetpo. 1'" ao,,,ouptw,, 4OlqrO'tcu fPHllvdv • • • {I ,12~ •

1l

• • .. that 1t was f'.tt1ng for the ruler of a. brilli1int
kingdom to s~pport one that was wronged, and Hyrcanus was!

fpe~

6, J~ 06" ~v atO'xfvol0'9£
npo,,~yoRvefoYT~
UPOKlV6uVlfow, ,t laTe. ••

~yepdVo~ '~1'~p'vo.J

(III, 48}.

How could you not be ashamed to be surpassed when your
ohief leads the way to danger, and I will lead, know
that well! • • •
.
The above examples wl111ndicate the rheLorlcal devices
Josephus used to attain interest.
01'

They by no ll!9anS represent all

Joseph us' attempt to embellish his narrative wl.th eleganoe,

but they are eign1fioant of his close adherence to the convention
al methods (and even to some of the stereotyped, trite formulae)
of his day on the one hand, and of his instinctive, astute
for eleganoe on the other. as
importanoe of his subJ ect.

th -:1ugh

he were carr-ied away

V.a have seen that he

v~as

fee11n~

by

the

a master of

clear. concrete express1on--even though he may have been prone to
exaggera.tion;

we have seen that he oould tUI'n a pretty phrase to

give his narra.t1ve the polish defIlanded by olass1cal readers;

but

to appreo1ate the ent1re effeot of his effort to arouse interest,
we must read long passages of hie prose.
Hav1.ng ana.lyzed Josephus' solut1on of the problem of

1;27.
making his narrative interesting.

W9

oan turn now to the last of

the requirements of a.n enduring literary work, namely, that it be
emphatic.

We shall consider next how Josephus emphasized the

elements be desired his readers or hearers to remember.

CHAPTE2 VII

No writer can expect his readers or listeners t.o remem ..
er all the matertal he 1r..cludee in h1. s narratl ve.

Therefore t he

must strive to make the important elements, the elements he wishe
to be remembered. emphat1c.
Josephus attaIned emphasis to a certain degree when he
oaused. hts na.rrative to be a. coherent unity.

He inoreased that

emphasis when he used concrete, vivid expression to make his n&rrat1 ve interestIng, I?nd he heightened it still further when he
used oertain tropes to make his discourse elegant.
In analysing Josephus' methode of creating emphaSiS, we
must

d1st~.ngu1

sh between structural methods and language methods.

F'rom the point of view of structure. the reader will remember mos
v1v1d.ly that which struck his aonec1ousuBEs
fore his attent10n longest.
important thou;;ht

'8

f~

ret or

WE-·S

held be-

Thus, one of the ways to emphas1ze a

to place it 1n first position in the book.

essay or ri-3presentat1on.

In the structure of a history, the h1s-

tor1an mUkOL achera to chronolo8Yt more or less, and hie license t
to maneuver even ts for the sake of empbae1 e t 8 l1.m1 ted. (In the
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l2j)

antenee. on the other hand, there is no diffioulty in placing the
ost important element first, espeolally 1n suoh highly inflected
anguages as Greek and Latin.)

Therefore, in order to aChieve

eater emphasis tor an 1dea or tor an event. a historian must de ...
ote greater attention to important events ... -the events he wishes
o be remembered most clearly,.

We Can see how Josephus aooom-

lished thlsby examlningthe material oovered by each book of
history.
Book I ot

Th,

~ewlsb

!It

provides all the baokground

to the event Josephus desoribes.

It oovers t.he period

B.C. to 4 B.C •• using 673 sentences.

Book II covers a

ariod ot seventy years from 4 B.C. to Veepasian's invaslon ot
in 66 A.D., ueing 654 sentences.

Book II also includes

digreSSions on Jewish philosophical sects. Book III deals
nly wit.h the campaign 1n Gall1ee, trom 66 to 67 A.D., using 542
antences.

Book IV, with 66, sentences, d.esct'ibes the campaign in

udaea up to the siege ot Jerusalem.

The main element of the view

oint ot Josephus and doubtless from that of the Romans, the slege

r Jerusalem, is desoribed 1n great detoa!l 1n Books V and VI, 567
nd 442 sentences, respectively.

And. fInally, Book VII, describe

"mopp1ng up'operat1ons tl ot the Roman army and the last, futile
es1stance of the Jews.

Thus we see that Josephus used two books

o cover •• ents transpiring during 236 years, flve books to
ascr1be the perIod of the actual war, a tlme space of tive

1,0

ears at the most, and one book to tie up all his loose ends.

In addition to giv1n6 important events great proportion.
l10sephus could and did uSa a heightened. st.yle for' description of
mportant events.
~xpresslon

We have seen his use of' ocncret.e and

in the precedlng ohapter on interest.

~.e

vivid

have already

his use of prosopoela in disoussing the unity and ooher-

~emarked

.noe found in the speeches he puts lnto the mouths of historical
~haraot,ers.

~peeches

rie might further add that Josephus

t

proeopoelal

smack mora than a little of speeches found in other men's

hlstoriesj

particularly; .Jocephus' rat.her long diBsertatlon On

found at the end of Book III reads more like a.n exercise

~;.llclde

purrent 1n a rhetorical sohool. However, questIons of orle;.1n have
~othing

~ccept

to do with the subject of this papAl'.

And since we must

Josephus' veracity for a. great number of events. it would

be futile to suggest that. he might be guilty of hyperbole for the
sake of emphasls.

Nevertheless, the reader wonders if our author

was truly as devoted to Truth as he claims in Eook I.
A!)urt from structural errphasis. there remain the figures
of language that lend emphasis to the:tr terms.

Iment in these emphat1 c f1.gures 1.s repeti tion,
sound or'

vIC!"'e

('3xce::,t 1n the case

The 6£scntial ele ..
wheth~r of

idea or

of asynd.eton. where the absence

of repetition engenders the desired effect).
The most fr,,'quently used of the repet1 t1 va figures are
dualisms, comb1ne.tione of two or more words. expresslns more or

..
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ess the same mean1ne-

In some cases, the dualisms are tauto1o ...

les that enrich and adorn the discourse, maklng it therefore mor
mpha tlc.. In other cases, the J..ements of the duallsm have slight

1y differing, sometimes complementary meanings, which serve to
combine

and

fl11 out the thought

1. n

the author t

s

mind.

How

phus used dualisms can be seen from these rew representative
examples.
SUBSTANTIVES
_~""c;

J40t

p£1'4voft.

IKnA~'~ _at 6to~

..

leUJ1ta.

HC'

~1_,,~

KGt

6toQ

KU' ~.g£'vdT~e;

'pdT~G Kat apy~

atrr,Cb

KG'

itot;

K4~a.1'Oc; Hat 6~oc;

K4poroc; Kat

(III. 1, 237;

JUn'4m.'l~'f,';

.itoe; Kct In.6to~
,A.I

~RVOc;

(II, 127.)

(III J 188.)

(I. 58.)

( I I. 296.)
(II, 300.)
(IV, 535.)
(I, 485.)

(V, 284.)

(III, 327.)

&yavdX1''la,c; Kat plaa''lpt.

(III. 439.)

(II. 269.)

K4~OTOc; -at HGf,").q~,q

oCpwlfl KGt ieoe;

KG'

IA£~

(VI, 244.)

(VI, 119.)

K4~G1'o" KG' TaAGr,"WptG

41"'HOlipt.

II, 553.)

(VI. 151.)
(II, 134.)

Jose-

1}2
.aO'JlC'l Kat

Ka'

~4a.voc;

(II, 198.)

OtXTOC;

~~~

(VII, 418.)

~r£.pd"~ KG' KOlvCDvta
Kpd~oc; HC'lt Xap4
,p_v~a,c; xat

(VII. 264.)

(VI, 403.)

"",iai.

(VII,

399.)

4yxp4T&'. x4t ~vaa,~ (IV, 373.)
hH~ Kat a.t'leaa.c;

(III. ll.)

npoev~tG KG' a~£a'~

(II, 569.)

"potvpto Kat

AQ.~np<h1fW

npoe»ptG

A4SHpua tfI.~lli.)

,pt,,~

KA'

Kat naptxncwt.'i

lUI~1'fq>a,.

X4' <n y1f

~a '!fila"" Kat ,,0
xsf,e~

~nAG

Ka'

(VI, .l20.)

(Vl, 98.,)

"tieaaSt;

xl'lt TdAp~

,pdv'lllG

~ta

(VI, l72.)

(III, 152.)

XS fp£c;

KG.'

(VII. 63.)

( I. 589.)
(III. 188.)
ADclECT lif,;S

1Ce~p"A'l KG' Al1Q'P4~G

(I, 36e.)

aCxGfa Ka' ~'PfWv.

(I, 1.)

.

.

~atvCD Ka' XPTJO'lpcl1:epa
,

vwe1T xtl.. hovdk-epov
PGpC~ Kat

XaA£not

4v.t.lcf ytpoVTf,

(I, 407.)

(I, 203.)

(I, 483.)

Ka' PC1C1:0P.tVtp -rae; Kd'pCW

(I. 490.)

1}3
(II, 295.·)

.

H",tCPCCITCl1'OY Ha' e'), ...p .. vtO'1'CI'fOV

'I.'

(II, 345.)

l.,xwptwv x"t· O'uv~"V (II, 570.)

4vapyo~ Hat Hap.o,dpo~

"

£P'lflO~

ot

.G' "pGXer.

(III, 44.)
(III, 44.)

yvtlp'flOV Hat O'vvtfe'l .4>.0.,
AVO""&A~~ x., O"~~Pp04

AA*"v

HG'

Ine ,"'o.voca

(III t· 346.)

(IV, 177.)
(VI, 172.)
(VII, 241.)
(VII, ;78.)
ADVERBS

.a).....

x.t l),£vttpwc; (boeovarvt

(VII, 375.)

aapClAc1yt»Ci x.t parA..

(IV. 49.)

\O'VXO ••t fl&TA K<tapOV

\111. 93.)

'Aooxap" xat KOTA .pd"oti
).cSep9 Ht1t pe..' 'aOO'1'oAq..
~

_., p.£'1' .1401';

( I, 21.)
(II. 277.)
(II, 351.)

XERBS

xerp. &peye

."I.e

JU.r.T'lVT,pdAea, TeV

"o.r40. (I, 58.)

Ivtup.'10et'l 1'0 "Gpclc.rf'lP4 xa' xc:r.TQJ(olfO'et.. 1'~ 'xeat..

(I. 59.

,

In. l.).otv1'''
fl~"

XG'

pI. ~Oflt!V'

( I. 82.)

6.0.T£dWv fOv£pt~ yavtaeo., xat npO'1O',aAtae., (I, 75.)

e6~pt~£pOY el(vG' ••t 1o~ vdflO~ 'Hp'~tO'Tepov

"'lY£ rut",

.' I, 111.)

1)4
&;.t~K&"Y

'1llv

HClt n"1:4y£,v (I, 111.)

!PXay
.

&VGK'f1')O'4p.ev04 xat -" "'UA'SG4

erX1'&tpe .. v Ka' (Juv.u.yerv

(I" 518.)

.

&pxcf~evo, Ka' uaudp.evot.

(II, 131.)

ftKttOYTO xat ',e"elpov

(II, 312.)

4K"',,'OY .a' "1')nei.AoUY

(II, 60~.)

.

Ka'feaO~Gpe_e(J'.'

Bat 4a4vw

p.e,A""p.evo; Ka'

.poeepQSe_(J&~

I.tcrrpa,ov Kat Av«pouv

1:~V .UX~V

"AO~POVO'P.EVO~

at

Kat

'''l'

(III, 61.)

.'p,~awY

(III, 40e.)

O'up.,vAclcrae ,v

Kat.A. tv Kat .4aTe .. Y
t¥.p.,pvJfaKOV,. ... XO'

.

P~~~~e

Kelt O1IVeKpd1iC,

(IV., 123.)

(IV. 317.)

6£opf!vQUC;

xa' pdAAe1:£

(IV, 311.)

(V, 393.)

4sopo.).oyoup.tvo .... Kat P£"OVOO"O'\Y
(v. 415.)
cho'''pAo
Mat K.1'ecrr~&v
(VI, 7.)
,
KOp"~V MO' '.,a~.1'.v

(VI, 174.)

Ao,iopofla& Ma' ••TapGJ~tV1')

(VI, 203.)

p.e"ftt'.poy ,{V", xa' .pG&atv£"&,,,

•ayoy".... at
..

,tPOVT£C

6.av~ Kat 6.Xcfp.£voc

(111.1.)

(II, 7.)

'fO'TOU~ sJ~ TflY And"GO'''V

".lHeftere(U

Ixc . y

(III, 17.)

' .. "sae., Kat P.&1:GS,tt"v
'vqye

(I, 226.)

,

(VII, 79.)

(VII, 91.)
(VII,

119.)

(IV, 85 •. )
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..

I

•

oua

I

.

oTrrI AnoKp1.mTd'jlIVOC; 0'(,1'1 "'pO'O'1'loeIA

p1fT' ofxeTllV ll1fr1 8apcl1l"L v·a.v
0"1'1

.'

!P"a.y1fc; Oti-rl
.

at.'ac;

(I, 26.)

(I. 585.)

(II. 277.)

0'-

o.&e

06 Ot.e. CPPov'lpdl'wV p.aAcuu'av

O~1'1 Vll1ttwv oti1'l Gra~C; yepdv1'wv

!ytf)."a. (II, 373.)

(II, 496.)

ot-r, all).ta. o~, .lnav6pla

(III, 42.)

o~I V'Xl'fDP otTI JlI e· ~p.c!p AV
.
..

,( I I I. 62.)

o~, fa,p.a.tovc; ofrr£ fOUO<lL'OVC;

.,

(III. 276 •.)

.

O~'TI

,,\oee;

0;"- ~'oc;

(III. 329."

O~I la8aAec; ~~I'1tptnov
P~\"I

(IV .33.)

pOW.flY p,111'1 nptrSl.v

(IV, 214.)

p.1f1'1 MAGIIV p1f'r1 ,cfnT£ t.v

..
O~I

nQ.1tatV&C1V. 0;1'-

(IV, '331 .. )

b,")."

(V}.

257.)

OW· tvoUeC1'TfO'AP.IV 0;"- 'XW).\f0'4}l6:V
;;

•

(VI. 335 • .)

tI

OUTe q>OVI\fllV OV1'1 6,anp4tI'Y

(VII, 1.)

.....

tUfT I pl).~(n }n1TI lVGplrv4'
~
~ peP.V1WtD ~ KG,l't}yOp tGf;

.

~

~ a~o~

plaoue;

(VII. 342.)

. .
~'

~

( I ,: '30. )

(II, 478.)

~ ~tAoc; l,eaYlv ~ OXlota Ka'TI).411(3a.VIV
.

..

~ "ltalloY ~ aUVGvayx4aI'v

(IV, 96.)

(~II, 521.)

..
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If we regard tautological Bnd complementary dualisms as
he lower end of the scale of complex1ty of

th~

repetlt1ve figures

hat Josephus used for emphasis, we must think of such figures a.s
nadl ploats. anaphora, ant1strophe, epa.nodos 8.nd the like as the
'rheae more compllca.ted fl·3 ures he uses

19her end of the soale.

ith more reserve, and, correlatively, with more telling, more
ramatlc effeot.

The followIng representative examples will

emonstrate Josephus' employment of these figures.

ANADlft"OSIS
XQAdV, , ,tAo". xa).dv, Iw~
I.v
apoaH.~1t"£O'tcJ.l. TOV}lEQ.).OY". Xe '}lcDVo.

I-n.

Ipp.ct

"C'C OK",QC;

l I I. 396~}

It were well, my friends, it were well, while the vessel
1s still in port, to foresee the approaching storm.

tlp.1'.

In

1'0 tvuv I

Kat T'& aytdl.. • •

,t(>£1'1 tC(I,"fO\1P.EV (I,

( IV, 171.)

p).taOV"'tIJ

Endure then, yes. endure seeing the sanctuary trampled •••
8s""

{'ktf.

a,4,
flO'p

e.o~ .hOt; 4n dy"
XClt

lVGpa4,£.,.

P£1'& Iwpatwv Ka.GdpalOY
1'flv"oao~1'wv llHWP.f11'WV yt'llovaav ndA""

(V!. 110.)

God it 1s. then, God Himself, with the Eomans, brought
fire as a purge to His temple a~d exterre1nated a city
eo laden wlth pollution.

ANA PH ORA

•

How lons. moet shameless body, wilt thou detain the soull
that is sentenced to a brother's and a mother's vengeance?
How long shall r make these drop-by-drop libations of my
blood?
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a

~Ql1,$#o1'tt l<nt.y
4A '1'1(p uSc; p.o, yappp<fc; J
~pda, fto •. 64 T~V a4TpOx1'dVov otO}l4' .e,~~vJ

(I. 500.)
V'ihere 1s my scoundrel of a son-ln-law? he shouted. Vihere
shall I set eyes on the person of this parriclde?

I'X& }le~J~'I)6eI ·'fflWpCa&&l, 1'41. a. 6 t '( ..It 1.L )(.4t .'fClpG1't!u,
'ooxeUuuetv GY4,6e" X&t 6dAo,~. I. b~O.J
Perhaps nothing had been disoovered, perhaps even if
anything had been dIscovered, he might mend matt.ers by
effrontery and gul1e.
"'dC; faT'Y , nopa.a.vdry tpot

F

ICOTe

.,U)'41'1'£O'&&L ,ev1'A

t,4v6pov XAt p~ .",v.'aTa'e,v T'~. oi1'oc

Ptxpa. T~ .~t1''I)C; efady.y

ae,. 'i?l.tKWY,

1'~

OvTOC;

!

.1'GPttW

&p.a'U}lvt.. • ••

J~ p~ T'C; !ye6pefo,
~ unvCJY xc. XOP11Y""
K4'

(I, 627.)

ThIs 18 the man who, in former days, when Alexander was
allve,advised me to beware of hlm and not to trust my
11fe to all men's hands; this .1s he who conducted me to
my couoh and loo~ed around to see that no assassin was oon~
cealed: this ls he who dlspensed my hours of slumber
• • •

&,,'

"4pe'lll 614ft. "fO'C; 4~.tyX0U4, n4pel,."
y~
xat '''da~c; o66ev o6oG}lo. "alev 4 nG~pOKTdvo,. {I, 634.)
Here I am to meet my aocusers; here I am, the u parrlotde ti 1 who has traversed sea and land, and nowherelt.en
moleslied.
xartyvwO'p..& yIP XA' "apl &'4' KCl'."op& fIOt, ,,(fTCp.
lurrayvcuaptvoc;( ae 6~qJ,l" pft TaR ~ACUY 13aa4vo".

2U ftC"S " V •

I. 635".

,.

For I stand oondemned before God and before you, father.
But oondemned though I am, I entreat you.not to rely on
admissions extraoted by the torture of others.

1)8

tyta
aV l.P.flV • ••

pGp-rdpOjlo.*, eeo'c;
aTp~~ ..

"(Cl1'P (OU<.i j • • pap-rtfpo)la\ it Kat

VI, 127.

I call the gods of my fathers to witness • • • I call
army to witness (that it is not! who forces you to
pollute theee precincts).

IDS

,

rih!.!e famine coursed through her lntest1 nes and marrow

and the fire of rage was even more consuming than the famine.

... I.v ot,..~£ .. pov pev Xp'l~41'wV gA~loc; ;'U£lPOt. 6'
/. ae~£~ Kat ~~a Ke.p~.c. "lVI, 282.)

.•

..

• • 1n whl.ch lay vast sums of money, vast piles of
raiment and other valuables.

bAA Uol.A.& p'ev 7lp&~ 1'f1v &p.<h'f)"ta .Kat Tflv &at~e .. Q.v ~f~,
ICOAAI it aUjlPo1J)..EtfC1~ up~.; CTWTilP(av • • • (VI, 305.)
Saying many things about their cruelty and 1mpiety.
counselling many things tor their safety. •• •

JAw p'ev owwc; fepoadAvp.a I'ua 6(~~1'6tD.cu.

oft Kat npd'ltpov nev1'4.K,.; •..•.•

. )• • hoO'a\

VI, ".tr,,5.

Thus Jerusalem was taken 1n the second year (of the reign
of Veepas1an) t hs.v'.ng been captured tt ve times before " • •

KaAOV p'ev O~V l~~ Kat

,

• • Tol1-rot.t

ot!

1',

#OAtp, 1'eAo~ Q6-rot~ 471\Oerv.\

x4A}.t.oy .6Tof/; Kat l.ap"pd-r£pov 01lcSpX£ ltV,
0",' 1'O'~ ~y~aoptvov.. • • •
(VII 8 .... 9.)
Glor1ous indeed ~.t was (he said) to bring to a close a
war of such long durat1on; (for they could never have
prayed for any happ1 er when they entered upon it). But
a yet more glorious and brilliant tribute was theirs, that
their leaders • • •
30ta 6' ah"ooc; ,"AtG, noto it O'uyytvtao • • •
~hat t1es of friendship, what ties of kinship • • •

l38A
4

lIof1 O'~

r1"6y4l..'1

ntfJ,.,,~ .. • • 'XOO'

SIC f; v ,0 ll'O'T~V ne."\O"feVrE!VTli

yftYQV£V "Uftt

~ "'0'( Oetv

{VI I. 355-~5p.)

,

And where now is that great o1tyY '•• V.hat has beoome of
ber that was believed to have been founded by God?

la.,he 'ft~ lv vf i~l.dp.i.VOfi ~~ KG.p't£Prfa£l

iP. • • • ·-rtfii OV'fW 1'tf<; ncrrpt604 tX.pc1~, 11
GVGvipoc; Kat ").df.vx04, eft..... ~A Kat lI6.P' 1'00'
'ffvcu ,e1'4VoeC'YJ (VII, 378.)

TOv ~t.ov
"ftc;

onf.U4;

P~P' vfIY

Whloh of us, taking these things to heart, oould bear to
behold the sun, (even could he llve secure from perll?)
who ,lssuch an enemy of his fatherland, or y,ho 1s cowardlyor ,(ond of l1fe, that he does not regret living still
today?

~eAt.~. l:'v of '~O\"f11!

'''P.TI'1'f1tv QW}Ht1'<DV e.ft;

.OA)'~

,_'K(Q,4 apw.t'aOVl'it,;, a.&~"L';;t. o· 01 .apnblLJ(d"f~c; fttQfnV
f1A'Kt~·'fa4 (fUp,op~ 06 6vvC'll tv 'l<;. ,VII. ,.;;4./

1'tr;

Wretched will be the young whose v~,gorous frames can
susta'n many tortures, wretched the more advanced 1n
years whose age is inoapable of bearing such calamities.
At't»:# or vdllOl W.E)..i1fi>UC1.Jlf .,,,1'9' ~P" yuvaC'Ke: ..
KG' nG;6ec; 'Ke"ovO't.. tVII, ,07.)

1'Gn·

Thle our laws enjoin. th1.s our wives and children implore
of us.
ANTIBTROfHE
J.

4K,4~e, 61 1'~ ~'v ~AwV Q.6t~,

• .,'0'410,

6' Q4'f~ •• (I, 112.)

She ruled others, but the Pharisees ruled her •

.. 01 a61'4' ,tv 1'fJV .1,lnopodAou O'wqfKt.crav 'vyat'G
1'tv ,. "'Ov G&iO.·1'W~£p.PG 9UY41'P'. (I,'O~.7'
And he gave the daughter of Aristobulus to Antipater
himself and his own son to the daughter of Pberorae.

• • •

lies.

a ready liar and clever in obtaining credit for hie

lltov 6povoCftO',v I.,' o~ 6c, 1(Dott". " •• pfl ""POS\tYWVT.'
.GI. ~O ••O,t'OV"~. (II, ~09.'
• • • if they would agree who was the enemy aga1.nst whom
its provIsion was necessary, instead of fur10usly attacking the man who provided it.

What bitter tyranny!

But why do I blame the tyrants?

"I..'
.po·~P'G~ oodAo,' rev
l.evttpo,q. (IV. 508.

IA'~'ept4Y, y~p4.

o.

• • • proclaiming 11berty for the slaves, rewards for
the tree.

/"",
",TeO'KevGavD

~,I/

u

.01'0. O'(0'lpoc;.

avev

a,o~pov,

. (V, 225.)

xat

.I.

ou&tno~'

III

etavev

It was buIlt without iron. nor d1d iron ever touch 1t.

1'1\v ptv

"etA'.

~ vrdC1I.Ci, hparolt 6' £fAov ~ftv a-r4cuv ••(V" 257 ..

The revolt captured the c1ty. the Romans took over the
revolt.

y_

EPANODOS

06
j1Gc:rt.l.eto.v, &'),1. 1't.pflv PI'IO'''ACtGCi "fOJ"c; vfor-;
napa.6 tocupen.
(I t 461.)

Not the kingd.om. but the honor ot royalty I leave my sons.

yopt~ &' Iywye In, "t}'a'c ~~ IRGf; KG' TtV 7Ca.Tt'p. ,..v
K,tveae., x~e Ka' 6p~, ef Tev ptv npo.aTWp.wp~V.V
I;!;~ lrfn~c; 48~!'Y 0 'I.x£ tvou Baft, a-rP&1'&"4' 6' '}let'?;

"tv

For myself, I believe that in thIs hour my father and I
and you are all on tr1al; it will be seen whether he 1s
worthy of h1s past sucoesees, whether I am ~rthy to be
his son, and you to be my sold1ers.

..
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•• 'x£p~GtIv ROT& Impoto, T' fepoool.dpwv Taflo~ of
i•. ep
, Taft; fa).ltAattuv JUfp.cu,. KGKO"&l,OO\l1'ec; Kot "Si"-<; :'fof\;
Kef TctXI()'f, KG1'GTPtto.VTC" 1'a<; ,ulX4vdc;. {IV, 1"27. >
• • • the Romans would never surmount the walls of
Jerusalem, 8t~r having found suoh difficulty with the
villages at Gall1ee and worn out their engines a~inst
their walls.
We cannot Justly leave the analysis of Josephus' use ot
repet1tive figures tor emphasis without remarking on his use ot
two Or more words in one sentence that have a common part.

This

device, as will be seen in the following examples, serves to lay
particular emphasis on certain words which are usually related in
mean1ng, or at least in the structure of the sentence ••

,
I

.·1(. . .,,:1.0.

* ••

.,

AlIe",. • • • lVAv.;,.
au,."N. lO,.ht.G.1t •

• •

(VII, 67.)

o-"PnoA ~~ f¥

crfp,IX"

"'p{ioUA" • • •

(IV, 169.)

UP'''"

(I. ,89.)

"A~'O~O' ••• ,~o'taftOTa.
lucrl1'eKYo. . . . . IUc:rMIAfOfJ

6 , ..., K'fOfla • • • ,

( I I, 73.)

"ate,,,,,,,

., ••••teer.G' ••• "Gte'VI'Y

(IV, 175.)
(I. 589.)

(I I •

i

92. )

(VII, 207.)

"'.,yatv
•
.

t

6VT'POIV • • • "'IGloO"" •••,

(IV. 309.)

.po~,dVTwv

• • • •poa&1~v1'.V

(IV. 64.)

•

kdyalv

(I, 297.)

,

.poop • • • • "po''l'l'a*,v

(I. 69 and 430.)
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4

G4vo,rov • • • &e«vaataRi

(I" 58.)
(II,

J

t;.v<;i;Pyo,M •
~

.,
j

(II,. 392.)

T)PYOUV

•

.

.~

otxouptvq . . . . &otX'l1'0fi;

.

6 t&01''''

.....

634.)

(V. 218.)

6no6clao}1lv

1,0vet,'ftC1po,... • • • &vlt.&"10'60.,

.

(II. 351.)

~4AeaeCn • • • adjljlflXOV

(v t 377.)

ea.vlt'V . . . . 1tp01'teVTJ~V

(I" 79. )

I".. pfjfl\"" • • •
.p01'PO"" • •

it

na.p~fJVcn

(IV. 182.)

6xO'fp~~;...:.v

(VI, 37.)

1I4.~pO~,.ovtfl, . . . . AO£AfOKTovta.
'lnt~"

....

npot~T)

(VII,

213.)

"a1'Ga1'pe'f"&vo~ • •• 6ntO'Tp£t&
~1)Ao-. • • • np\1AflAQf;

(I. 612.)

(IV. 588.)

(I. 612.)

...

&<P"'lopifO'eC1GC;t. • • • npocnpovptyolXl (II, 264.)
p£1:ayevta1'£p0t. • • • "poyeventp" (II. 150.)

£!gLXPTQTqU

1."'11

'rOv fOUOGtwv.pe,.

tcueo.#ouc; ndAC,o,v aUO'T4V'rG

11'' ',

",'lvlxor
tv£al '

p.tyt.cn'ov o6.pt'QV 'fIN KGe
OX1'''v ot
SGP, 'l)..t'h>spev ft dAaaw "pOq ndAet.4 J 'fit 'evdrY
O'vppaytv1'Wv. ,,( ,'I.)

r

Since we believe the war arising between the Jews and the
Romans is the greatest, not only of our own times, but
even of which we have heard, a1 ther of c1 ty a~.;;ainst 01 ty,
or of people r1a1ng against people.

• •
Having posted many ambuscades 1n many places 1n the
hills • • ..

.

Replying that it'rested. with h1DI who conferred the honor
to f1x the measure of the honor, he was then appointed
procurator of all Judaea •

.

• • • of Herod, who urged him to kill the sohemer, but
not to abandon himself to the schemes.
• • • 6t.cv&ta<lCT'alu4p· .61:00' ,.A 11k-A. ,vatove'R
1'00' A\rI'pOuptvov ".r4a.
(I, 274~:)

't'v

He counted on borrowing from him the amount of the ransom and holding the son of the ransomed prisoner as a
pledge.

"f nol.tp.,oh
'1'01\1 .p01't" ,ern .PCdofv1WVfQ"'lO'ClV ~pdJV
n. '7'4. cf. I. 354.,
0"

Our enemies conquered us, whe) were conquerers 1n the first
battle.

ha~4vopcp.l at If yaycyvl1P.t!VoC; I.. ~.a'l taoe; kat fjacrl).t','Olcr.OCX,ae", 'f~V "X.,V 'rev tOLuf-n&04. (I,. 517. >

"vvou"""

.&1"

To Alexander, that he. the son of one princess and the
husband of another, should allow the son of a commoner
to suooeed to the throne.
9 1 yap

&1 V.l

ICi" "flv

l1'tpou l'tt"yo ...

o,hcr 1',U t.trv n tip 11 O"fftwY. ~~KrWV,
41li"TJ9tat.,. (I, 54'r•

~e.av

• • • that it wasn't right tor him, the parent of three
ohI1dren who were present. to vote for the destruct10n
of the ohildren of another.
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..

I offer you a tr1bunal and a judge for this timely
visiter. Varus.

'q

4,op<r 'lfdv'l'G .Kat navTaxoO' a4psO"l"V.

Who sees all

a.~d

is everywhere present.

:. cI~&'V yap aka' .Ka..r"~(J' ffIv &1t}..WY et p,1\ ,tdaaYTs,c
&y3at,.VTO ,-tv K41'dp,o.V1'G. {II, 342.;

.

They would be regarded as starters of hostilities
unless they promptly revealed the true aggressor.
~K"" 4O'es. 6~ ka.t '\"., Bpe'l'''t't'lvdrv Te rxOfP 0 f :tQI'i:
;t&popo).dJ.W1Y 1's.txea r,v nS7Co,e<kec;. lIl, j'(O;)

Consider the walls of the Br1tons, you who would rely
on the walls of Jerusalem.

'"

,~

It is possible either not to revolt in the f1rst place,
orha,v1ne~ revolted, to return promptly to our allesle.nce.

f

S1l

Kat apo&o&qv4f, 'l'flV nd'A I.V SllUIp1"O, p,6"vovc; .' 'v
TOfh'O eft'; &.. GfhCA.l.OV,.cc ~y 1"D~ -:o2~1l"tla<1" v
iv J'dvov (KCPl'V) Altna" "po ooat4. (Jy. 25"(. ,J
"r
&

yap

SOAP.~a.\ ,Kc:a"

If our city had indeed been fated to be betrayed, only
our accusers would dare this, to whose enterprises only
this one fell deed was lacking, betrayal.
tV~"lvera9Q.' Aly&1'& Kat 1"

III

"rtf!V 1'VpaVvOVp.rvOJ,Cii

1"fP; 6VVtK1T£t"D.i: ~llC G TOft

.cp,4n1'&"e.

tTY, i!ll!.)

You say you are tyranny-stricken, and you a.pply the
et1pa of des;)otiem to the victims of your own tyranny.
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•

o.

Seeing a common danger, both pbrties thoughtto
a common detense.

0;1;:
OW·

prepare

.rq

lv hp"tovc;
"f\v .:dAi.y 1'Olop.1fO'£f,vl1" ttoantc.iv
4hot 1C.,Ilotdv1'OJV ~1'1''1'1f0'£0' ••'' OOKo..,....ac;. "\ V; ,'42.,)

• • • thinking the Romans would never again dare to
invade the oity, or, lf they dld, they would be defeated.
K4' ,ul.4T'f£ ,y 'foO'OftOUC; cppouptv "C'dJ'v cpV);~dy"CDY ffl~,., 450.)

And h~ saw that to guard such a number (of prisoners)
was the imprisonment of those who did the guardlng.

J£.'

~dA)..c.'cn oe Xclpp4". oftapyoy lntq>cuvay ;A'1~ InOA.t.
1'6 1CapatpVl.41'"c" 'fae; 4,.,60v, 6vaapyd1'apov. \~ ~'6 •. J

He po1nted out that it would be difficult to throw up
earthworks beoause ot the lack of material a.nd even
more difricult to guard against sallles.

"f'

ptv 1( GfHIK&l.&1fa,y lnt 'fa ~f\ cptPOVT4 dv.DVVIJtY .',.crte.v
ToR Ju&pa.xal.avoptvol' bloct.; • • •
-'VI-.,,£t. r
To lnoite to enterpr1ses lnvolving no rlsk is an insult
t.o those who are inc1ted.
Polyayndeton and asyndeton, the repetitive use of a oon~eotive

~he

word, and Its absence. respectIvely, Josephus uses rarely.

dignified pace afforded a thought by abundant use of connec- . ~

~ive8

seems to have no value for our author. and when he does use

polysyndeton it is with the monotony of a man counting on his fin~er8

the points he wlshes to make.

On the other hand. hls u.se ot

_syndeton seems almost accldental, so lnfrequently and awkwardly
d.oes he use the figure.

The following examples pOint out the faot

AOL&Opt.; 6. Kat .q~'G~a XG' IpP&L4 Ka' .Aq~p'A't&~
pup tile; &: Cq Ght1v. (i, 540.)
Affronts and mockeries and lnsults and lnnumerable
otfenses aga1nst himself.

X"POy O~. ~p.PPO'C; 0","' Vf"I1'Or.; ot-y, KcnfpGO't.
PQPvYdp&yov~

(II, 155.)

.

A plaoe oppressed by neither raln nor snow nor heat.

• C)e
•
• :tt1apptpt6."
011,.1
ltvp'Ivaro'_1 T' AtlKCIvWY ytYOq, OUTe
1" ptXP' T~ "td60q lX"'1'a,tyOY ,~ov, ole' .t
.opepfl' KGt Tote; a...'o,alV t1lP1"I,q, Ic&aa.p.t.vvett/q ,.c Ka'
4&fpO'

KGt ,,' lfOP.UWV G1CC-",OY

Ivl"otav Ap'1"4,..

(II. 381.)

Gfl"ot TAl; Pwp,a.tfIIV

Neither the Cyrenlans, the race of the Spartans, nor the
Marmarlda.e, that race th.at stretches to the reglons of
drought, nor Syrtes, whose very name strlkes terror,. Na.samons, Maurlans, Numldlans ln their countless hosts, none
have oheeked the valor of the Romans.
, • .. " ' p1fTe Xlf.... nol.lptcuv llYf1'1 xwptulv 'X Upd1'ytf&Cl
; t\ peyt'1) nd).c.v "1'IJY. AY"''',,,ayptvwy hdYlcn ..,
!dAp., KGt '~,.'e'4 AYP ldT'I1'ec. (VII. 7.)
• • • because neither the numbers of the enemy nor the
strength of the fortresses nor the size of the cities nor
the reckless darlng and bestial savagery of the antagonists.

~ntXQ.vol oe KG1"& "&"1\v 1.5,'0'1
&PYOl~

.

f\ aAofTou ptpeaLY

,e",ty . • • 'ft T«XY(Jfy

#~ ,'a'm~ anav,dT~a,y. (VII, 132.)

It 1s imposslble to desoribe adequately • • • either in
works ot: art or ~n d1versity of riohes or in rarity of
natural objects.
Kat yap ~"Aa. "a.t ,.,tX1) xat ,pouptWY •• • IUlt ,pdv'1pa
.,,~ YO" In.p ,.~ 4Alve'ptGl KLV6,vouq .,.pan1"Ov. {VII, 370.
For arms and ramparts and 1"ortresses • • • and a spirit
undaunted by risks to be run on behalf of llberty •.
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AAA'

6xGTGl~l"Ol~ lxptTo,~ o66£,~ l~o~&~a£ TOr;
(IV, 169.)

'eoa~tvo,q.

But unimpeached, u~oondemned.,not a man helped them
1n their bondage,

t~ 0&. ot6av•• pq.,~gOptyou~
I..,v6fvotlii.,
ow , .S~Ci aOTq1

n.T~p~ ~fV &va"dxTO~
(V. 383.)

vawxdpo\Ki f)yev.

But who does not know • • " that our fathers were sent
without bloodshed, without risk, whom God led out as
keepers ot the shrine for himself •.
Also less frequently Josephus uses figures ot language
t.hat. depend not on repetition for emphasis, but on the understand
ing of words whlch are not themselves repetit1ve or emphatic, In
this oategory

belonc~

such figures as oxymoron, irony and litotes.

The followlng c1tatlons e.re typlcp.l of t'1gures of this type
round in JRsephus' The JgwleD Jar, when they are found at all.
OXYMORQt!

They started a fell agreement.
~o ~FaxtKpoyF.V

aATog

a\mwfV~o.

(I, 197.)

Hla body cried aloud, were he to hold his peace •.
paaU,,£&fO lp'lpt'~.

(I, 355.)

ring of a wllderness.

Ixstvo\ JTpaT~y~aoua~

TOa

aOA~~ou ~mv ~VTWV ~n£,vov.
-r
(I, 37 •

They (the dead) w'.ll condl!ct the cat'\paign better than

the living.
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IgONX

, a"S.,OCI1Hcrtf\<it 0' 4.,.h, a awpfft'O,lfA~.

(I, 627.)

Thls is my buokler, my bodyguard!.

JCl.1tV $or p11

1'~~ .nol.Q.}l~'ve,

KG,-a O'uvtttX(lt; 'ltolep,t!aet.v.

!here may be 80me who believe the war wlll be fought
under speclal conditions.
"A~"Gi.PO'.

"elvu yoOY vav

(In. 367.)

Much liberty we have now!

.4vu ya,

O',ey"

17ft

4aaaf.sop.&v. (IV, 276.)

Forsooth. v.e were hurrying to slaUJ:)hter.,

00.

\a~po~ (I, 241.)

0&.

lKtv'uvo~

·

..

(IV, ;68.)

.

06K ~#ve1'o~ (VI, 170.)

oi.

\yvwaT~

(V, 261.)

· .'

06K ,"POVd~TO~

·

(III, ;1.)

.
O'6h Ay£vvTf~

(VI. 49.)

(6)( 1vcf'l'foC;

(VIr. 3ao.)

06" h(rro~

(IV. 240.)

06. 4sGpp~atOO'Toq
OIK 'e,~p~1'Oq
06 piTPlOq

06.
06

I.VCUp.tD'Ct

pet1p(W~

(IV, 3;8.)

(V, 212.)

(IV, 125.)
(II, 495.)

( II. 6;1.)

(II, 39 •

1.48
o~x &aKd~

(In, 52. )

06x '~txpt')

(TV
" ,«

,

'

14:;.)

,

~ax 16~£rv
06K

(II, ;05.)

Ino trrroc;

(~JII

• 141. )

0&61V &.po{3o!D.ev1'ov

06x l.cpl1Aax'l'OC;

(rII t 98.)

VI, :;81.)

O~K

moxoe;

(IV,

0&1£

~apl~O(jt

(VI, 36.J

.

061& ~o'oc;
..

579.)

(III ,,80.)

,

06 "OA\tc;

(VI. 42 .. )

,,;Ox lAdaWJV

(II. 378.)

06x "Aiyoe;

oOx ~uwv

(I, 112.)
(II,

o6x Anopc:fv
,

(III, 387.)

,

oOKlnr.<np. rv
o axlyvoe.tv

p.f\

475.)

&6t~

(IV, 388.)
(IV. 100.)

(I, 497.)

And, finally, Josephus uses dramatic figures for em. ...
hasis relatively seldom.

When he does, the figure 1s often

bersome and clumsy or sounds very muoh l1ke an oratorical
The followlng examples are typlcal.

Ctllll-

exerolsl~
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EXCL!MAtIQNS
' . 'fdAtM ly(t 1'1ft;

,unptv

1'4t~.dy,.

"~'~OllptQ~,
tk
\1.~. r

so>'OV liCUXG

Oh, wretohed me • • • what a tatal Journey, what great
chanCe I offered for envy!

tt
1'uA'KO.'OV1'OV'<'
nnao,yscrrctr'l
lut fwp. Gtwv ;
1f. r'D..

adA,., "aovecw

misery equal to that, most wretohed of Cities, has
thou suttel+ed at the hands of the Romans?

~hat

Enough rhetorioal quest10ns have already been cited in
oonneotion with other emphatio figures to indicate that

Jore:~hus

did use them and to suggest how he used them, 1.e., mainlYt in

judioial or deliberative orations (cf. I. 84; I, 500; II, ,61;
IV. 166; VII, 266: VII, 355: and VII, 378. supra)., But it will
not oe amiss to translate more extended passages to demonstrate
what power he

putr

tnto

rhetoric~:!l

questions.

"Ah, miserable wretohes," he cried, '·unmindful of your
own true al11e8, would you make war on the Romans with
arms and might of hand? ~hat other foe have we conquered
thus, and Ythen did God who oreated, tail to avenge ,the
Jews, if they were wronged" Will you not turn your ey ••
and mark what plaoe 1s that wher:oe you issue to battle
and refleot how m.ighty an Ally you have enraged? W1ll
you not reoall your fathers' superhuman exploits and
what mi~hty wars this place has quelled tor us in daye
of old?' I

...
1 Josephus,

~elly~

Jydaioy;, V. J77.·
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need I mentlon more? But, pray, who enlisted the
against our oount.ry? Was 1t not th'5l imp1ety of
the inhabitants? Whenoe d1d our servitude arise? ~aa
1t not fro~ party strife among our forefathers. when the
madness of Arlstobolus and Hyrcanus and th.1r mutual d1ssensions brought Pompey against the oity, and God subJeoted to the Romans who were unworthy of liberty? • • •
Or know we not the fate ot Ant1gonus, son of Ar1stobolus,
in whose reIgn God again smote the people for their offenees by the oapture of thie city. wben Herod, son of
Antipater. brought up Sossius, and Sossius a [{oman army.
by whom they were for six months invested and beeieged
until in retribution tor their sins th~y were captured
and the oity W3S saoked by ~he enemy?
":.'::1

~,omans

The rare use ot

~

rhetorical question not in disoourse

is combined with parale1psls:

But why tell ot the shameless resort to inanimate articles
of food induced by the famine, seeing that T am here about
to describe an act unparalleled 1n the h1stOL'" whlt',:,c.:l:' of
Greeks or barbarians and as horrible to relate as It 18
incredible to hear. 3
Qt1}kSIION§

A1ill.

ANSWiB,S

A.nd again. what motive could have 'instigat.ed me against

you? Aspirat.ion to the throne? But I reigned already_
Suspicion of your hatred? But WaR I not beloved? Had I
other reasons to tear you? Nay, by preservlng you I ins"1tred fear in othere. Was it 19,ck ot money'l Who had.
more at his disposal than 11 Even had I been the most
ferociOUS beast, must 4 have not been reclaimed by your
benefact1ons, father?
Vlhat is 1 t whlch inspires you wi th oonfidence to defy the
Romans? ttIt 1s hard to 8~rve,tt you will tell me. How much
harder for Greeks • • •

•

~.

3

Ibid. VI, 199.

4

I~1d.

I, 6;1.

5

~.

II, ;64.

V, 395-298.
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...

"No, 1t is slavery we fear," I shall be told. Muoh
liberty ."e enjoy at present! "It ls noble to destroy
oneself' ,tf anothgr w1.11 sa.y. Not so, I retort, but most
19noble. • ••
Pray, what naLlon beyond the 11mlts of our empire would
preteI' Jews to Romans' On phys1.cal strength, perhaps?
Yet, you are aware that the Germane are our slaves. On
the solidlty 01' thelr walls? But what wall could be a
greater obatacle than the ,ocean, encompassed by wl~loh
the Br1tons yet do homage to Roman arms? On the determ1.natlon of spirl t and the astuteness of your gEmerals'l
Yet, you knew thet even Carthag1niane were defeatea... 1

PARA!&IPSI§
narratet.heir enormitles ln detal1 1s impossible; but
to put it briefly, no other city ever endured such miseries.
~ .•lnc. ~h•. world began hassthere ever been a generatlon
more proll1'10 in or1me. • • •

To

But why need I severally to reoount the calamlties? Why.
lndeed, when Mannaeus, sen of Lazarus, who sought refuge
1n those 4"'1S 1"i th 'tIl tus, reported that there were oarrled
out, through a slngle gate, whlch had been entrusted to
b1m, 115,880 corp.e. between the fourteenth of' t~e month
of Xanthlous • • • and the new moon of Panemus?
Partioular not,e shou.ld be taken of Josephus' oomb1natlQ)
of a rhetor1cal question wlth a paralelps1s and hls USe 01' the
rhetotlt C& 1. queetion as an answer to a rhetorlcal question.

In

thls manner he suoceeds 1n maklng even more dramatiC adr;;;;tl~
effect.
"

,

..

'

6

Ibld. III, 361.

1

1014. VI, '30·332.

8

~.

9

-Ibld. 567.

V, 442.

~52

In

sumf1:~.ry,

then, we have seen that Josephus emphasize.

those elements of his narrative which he wished to be remembered
by selectlon and by structural manipulation, i.c., by placing, im-

portant points 1n psychologically important positions.
same Mme, he uses two types of f1gures of language t.o
indiv1dua1 ideas or individual words

wr:ose

At the
~mphas1ze

importanoe is relat1ve

ly secondary to the ma.irl elements .of hi s narrat1ve. One of these
types, based .on repetition, includes dua11sms, anaphora. antistrophe, anadiplosis, epanodos. polyslndeton (and ite oppo.lte,
asyndeton). and the 11ke.

The other type, based on peculiar un-

derstanding of the w.ord.s .of the f1gure. include cxymcron, irony,
litotes, and the 11ke, all .of whlch oontribute to a height.Ettled
style.
The dramatic figures of expression, bearing with them
emphasis through paSSionate articulation, Josephus uses in a very
trite and half-embarrassed manner.

They include rhetorical quee

tiona, exolamat1ons. questions and answere, and paral.ipsi •• The
dramatic figures are used mostly in prosopoe1al speeches, with t
exoeption of paralelpsls, which Josephus occasionally employs in
straight narrative in momenta of' great emotion.
But however he does it J Jceeph'.l:o' does manage to achiev
emphati,c expression, thus fulfilling the last oanon of good composltlon, both ancient and modern.

CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION
With the foregoing observations on Josephus' solution
the problem of emphasis in tal

~!.!p;

lysis of his rhetorio in that work.

0

war, we conolude our anaVie have examined t.he lite

and times of the author and found that,although born and eduoate
in a predominantly Jewish environment, he showed an early proolivity for Hellenistio oivilization" as exemplified by the Roman
emp.ire.

Polltically. that proclivity manifested ltself ln ml1i-

tary betrayal. to the Romans during the Gall1aean campaign,

intel

leotualll. that proclivity enabled Josephus to become bis people'
foremost apologist in his own time--and tor some time thereafter.
Inquiring further into the attitudes of the audience
for whom Josephus wrote the Jewish War, we examined the rhetorioa
ldeals of Aristotle. Longinus and Qu1nt1lian. as the authors who
established or expressed the attitudes current with Josephus'
Hellenistic contemporaries.

For purposes ot oomparison, .e looke

briefl,. at the modern ideals of rhetorio and agJ'eed to a four-fol
canon aooord1ng to whioh we could examine and analyse Josephus'
rhetorio 1n !h!

~ewisb!!t.

Thereupon, we attempted to analyze
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hil rhetoric in terms of unity, ooherenoe. interest and emphasil,
remarking, in eaoh case, what methode and teohniques he used to
achieve each quallty_
Thls study ls, of oourse, incomplete and ecleotio beoause of it. narrow lim! ta.tions.

Even this short treatment of hl;

rhetorio reveals countless interestIng by-paths that muet awaIt
exploration for the present.

In terms of rhetorio, the foregoing

analYlil a110 omits statistioal coneiderations that would prove
oonclusive1y Josephus' preferenoe for certain devices.

No attemp'

has been made to prove similarities between Josephus' phraseology
and that used by other clal11081 wrIters, except 1n the Case of
Tbuoydides and Sa1lust •. But such investigatIons are somewhat
afield from the Single purpose of this paper.
How, finally. shall we evaluate Josephus?

As already

noted. in the first chapter, he used Greek secretaries, and his
prose, therefore, is almost certainly not his own, except 1n concept.
in

Ih!

We have seen that there is very little brilliant rhetoric
~wieh

!!t•. What there is comes in flashes, as thougbJre-

fleeting the bri111anoe of the idea Josephus may have expressed
originally in Aramaic.

On the other hand, the rhetoric can be

considered workman-llke, often academlc, often trite.

Frequently

especially 1n the prosopoeial speeches, Josephus reveals hiB Indebtedness to the schools of rhetoric for his tropes.
The important polnt to remember for our purpose ls th1s
Josephus

i4 use rhetor10 ln oompos1.ng his narrative.

he W

~5

ouch a Journalistic account that could have easily remained a

imple ohronology, with an attendant lose of efrect, of course, in.
anguage that elevated it from a dull recitation of faots to an
nsplred, and therefore inspiring"narration of meaningful epiodee.
Not only did Josephus have something to say. but he (or
is seoretaries) knew how to say it artfully.

If a reader, who

, ppreciates literary oraftsmanship, had never heard of the Jews.
nd their war against the Romans, he would nevertheless find value
in Josephus' work.
rhetorioal art

th~

For the student of history who appreoiates
Jewi@h

W~r

has a value far more enduring than

accounts of greater wars by more important generals" the title of
whose works many readers remember with diffioulty only six monthe
after date of publication.
Because Josephus did write a unified, coherent work
with oarefully wrought elements of 1nterest and emphasis, Tbe
iewi~b

!!£. despite the undist1nguished quality of its rhetoric.,

has a poignant aopeal as a literary composition that places jt
among the works of literature worthy of survival.
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